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PREFACE: GENESIS
In September 1985, I was asked by the Eindhoven University of Technology to carry out a
research project on the functional specification of infonnation systems. In the preceding year, I
had been mainly occupied with database theory [Pi85]; and so I began to think about a functional
specification as a definition of a type 1 or type 2 database model [Br84] together with the possibilities to interrogate and update the states therein. I soon found out that although databases are a
thorough basis for the design of infonnation systems, the above approach is not very promising
when it comes to theorizing about the nature of functional specifications. Since a specification is
supposed to describe external aspects only, and the exact nature of the states of an infonnation
system is not externally observable, specifications should not make mention of the use of a particular database model. For instance, if one infonnation system was built around a type 2 model,
and a different one, which was built around, say, a functional or E.R. database model, exhibits the
same behavior, then the two should meet the same specifications.
In the mean time, I explored some well-known methods and languages for infonnation analysis
and system development, e.g. SADT and ISAC in [BK82], and VDM in [BJ82]. It appeared to
me that typically, these methods were merely dictated procedures to collect infonnation that will
somehow have to end up in a specification, and test it for "consistency" and "completeness", but
without an underlying clear image of what a functional specification really is. As for
specification languages - a rather grand name for what usually comes down to an interweaving of
fragments of fonnal language, diagram techniques, and the possibility to enclose (infonnation
adding!) comment - usually there is no question of fonnal semantics. Moreover, the relation
between the meaning that a reader suspects on account of suggestive names, and the intended
behavior of infonnation systems is such a vague one that using such a language in non-trivial
cases is prone to misunderstandings. But even disregarding the poverty of the state of the art in
specification languages, I considered the choice of a specification language to be a limitation
beforehand on the class of specifiable systems, and the notion of specification language to be of
no material relevance to the general notion of functional specification. I abandoned the subject
Summarizing, I was seeking for the answer to the following question: What is the essence of a
functional specification? Granting that a specification in general is a text, what infonnation
should be contained in a functional specification, i.e. of what structure should its f9nnal seman~~

!

It did not take long since the discovery that this was the aim of my quest before I had defined the
model of infonnation systems and the quasi-order relation thereon that now constitute Chapter 2.
Then one day, when my dear colleague and at that time work-room companion dr. Marc
Voornoeve and I were involved in a small educational task, we came to a point that exchange of
thoughts about it with the lecturer, viz. prof. dr. Jan Paredaens, was required. It happened then
that Jan, like I, had given himself some thoughts about equivalence of infonnation systems. He
had not fonnalized his view, but infonnally, his solution was the following. Two infonnation
systems are equivalent if every action that a user can undertake in one system corresponds to a
sequence of actions in the other system, and vice versa. I fonnalized this idea, because I thought
it might lead to a better understanding of so-called incomplete functional specifications. The
present fonnulation of this result can be found in Example 2 of Section 7.4.
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A few days later, when Marc read the formalization I had made at that time, he advised that I
should build in the possibility that the actions in a single "simulating sequence" depend on feedback provided by the information system. This was an enrichment that neither Jan nor I had
thought of yet. Indeed, its effect was the conversion to what I considered to be the most general
fonn of simulation between information systems.
But it was harder to formalize, and even after it had been formalized, I still had my doubt~ about
provability of the resulting relation's transitivity. So I tried to demonstrate this property: the subject of Chapter 6 was born.
Jn August 1987, I had made considerable progress in both the research and the presentation of its
results. But then a calamity occurred. Reflecting once more on the nature of this "most general"
simulation mechanism, I found that it did not cover a particular case that, intuitively speaking,
should have been covered. This case is described in Example 2 of Section 5.6. Technically
speaking. it was because I had only introduced solid interfaces, cf. Section 8.2. The repair
consisted of a few small changes in some basic definitions, but the consequences were huge: the
largest and most complicated definitions and proofs had lost their validity and had to be rewritten.

And so I did. The result is the thesis now in front of you.
Eindhoven, spring 1989.

Frank Pieper.

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
1.1. ABSTRACT AND SUMMARY
The researeh of which this thesis contains the results, was originated by the need to specify information systems fonnally, in particular concerning the rather fundamental part that we callfanctional specification. In that part, it is described which input messages a system can handle, and
what output the system will produce as the result of certain input.
This description of the input-output behavior of an infonnation system should reveal as little as
possible, preferably nothing, about the processes taking place inside the system. Thus, two information systems that differ in their internal organizations, meet the same functional specifications
if only they present the same external behavior. On the other hand, the input-output behavior of
an individual system generally depends on the internal state of that system, which hence cannot
be totally ignored in the functional specification.
At a first glance, this suggests a discrepancy between the desire to hide and the necessity to reveal
infonnation about internal aspects in a functional specification. We will see that this is only
seemingly so: it is well possible to describe the external behavior of an infonnation system while
concealing everything about the internal structure that is not shared by all systems wilh this same
behavior (Chapter 3).
What often is understood by 'a functional specification' is a text in some (fonnal) specification
language or another. Although lhis view is quite natural, almost inevitable from a fonnal standpoint, it has at least two disadvantages:
- It obfuscates that specifying is a rather language-independent activity. To compare: a program
can be fonnally regarded as a text in a programming language, but this does injustice to the
language-independence of the problem-solving thought process that programming really is.
A text in a fonnal language does not in itself describe the behavior of an infonnation system: it
only does so in combination wilh an interpretation. The fonnal language requires semantics.
Among other things, this implies lhat one and lhe same text might specify several kinds of
behavior when subjected to different interpretations.
We see that lhe meaning of a functional specification is of greater importance than lhe language
in which it is fonned, or the choice of a particular expression among equivalent ones in that
language.
The efforts to provide for interpretation of such functional specifications are threefold:
A semantic function for the specification language must be given.
- It must be made clear how the meaning (under this semantic function) of a given text in the
language relates to infonnation system behavior, in order that it can be judged whether or not a
certain infonnation system meets the functional specification.

- It has to be verified that texts that are equivalent in the sense lhat they specify the same information systems, have the same meaning under the given semantic function.

-2A theoretic framework in which this program can be carried out, is still lacking. It would at least
have to contain a fonnal notion of infonnation system behavior. Such a theoretic framework is
presented in this thesis.
To resume: in order to be able to specify at all - be it fonnally or not - we should preferably have
answers to the following questions.
- What, insofar as fwictional specification is involved, is an infonnation system?
- When are two infonnation systems equivalent, in the sense that every functional specification
of one of them is also a functional specification of the other?
- What criteria must a text minimally meet before we may say that it nominates an equivalence
class? In other words, what exactly should a functional specification "do"?
- Along which lines might such a specification be achieved?
We will give mathematical answers to these questions. This does not mean that we are going to
define a specification language; nor do we propose a method for infonnation analysis. What we
define is a model of information systems that captures all aspects relevant to functional
specification, and adapt it in such a way that the resulting structure will, in addition, ignore all
aspects not relevant to functional specification. This resulting structure, called standard, makes
an excellent candidate for the meaning of functional specifications as described earlier: it is obvious (from the theory) how it relates to the behavior of our model of infonnation systems, and it is
trivial that equivalent functional specifications are mapped onto the same standard.
Furthennore, we propose a number of stages for specifying an infonnation system in a stepwiserefinement fashion, going from severely incomplete functional specifications to complete ones.
The remainder of this chapter contains notational conventions of a mathematical nature.
In Chapter 2, the infonnation systems model called data machine is defined, and the question
concerning equivalence is answered.
It is desirable to have a characterizing object - which will be called standard - for each
equivalence class, to which a fixed representative can be related that we may call the standard
machine for that class; these subjects are treated in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 makes a first step in determining what activities are minimally required to single out a
standard (i.e. to give a functional specification of an infonnation system).
In our approach of the stepwise-refinement process referred to above, the first step is to nominate
an equivalence class of data machines wider the so-called kernel relation. This relation is defined
in tenns of a notion called interface, a device that intermediates between a data machine and a
user. Chapter 5 treats these subjects.
Chapter 6 is about the composition of interfaces, an operation required to prove transitivity of the
kernel relation. Apart from this transitivity, the chapter also treats associativity of the composition operation. This property is needed in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 7, interfaces are classified by their types. This has the following use. The abovementioned stepwise-refinement process consists of steps in which a finer class of data machines is
selected from a coarser one by posing demands w.r.t the behavior. The notion of interface type
is used to describe possible "step sequences" that lead from a kernel equivalence class to a
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subclass of that which contains exactly one standard machine.
Finally, Chapter 8 gives an overview of the research that still has to be carried out before the
theory described in this thesis is suitable for practical use.
1.2. BASIC CONVENTIONS

Fonnal paragraphs (like definitions, theorems etc.) will usually begin with lines of the fonn x : t
or x: t Ir(x), where tis a "type" and r(x) denotes a restriction on x. This is to be read as 'Jet x be
at' and 'let x beat such that r(x)', respectively.
Hints to proof steps are often written between the symbols · <j: ' and • :} '. The symbols ' := ·
and ' :~ 'stand for 'is defined as' and 'is by definition equivalent to', respectively.
We accept the axiom of choice (AC). The symbol for subset is ' <;;, ' ; by • c ' we mean proper
subset. For a set A, by #A we mean its cardinality and by PA its power set.
If a set A has exactly one element x for which a certain property r(x) holds, then this element is
referred to by J..xeA:r(x). The element of a singleton A is therefore .J..xeA:xeA, but this is written iA for short.

For an ordered pair p, it 1p and it2p denote its first and second coordinates, respectively:
1t1(x;y) =x and 1t2(x;y) = y.
AsetPoforderedpairshasadomain: domP
(it 1pJpeP),
arange: rngP :={1t2pJpeP) ,and an inverse: p-I := ((it2p;1t1p)ipeP).
A function is a set/ ofordered pairs satisfying 'ifp,p'ef: 1t1P =1t1p' ::::;> itzp =ft2P'.
Let /be a function and xedomf. Then/ .x := J..ye rngf: (x;y)ef. The operator•.' is taken to
be left-associative: p.q.r.means (p.q).r.
Functions may be denoted by expressions of the fonn l.xeA :E(x) , A denoting the domain and
E (x) being an expression that defines the function value for each element x of that domain.
1.3. MORE ABOUT FUNCTIONS
Let A be a set. We call a function/:
- out of A if dom f <;;,A ;
-from A if domf =A;
- into A if rng f ~A ;
- onto A if rng f = A .
For any sets A and B, A-+B denotes the set of all functions from A into B, and A ~B denotes the
set of all functions out of A into B. We take ' -+ ' and ' ~ ' to be right-associative, even in combination. Thus, A-+B ~C for instance is A -+(B ~C) .
Let f be a function and A a set. ftA :=l.xe(Andomf):f.x, or,
ft A= {pefl1t1P eA }. This function is called the restriction of/to A.

equivalently:

For two functions/and g ,fog :=l.xe (x'edomgJg.x'edomf):f.(g.x); this function is called
the composition off after g . Note that we do not require rng g<;;,domf. We emphasize that
xedom(fog) is a short way to say xedomg 1>.g.xedomf; and (fog).x equals /.(g.x), as
opposed to f.g.x, which means (f.g).x. Function application has higher priority than function
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composition, so f .x o g.y means (f.x) o (g.y).
A set-valued function (or set function) F has a generalized product:
ITF := {fedomF ~Urng FIVxedomF:f .xeF.x}.
It holds that IlF=0 ~ '3xedomF:F.x=0 (because of AC), and
ITF is a singleton ~ Vxe dom F: F .xis a singleton.

Let T be a set of functions. By the heading of T, which will be denoted by Hng T, we mean the
set U{dom/l/e T} . For a set A, Tit A := Ut A Ile T}, the projection of Ton A . A set B is
called uniquely identifying (or u.i.) in Tif Vt,t'e T: t~B = t't B ~ t = t'. Tis a table if all functions in Thave the same domain [Br84].
A function whose inverse is also a function is called injective (or an injection).

For any set A, Id A :=he A :x.
For a function/,/+- :=A.ye rng f :{xedomflf .x=y }.

1.4. SEQUENCES
IN is the set of all natural numbers, among which 0 is reckoned. IN\ {O} is denoted by IP; the
elements of IP are called sequence numbers, because they each indicate a position that an object
can occupy in a sequence.
Z is the set of all integers. For integers n and m, [n..m] := {ieZ Ing~}.

A sequence is a function u out of IP for which Vie IP:i+ledom u ~ iedom u. If dom u is finite,
then dom u = [1..#u] ; in this case, u is called a tuple and #u is called the~ of u. If dom u is
infinite, then it is IP; we call u a series.
For a sequence u and ie dom u we call i an index of u . We will often use the notation u; instead
of u.i ; u; is called the i-th component of u.
Let A be a set By A* we mean the set of all tuples whose components are elements of A ; A .. is
the set of all series whose components are elements of A, i.e. IP ~A .
For ne N, A":= {ueA* l#u=n}, i.e. [I..n]~A.
A tuple may be described by enumeration between • < • and • > ', separated by commas (e.g. if u
is a tuple oflength 4, then u = <u 1.u2.u3,u4> ).
If u is a tuple and vis a sequence, then u•v :=uu {(i+#u;v;)liedom v} , the concatenation of u
and v. u·v is a series iff vis a series. u&a is shorthand for u·<a> . For a set U of tuples and a
set Vofsequences, U0V := {u·vlue U,veV}.
A prefix of a sequence u is a sequence v such that v r;;. u ; a ~ of u is a sequence w such that
there is a tuple v with u=v·w. Note that u is both a prefix and a postfix of u.
A prefix (postfix) of u is called ~if it is not u. A series of which all components are identical has no proper postfixes.
A ( ~ ) extension of a tuple u is a sequence of which u is a (proper) prefix.
For a set U of sequences, pre U is the set of all prefixes of elements of U ; pro U is the set of all
proper prefixes of elements of U . pref U = {u e pre U ju is finite} .
Hence pro U r;;.pref U r;;.pre U and pre U =Uu pro U.
pro U =pref U iff Vv e U :#v e N ~ 3u e U :v cu (i.e. iff every finite element of U has a proper

-5extension in U), and pref U =pre U iff U contains only mples. If pre Ur;; U , which is equivalent
to pro U <;;;;, U and also to pref U <;;;;, U , then U is called prefix-closed. post U is the set of all
postfixes of elements of U .
Let u be a sequence. For a finite prefix v of u, u>-v := lwepost(u): u=v·w.
For a postfix w of u, more than one prefix v of u may meet u =v·w in case u is infinite and from
some index on periodic. That is why we define

u-<w := lvepref{u}:u=v·w A Vxepref(u}:u =x·w ~ vr;;;,x;
this is the shonest of these prefixes.

x

x

r

If a series of tuples (which means E (A*
for some set A) is such that Vi E IP: X; is a prefix
of X;+i , then we write Lim X (read: the limit of X) for rng X , which is the smallest sequence
of which every X; is a prefix.
This is a tuple if3Ne /P:Vn <:: N:Xn =XN, and a series otherwise.

LJ

1.5. RELATIONS
Any set of ordered pairs is a relation. The relation R is said to be a relation on A if A is the set
domRurngR.
The words reflexive, symmetric, anti-symmetric, and transitive have their usual meanings. The
tenn quasi-order will be used to indicate a relation that is reflexive and transitive. An antisymmetric quasi-order is called an order relation, and an equivalence relation is a quasi-order that
is symmetric.
A Janice is an ordered pair (A; S) of a set A and an order relation s on A , such that any two elcc
ments of A have a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. Fonnally:

Vx, yeA:3zeA:xsz AYSZ

A

VteA:x::;;t AY$t ~z::;;t

Vx, yeA:3zeA:zsx A zSJ A VteA:t'fx A tsy

~tsz

A lattice (A ; $) is called complete if every subset of A has a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound:
'vXr;;;,A:3zeA:(VxeX:xs;z)A VteA:(VxeX:x9)~ zst
'vXr;;;,A:3zeA:(VxeX:zsx) A VteA :(VxeX:t:s;x)~ tSZ

If R is a relation, then RnR-1 is denoted by it. So in the case R is a quasi-order, Jt is an
equivalence relation. By extension, the notation :ifiy will be used for xPy A yPx if P denotes any
binary predicate and x and y are such that xPy and yPx are both defined.
For a quasi-order Ron a set A, [R] is the partition of A containing exactly the equivalence classes
ofit. Hence for an equivalence relation R, [R] is the corresponding partition.
Let R be a quasi-order.
The following relation is an ordering on [R]:
{pe[R]x[RJIVxn1p:VyeitiP:(x;y)eR}. It is called the ordering (on [R]) induced by R; to
refer to it, the notation [R] is used.
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1.6. STRINGS
Character strings may be represented by the strings themselves in bold print, as in: string is a
string. E denotes the empty string. ('There is only one empty string, so E does not depend on, for
instance, the choice of an alphabet.)
By Chs n , for ne JN, we mean the set of all character strings (over some alphabet that we assume
to be previously defined) of which the length is at most n. Hence Vn e JN: Ee Chs n and
ChsO={E}.

7.

CHAPTER

2

DATA MACHINES
2.1. INTRODUCTION
In computing science and software engineering, specifying a product means describing its
behavior without talcing into accoum the way this behavior is realized inside the product.
A specification serves as a basis for the implementation, i.e. the construction of a product that
exhibits the behavior described in the specification.
The most fundamental part of the specification is the so-called functional specification. This
describes which results will be returned by the software product upon supply of certain input
data. In the case of a program for instance, this functional specification consists of the pre· and
postconditions. Aspects of software products that are ignored in the functional specification are,
for instance:
- The "price" of achieving these results (in the case of a program: the time and space bounds).
The internal structure of the product.
- The budgetary bounds within which it has to be realized.
A functional specification of an information system is a description of the system's input-output
behavior: it describes what input messages the system can accept, and the output that results, in
dependence of the state of the system, from each of these input messages.
Since a functional specification is a description of something, it is a text. But, like we mentioned
in Section 1.1, a text can only be a description of something when it is given an interpretation.
We will be concerned with the input-Output behavior of infonnation systems, as a basis for this
interpretation of functional specifications of information systems.
How, in general, does an infonnation system behave?
- At any instance, the system finds itself in a certain state. All possible states form a predetennined set. The state of the system is invisible to the user; nevertheless it. is part of the
system's behavior since the computed results may depend on it.
- When a user wants to make use of the system, he enters a command. Like the states, the commands fonn a pre-detennined set (usually a language).
- Entering the command makes the system react:
- internally, by moving from one state to another (or possibly the same);
- externally, by returning a response to the user.
Although the state transition is invisible to the user, it belongs to the behavior of the system
because the state does.
The above description contains all aspects of infonnation systems relevant to functional

specification. It is formalized by the definition of data machine.
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2.1.1. Definition
A data machine is a5-tuple <S. C, R, M, Q> where
S, C, and Rare non-empty sets,
MeC-.+S~ ,and
QeC-.+S-.+R.
[]

Let D be a data machine, say D = < S, C, R, M, Q> . The components of D are referred to as follows: So denotes the set S, Co the set C, and Ro the set R; Mo denotes the function Mand Q0 the
function Q.
We will call an element of So a state of D, one of Co a command of D, and one of Ro a response
of D. M0 is called the maintenance function of D and Q0 its query function.
Think of D as a black box that is capable of receiving commands and sending responses. At any
time, the interior of the box contains a state seS0 . As long as no commands are fed into the box,
the state remains s and no responses are sent. Upon receiving a command ce Co, D sets its inner
state to M 0 .c.s and gives the response Q0 .c.s as output.
This may give the impression that systems with an internal clock are excluded from the model.
However, such systems can be described as a data machine containing a time-of-day register (so
the "clock position" is part of the state) and a vinual user that periodically provides a "clock tick"
command. So although the clock pulse generator is fonnally not a part of the data machine
(whereas it may be physically positioned inside the machinery), it can still be mathematically
modeled, namely as an external user.
Note that R0 may contain responses that are not Qo.c.s for any ceCo. seS0 • These responses
are superfluous (w.r.t. the operation of D).
Data machines are a generalization of the well-known Mealy type sequential machines [0160]: a
Mealy machine is (essentially) a data machine with finite sets of states, commands, and
responses. This is a true generalization: (infinite) data machines, even if they have finite sets of
commands and responses, can do more than Mealy machines. One of the things we will do in
subsequent sections is to make this last sentence precise (and prove it).
2.2. EXAMPLES
Let us first consider some very simple data machines.

1. If So is a singleton, then S0 -.+So={ldSo}. and So-+Ro={A.S'eS0 :rireR0 } • Thus,
Mo ='J..ceC0 :1dS0 , and Q0 "induces" a fixed function in C0 -.+R0 , namely
'J..ceC0 :Q0 .c.iS0 . We say that D absorbs no infonnation, since the state remains the same
whatever input is supplied. D is called a combinatorial machine, after Mealy in [Me55), page
1050.
2. If Ro is a singleton, then D will be of little use as an infonnation system because
Vee C0 :VseSo:Q0 .c.s = iR0 • It gives no infotmation, since the response is always the same
on any command in any state.
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3. The T-Oipfiop (see [HP74], page 217). which alters its state on every clock pulse, can be
described as a data machine, namely:
TFF :=< {O,l), [e), {0,1),

AcE{ej:A.se {0,1):1-s,
lee [e):Ase {O,l}:s >

As can be seen from the examples I and 2 above, it is one of the smallest devices that can be
described using the notion of data machine, without this description being unnecessarily complicated (regarding the structure of the device).
Two important examples of data machines are the following.
4. This is the first example with infinitely many states.
KCDM :=<IN, (0,1), JN,

lee (0, 1]:AsE IN:c:1<(s+l),

AcE {0,l]:A.se JN:s >
KCDM is an abbreviation of 'kernel for countable data machines';
this name will be explained in Section 5.6.

This machine has all natural numbers as states.
On command 0 the state 0 is adopted; on 1 the state is changed to its successor in IN.
In both cases, the state that is "abandoned" is given as response.
5. Consider the following data machine NID (Natural numbers Incrementer/Decrementer).
SNJv := IN; CNID :={plus, minus] ; RNJo := (0, 1) .
For all se JN:
MNJo.plus.s :=s+l ;
MN!v-minus.s :=O~s-1;
and
QNID·plus.s := 1 ;
QNID·minus.s := 1 min s .

The states of NID are the natural numbers. Command plus causes the state to be incremented; the command minus causes it to be decremented if possible, which means: if it
wasn't rero already.
The response to a command is 1 mostly; only if the state is 0, then the command minus
results in response 0.
We will see in Section 2.4 that there is no data machine with a finite state set that can do the
wolk of NID ; that is why NID is put upon the stage here.
The following tenninology may strengthen the intuition on the use of commands. The commands c of a data machine D are classified into four groups, according to the following table:
those that provide information about the state (retrieval); those that possibly change the state
(maintenance); those that do neither and those that do both at the same time.

- IO-

YseSo:M0 .c.s =s

3seS0 :M0 .c.s "*S

Ys,s 'e S0 :Qo.c.s = Qo.c .s'

idle
commands

pure·
maintenance

3s,s'eS0 :Q0 .c.s "*Qo.c.s'

pure
retrieval

mixed
cases

We illustrate this terminology in Example 6.
The following two examples of data machines have a more practical appeal.

6. A given company with employees wants to have the following questions answered from lime
to time.
- Give the salary number, name, address, zip code, city, birth date, and salary of every
employee.
- Given a salary number, give the name, address, zip code, and city of the employee with that
salary number.
- Give the sum of the salaries of all employees.
The following changes in the state of affairs can occur.
- Initialization to a state in which there are no employees.
- Addition of an employee.
- Deletion of an employee.
- Change of the address of an employee.
- Increase by a certain (possibly negative) amount of a given employee's salary.
The above description of the tasks of a data machine is informal and inaccurate (as usual, in
practice). We will proceed giving a formal definition. The comment that is interleaved with
the definition can be distinguished from the definition text itself because the latter is indented.

Snrset := [1000..9999]
F := {(Salnr;Snrset),
(Name;Chs25),
(Addr;Chs25),
(Zip;Chs7),
(City;Chs25),
(Brthd;[200IO1 ..991231 )),

(Sal;ll)}

S := {Ts: IlF IfSalnr} is u.i. in T}

- 11 S is the state space of the data machine we are defining. A state T is a table of the following

form, within which every clement is uniquely determined by its value in Salnr.
Salnr

Name

Addr

Zip

City

Brthd

Sal

C := { Dump, Tots , Init } u

{(NAZC;a)iaeSnrset) u
{(Add;t)lteTIF} u
{(Del;a)iaeSnrset} u
{(ChA;t)lte ITF r { Salnr, Addr, Zip, City }} u
{(ChS;t) lte II{ (Salnr;Snrset) , (Amt;Z)}}
Our command set contains:
- a request (Dump) for all data on all employees;
- a request (TotS) for the sum of all salaries;
- a message (lnit) indicating that the state with no employees must be adopted;
- for every possible salary number a, a request for the name, address, zip code, and city of
the employee with salary number a;
- for all possible employee records t, a command to add t to the current employees set;
- for every salary number, a command to delete the corresponding record;
- commands to change a given employee's address etc.;
- commands to change an employee's salary by a given amount (Amt is shon for 'amount').

R:=Su/Nu
{£,Known, Unknown, Negative }u
(TIF) t { Name, Addr , Zip, City }
The interpretation of the response e is "ok, no comment".
Known means that the salary number of the employee record to be insened is already present.
Unknown means that the required salary number does not occur.
If changing a salary by a negative amount would lead to a negative salary, the response Negative will appear.
All other responses are "proper" answers to questions.
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ME C -'tS-'tS is defined as follows.
M.c :=ldS if CE {Dump, Tots Ju {(NAZC;a)iaESnrset)

M.lnit.s := 0 for every sE S
su {t) ift.SalnrE [t'.Salnrlt'Es}
M. (Add;t).s :=

{s

otherwise

M.(Del;a).s := {tEslt.Salnr;t:a}
M.(ChA;t).s := {J;(t')lt'Es}, where
t't {Name, Brthd, Sal} u t if t'.Salnr=t.Salnr
J;(t') :=

{t'

otherwise

M. (ChS;t).s := {g,(t')lt'es) , where
t' \ {(Sal;t'.Sal)} u {(Sal;t'.Sal +t.Amt) I
if t'.Salnr=t.Salnr and
g,(t'):=
t'.Sal+t.Amt<:: 0

t'

otherwise

QE C-'tS-'tR is the following function.
Q.Dump :=ldS
Remark: this is the reason why S{;;.R.
Q. TotS.s := I:te s :t. Sal

Q.lnit.S := E

Q.(NAZC;a).s :=

(J..tEs:t.Salnr=a)t{ Name, Addr, Zip, City}
if3tEs:t.Salnr=a
Unknown

t:

otherwise

if3tEs:t.Salnr=a

Q.(Del;a).s :=
{ Unknown

otherwise
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E

jf-.3t'Es:t'.Salnr=t.Salnr

Q.(Add;t).s :=
{

Known otherwise

. ·-{E

if3t'Es:t'.Salnr=t.Salnr

Q.(ChA,t).s .-

Unknown otherwise
E

Q.(ChS;t).s :=

if3t'Es:t'.Salnr=t.Salnr

A

t'.Sal+t.Amt~

0

Negative
if3t'Es:t'.Salnr=t.Salnr A t'.Sal+t.Amt <0
Unknown
otherwise

Now Emp := <S, C, R, M, Q > is a data machine which performs according to the informal
description and gives appropriate error messages when necessary.
Jn this data machine:
- Dump, TotS, and the NAZC-commands belong to the group of pure retrieval;

Init is a pure maintenance command;
Those commands of the form (ChS;t) that have t.Amt=O are pure retrieval cases;
- All other commands are mixed ones.
Hence no commands are idle.
7. A truly gigantic definition of a data machine has been partly designed by Tom Mchlkop
[Me88]. His intention was to transform an (informal) ISO-ANSI working draft of the database language SQL2[1A87]
By the time of his graduation, well half a year after the start of the project, he had formalized
the SQL2 notions of primitive value and data type. defined the exact semantics of a lion's
share of the grammatical category called expressions. and given a state space for the data
machine. Every state therein consists of a data dictionary part, a data base part consistent
with the data dictionary, and a part concerning transactions and sessions. Concurrency and
so-called embedded SQL were not implicated in the model.
The result is a Master's Thesis of 134 pages, of which approximately half is formal text. By
Tom's own estimation, the part he did was roughly half the necessary work both in effort and
in text; so we may value the total term of such a project at a year or more (of a brilliant examinee), and the formal part of the result would run to some 100-200 pages.
One conclusion must be that although the notion of data machine is a really simple one, it
may be a far from trivial exercise to define conscientiously a data machine for a complicated
practical environment
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So far, it may have seemed that we only allow machines to have one input channel and one output channel. However, the command and response sets can be structured to handle multiple i/o
channels (or multiple users, or a combination of both). The following example illustrates this.
8. The data machine D is used to control a process, from which it receives measurements and to
which it sends adjustments. To D, adjustrnents are responses and measurements are commands.
Furthermore, there is a console by which a human operator can communicate with D (see Figure 1).

Screen

Adjustments

Process
Keyboard

II

D

II

II

Measurements

Figure l

To model this, let:
l be the set of possible measurements;
J the set of possible adjustments;
K the set of strings the keyboard might send;
L the set of strings the screen can receive.

Then we define CD to be {(Keyb;k)lkeK}v((Meas;OlieJ},
andRD as {(Scrn;l)lleL}v{(Adj;j)ljeJ}.
2.3. COMMAND TUPLES

Consider a data machine D which is in some state seSD. Let y= <c l, ... ,cn > be a tuple of commands of D and imagine that we feed the components of y into D, in the order in which they
occur in y. We are interested in the overall effect: the state that will finally be reached and the
tuple of responses generated during the processing of y. In the following definition, these are
called MD.'f.S and QD.'f.S, respectively.
2.3.1. Definition

D: data machine.
(i).

MD is the function in CD*-+SD-+SD, recursively defined by:
MD.<> :=ldSD ;
MD.(y&c) :=MD.coMD.'f for all ye CD*, ceCD.
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(ii).

Q0

is the function in C0 * ~s0 ~R0 *,recursively defined by:

D
Elucidation to the recursion step of Q0 : after the data machine processed y, it is in state M 0 .y.s;
hence that is the state from which the response to c is computed.
Comparison: a data machine Din which Co and R0 are replaced by C0 * and R0 * , respectively,
and M0 and Q0 by M0 and Q0 , respectively, is not only again a data machine, but also a special
case of an abstract machine as introduced by S. Ginsburg in [Gi60], [G62a], namely what he calls
afree machine ([Gi60], page 403).
From Definition 2.3.1 it appears that for every command c and every states, M 0 .<c >.s M 0 .c.s
and Q0 .<c>.s = <Q0 .c.s>. Recurrence on y immediately yields #Q0 .y.s #y for all seS0 and
1 e C0 * . Also the following lemma holds.
2.3.2. Lemma
D: data machine.

For every 11•y,e CD* :
(i).

Mo.(Yr'Yr) = Mo."fr 0 Mo.11

(ii).

Qo.('Yr'Yr)

-

-

'AseSo:(Qo."f1.sHQo."fr.(Mo."f1.s))

Proof

Recurrence on y,. Easy.

D
2.3.3. Definition
D, DD: data machines.
s: state of D.
s': state of DD.

s DEDO s' :<=.> 'Vye(ConCoo)*:Qv."f.S=QoD·"f·S'

0
In words, s oEoo s' means there is no difference in the "external behavior" of D starting in state s
and that of DD starting in states', when only commands in C0 nC00 are supplied. The following lemma expresses that simultaneous execution of such commands by D and by DD, preserves
D'il![)D •
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2.3.4. Lemma
D, DD: data machines.
s: state of D.
s': state of DD.
s o=oo s'=:> '<l1E(ConCoo)*:Mo.1.s o=ooMoo-1.s'

Proof
Supposes o=oo s' and let1e(ConCoo)*.
Let1'E (Con Coo)* . Then Qo.(1·1').s=Qoo.(1·1').s', i.e.

1: 2.3.2.(ii) :t

(Qo.1.s)·(Qo.1'.(Mo.1.s))=(QDD·1·S')-(QDD·1'·(Moo-1.s')).

Since also Q0 .1.s=Q00 .1.s', it holds that
Qo.1'.(Mo.1.s)=Qoo-1'.(Moo-1.s').

This is true forevery1'e (Cori Coo)*, soMo.1.s o=oo Moo-1.s'.

D
2.3.S. Theorem
D, DD: data machines.
s, s': states of D.
s": state of DD.
(i).

s o=o s

(ii). s o=o s' "s' o=oo s" ::::> s o=oo s"
(iii). s" oo=o s' "s' o=o s ::::> s" oo=o s

(iv). s o=oo s" ::::> s" oo=o s

Proof
Trivial, from Definition 2.3.3.

D
On the states of a data machine D, o=o is an equivalence relation. This can be verified by choosing DD := D in the above theorem.
A data machine with no redundancy in its states is called distinguished:

2.3.6. Definition
D: data machine.
Dis distinguished :¢> Vs,s'eS0 : s o=o s' ::::> s =s'

D
The most crucial aspect of a data machine is its external behavior: it is for this that we introduced
data machines at all. The external behavior of a data machine D starting from a state s is defined
as follows.

- 17 2.3.7. Definition
D: data machine.
s: state of D.
D@s :='i.:yeCo*:Qo:y.s

a
Some fonner notions of this section can be rephrased using this notation:
s o=oo s' <:::> (D@s)tCoo* =(DD@s'>tCo* •

in particular
s o=o s'

<=> D@s=D@s',

and
D is distinguished <:::> Ase So :D@s is an injection.

2.4. SIMILARITY BETWEEN DATA MACHINES

We will define a data machine DD to be upward compatible with a data machine D iff DD has at
least all the commands that D has and, when it is confined to the command set of D, exhibits the
behavior of D as far as "comparable" states are concerned. This presupposes that for every state
of D, DD must have such a comparable state.
Functions mapping states of D to states of DD that are comparable in this (up till now seemingly
vague) sense are called morphisms, by the following definition.
2.4.1. Definition
D, DD: data machines ICo!;; Coo.

A morphism of D to DD is a function q,eS0 ...:,Soo satisfying
VseSo: s o=oo <f>.s

a
In view of the condition C0 !;;C00 , the fonnula VseS0 :s o=oo <f>.s may be rewritten as
VseS0 :D@s=(DD@<f>.s)tC0 * . This last fonnula also implies C0 !;;C00 .
Note that not for every state of DD there need to be a comparable state of D : among the states of
DD there may be ones that have nothing to do with the behavior of D , and these will not occur in
rng<f>.

It is well possible that for a states of D, DD has several (and non-equivalent) comparable states.
We can see this if we realize that several states of DD may cause DD to react on D-commands the

same way D reacts when in states, but cause different DD-reactions when elements of C00 \ C0
are supplied.
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Starting from a states of D, we can first "move to DD" using a morphism cjl and then feed a tuple
y of D-commands into DD; or we can first feed y into D and apply cjl to the resulting state.
Although the two final DD-states need not be equal, they are equivalent within DD whenever
C0 = C00 . This is expressed in the following lemma.
2.4.2. Lemma

I

D, DD: data machines Co= Coo·
cjl: morphism of D to DD.

"ilsES0 :VyE Co* :Moo-Y.(cll.s) oo=oo cjl.(Mo.y.s)
Proof

LetsESo andyECo"'·
s o=oo cjl.s, so { 2.3.4 :j> M 0 .y.s o=oo M 00 .y.(cjl.s).

(*)

Besides,M0 .y.s o=oo cjl.(Mo.y.s).
So for all y'E Coo"':
Qoo-1'.(Moo-Y-(cjl.s))

={ Co= Coo and(*) :j>
Qo.y'.(Mo.y.s)

=-t

(**) :t

Qoo.y'.(cjl.(Mo.1.s))

So Moo-Y-(cll.s) oo=oo cjl.(Mo.y.s).

0
Special cases of morphisms are homomorphisms and isomorphisms. The following two
definitions describe these.
2.4.3. Definition
D,DD:datamachineslCo~Coo.

A homomorphism of D to DD is a function cjl ES0 -+Soo
such that for all SE S0 , CE C0 :
Moo.c.(cjl.s) =MMo.c.s) and Qoo.c.(cjl.s) = Qo.c.s.

0
Given that C0 t=.C00 , an alternative way to say that a certain cjlES0 -+S00 is a homomorphism of
D to DD is "ilcECo:Moo-cocjl=cjloMo.c AQoo.cocjl=Qo.c, a fonnula that seives as a basis for
the (two-fold) commutating diagram of Figure 2.

. 19.

So

•j

So

j•

Mo.C
(Z)

Moo.c

Soo

Qo.C
©

•

Ro

Qoo·c

Soo

f

Figure 2
Every homomorphism is a morphism: it is easily shown by recurrence on y that for a homomorphism$, 'VyeCo*:VseSo:Qoo·'Y·($.s)= Qo."f.S.
The reverse however is not true: let TFF be the T-fiipfiop of Section 2.2, Example 3, and DD the
data machine
<{0,1,2,3},
( e},

{0,1}.
Ace {e }:i.se {0, 1 , 2, 3 }:(1 +s) mod 4 ,
ke {e }:i.se { 0, 1, 2, 3} :s mod 2 >
Then Id { 0, 1} is a morphism of TFF to DD, but not a homomorphism since M00 .e.1=2 and
=0.

MTFF·e.1

2.4.4. Definition
D, DD: data machines ICo= Coo .

An isomorphism of D to DD is a homomorphism of D to DD
that is injective and onto Soo •

a
If$ is an isomorphism of D to DD, then cp-1 is a homomorphism of DD to D. Obsetve that this
can be said only because the notion of isomorphism is restricted to cases where Co= C00 : if only
C0 r;,C00 were required, then the phrase • cp-1 is a homomorphism of DD to D ' might not be
well-defined.
This inverse cp- 1 too is injective, and it is onto S0 . The inverse of an isomorphism of D to DD is
hence an isomorphism of DD to D .
2.4.S. Theorem
Dx, Dy, Dz: data machines IC0 xr;, C0y and C0yr;, CD: .
cp: morphism of Dx to Dy.
$': morphism of Dy to Dz.
(i).

$' o $ is a morphism of Dx to Dz.

(ii).

$'o is a homomorphism if both and qi' are homomorphisms.

+

+
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Proof
(i).

Let SE Sox and YE Cox*.
Oo,.y.((cl>'0 «l>).s)
= Oo,.y.(«l>'.(«1>.s))
= Q0y.y.(«1>.s)

=Qox·Y·S ·
So VsESox: s ox=oz («1>'0 $).s
(ii).

Suppose «I> and «1>' are homomorphisms.
Let SE Sox and CE Cox .

M0 ,.c. ((«!>'o «1>).s)
= M0 ,.c. («l>'.($.s)
= «1>'.(Moy.c. («!>.s))
= «1>'.(«1>.(Mox·c.s))
= («!>' o $).(Mox·C.S),

and

Q0 ,.c. ((«1>'0 «1>).s)
= <j: similar to pan (i) :j>

Qox·C.S

a
From 2.4.5.(ii) it is evident that in cases where Cox= C0y =C0 , , «!>' o «I> is an isomorphism if both
and «1>' are isomorphisms.

«I>

2.4.6. Theorem

D, DD: data machines ICo<;;;, Coo .
If there exists exactly one morphism of D to DD,

then it is a homomorphism.

Proof
Let «I> be the morphism.
From the uniqueness of «I> we conclude that for all SE S0 ,
«1>.s is the only s'ES00 such thats o=oo s'.
Now lets E So and c E C0 . We must prove:
Moo.c. ($.s) =$.(Mo.c.s) and Qoo.c. ($.s) =Qo.c.s.
Consider the state M 00 .c. ($.s), call its'.
LetyEC0 *.
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<Qoo.c. (cp.s)>·Qoo.y.s'

={ 2.3.2.(ii) }
Qoo.( <c >·y).(cp.s)

={ .p is a morphism ;i>
Q0 .(<c > ·y).s

={ 2.3.2.(ii) }
<Qo.c.s>-(Qo.y.(Mo.c.s)).

We conclude, considering the case y= <> : QDD.c. (cp.s) = Q0 .c.s .
Besides, '<:/ye Co* :Qo.y.(Mo.c.s) = Qoo.y.s',
so Mo.c.s osoo s', sos'= lj).(Mo.c.s).

a
The existence of a morphism of D to DD does not always imply that of a homomorphism: here

follows a counterexample.
Define D :=<IN, {e}, IN,
A.ce (t}:i..se IN:Omaxs-1,
A.ce {e}:i..se IN:s >
D is a data machine that fulfills the following task: once initialized to a certain state (natural

number), it counts down to 0, each time presenting its previous state as output.
Define a data machine DD as follows.
Soo := {p e INXIN l7t1P '?. 7t2P l
Coo:= (e} ; Roo := IN
M 00 :=A.ce

(e}:i..seSoo:(7t 1 s;0~(7t2s-l))

Qoo :=A.ce {e}:i..seS00 :rc2s

After DD has been initialized to a state (n ;m) (with n '?. m ), it exhibits the same behavior as D
when initialized tom ; only DD also remembers in silence - the number n .
Clearly Alie IN:(n;n)is a morphism of D to DD.
But no function !j) can be a homomorphism of D to DD : the requirement that
YseS0 :Yce C0 :Mo0 .c.(cp.s) cp.(Mo.c.s) implies that all DD-states in the range of cp would have
the same first coordinate. Call this common first coordinate n , then rng !j) ~ ( (n ;m) Im e [0.. n ]} .
Hence the state n +1 of D is mapped onto a state of DD that does not deliver the response n + l .
So+ is not a homomorphism.

=

The following definition is the main one of this section.
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D, DD: data machines.
DD is upward compatible with D

:~

CD<;;,, CDD and there exists a morphism of D to DD.

0
We will abbreviate 'DD is upward compatible with D' to 'DD uc D'.
On any set of data machines, the restriction of uc to that set is a quasi-order, see Lemma 2.4.5.(i).
In view of the axiom of choice, we may reformulate 2.4.7 to
DD uc D ~ CDr;;,,CDD

A

VseSD:3s'eSDD:s D'=DD s'

(The AC part is "from right to left".)
The phrase 'upward compatible' is taken from the world of commercial software, where a newer
release of a product is called upward compatible with an older one if everything that could be
done in the older release can also be done, and by using the same commands, in the newer one.
This intuition behind Definition 2.4.7 suggests that two data machines between which the uc relation holds "in both directions", perform exactly the same tasks, and hence meet the same functional specifications. This idea will be worked out in the next chapter.
The following lemma is a preparation to the proof of the theorem that two distinguished data
machines that are mutually upward compatible, are isomorphic in exactly one manner.

2.4.8. Lemma
D, DD: data machines ICD!;;CDD .
.p: morphism of D to DD.

(i).

DD is distinguished

(ii).

D is distinguished :::> .p is injective.

(iii). DD is distinguished

A

A

CD=CDD :::>.pis unique.

D uc DD :::> .p is onto SDD·

Proof
(i).

Suppose DD is distinguished and CD=CDD·
Let .p' be a morphism of D to DD.
LetseSD.
D@s

= <j: 2.4.l

~

(DD@ij>.s)tcD•

=-!:

CD=CDD~

DD@lj>.s

,

- 23 and similarly
D@s = DD@41'.s

=

Hence DD@41.s DD@41'.s .
1: DD is distinguished:} 41.s = 41'.s.
1: Abstraction from s :} 41 =41' .
(ii).

Suppose D is distinguished.
Let s,s 'e SD such that 41.s = 41.s' .
1: C0 r;;.CDo:} D@s =(DD@41.s}tC0 *, andD@s' =(DD@41.s')~C0 *.
So 1: 41.s =41.s':} D@s =D@s', and hence
1: Dis distinguished :} s = s'.
41 is injective.

(iii). Suppose DD is distinguished and D uc DD .

C0 =Coo because DD tu D.
Let 41' be a morphism of DD to D (which exists because D uc DD).
LetseSoo.
DD@41.(41'.s)

= 1: Co =CDo:}
(DD@41.(4>' .s)}tCD*
=D@41'.s

=1: Co=CDo:l(D@41'.s )tCoD *
=DD@s .

So 1: DD is distinguished:} s = 41.(41'.s), hence se rng 41.
41 is onto S00 •
[]

Qause (ii) of this lemma can be used to demonstrate, as we promised in Section 2.2, that no
finite-state data machine can do the work of NID .
Obviously N!D is distinguished: let n, n 'e SNio JN with n -:;: n' - without loss of generality we
suppose n<n' - and define y:=i{minus)n+1 ; then QNJ0 .y.n=i(1)n&o, but
QNIO·'Y·n' = l (1 }n+I •
So if DD is a data machine upward compatible with NID , then there exists an injective morphism
41e SNio~Soo ; so S00 is an infinite set.

=
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2.4.9. Theorem
D, DD: distinguished data machines IDD

tit D .

There is exactly one morphism of D to DD, and that morphism is an isomorphism.

Proof
There is a morphism of D to DD since DD uc D.
{: 2.4.8 } There is only one such morphism, which is injective and onto S00 .
{: 2.4.6} It is a homomorphism. So{: Co= Coo} it is an isomorphism.

IJ
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CHAPTER

3

STANDARDS AND STANDARD MACHINES

3.1. INTRODUCTION
We introduced data machines as a model for information systems that would capture all aspects
relevant to functional specification. This model, however, gives rise to over-specific functional
specifications: a complete description of a data machine contains superfluous information, such as
the nature of the machine's states. This can also be expressed by saying that in general, more
than one data machine meets a given description of an input-output behavior, provided the latter
is not over-specific. Particularly, if D and DD are data machines such that DD fitD. then every
functional specification of an information system modeled by D is also one of a system modeled
by DD, and vice versa.

So if a functional specification is moulded in the form of a definition of a data machine, then the
only infonnation that is used from this definition is to which equivalence class under fit the
defined data machine belongs; the choice of a particular machine from that class is information
that, although contained in the text of the functional specification, does not contribute to describe
the behavior of the information system. We might as well say that a complete functional
specification ideally reveals enough about a data machine to determine the fit-class it belongs to,
but nothing more than that. (Intuitively, a functional specification is said to be complete if it
describes the system's input-output behavior completely.)
In this chapter, we will describe what is common about the data machines that constitute an
equivalence class under
We will also see that the common properties lead, in a canonical
way, to a representative of the equivalence class that we may call the class' standard machine.

uc.

3.2.STANDARDS
We will derive, for data machines D and DD, a reformulation of the phrase ' DD UC D • that
makes it possible to describe an equivalence class of tit in terms of a common characteristic of
the elements of that class.
In Section 2.4, the following turned out to be a formulation of DD uc D :

C0 r;;;.Cvv

A

VseSv:3s'eS00 :s DE[)D s'

Since Sv is non-empty, this is equivalent to

We also gave a reformulation of s o=vv s' , namely at the end of Section 2.3:

The condition C0 r;;;. C00 allows us to leave the projection on C00 out:
D@s

=(DD@s')tCv *

which as well implies Cvr;;;. Cvv •
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Vs eSD:3s 'e SDD: D@s

=(DD@s')tCD *

This may be rewritten as
{D@siseSD} !;;;; {(DD@s')tCD* is'eSDD}

the latter term of which equals, by the definition of projection,
{DD@s'ls'eSDD) It CD*
This establishes the following theorem.
3.2.1. Theorem
D, DD: data machines.
(i).

DD uc D <=> {D@slseSo) 1;;;; {DD@s'ls'eSoo) It Co*

(ii). DD

·UC D <=> {D@siseSD} = {DD@s'ls'eSoo)

Proof
(i).

Above.

(ii). From (i), by symmetry.
[]

Part (ii) of this theorem reveals a derivative of data machines· that determines for every data
machine D the UC-class D belongs to, and at the same time conceals all other information about
D. This derivative is the set {D@s Is e So} , which we call the standard of D.
3.2.2. Definition

D: data machine.
StdD := {D@siseSD)
[]

A standard (i.e. the standard of a data machine) uniquely determines an equivalence class of tiC ,
and vice versa. As for functional specifications, we can therefore say that a text is a complete
functional specification iff from that text alone a definition of ;t unique standard can be gathered.
In particular, hence, a definition of a standard is itself a complete functional specification.
The standard of a data machine D is a set of functions from C0 * to Ro* .
Comparison: in [Ra58], G. Raney describes the behavior of sequential machines in terms of socalled retrospective sequential functions. In our terms, these are functions from C0 to Ro .that
must be
regarded
as the infinitary
continuations
of D@s
,
precisely:
A.yeC0 :U{(D@s):y'ly'epre/{y}}. This fonn of machine behavior description is exactly as
informative as our standards. We prefer the Co* ->Ro* version for two reasons:
00

00

00

- The finitary extension of Qo , i.e. Qo , has a stronger appeal to the intuition than the infinitary.

For instance, it is impossible (assuming that it takes time to process a command) to feed an element of Co"" into D. and wait for all due responses.
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- Most other places in the literature than [Ra58] (e.g. [Mo56], [Gl60], [G62b], and [Ei74], pages
296 ff.) compare sequential machines and states thereof on the basis of finite command
sequences.
The reduction to standard inducers as described in Chapter 4, can equally well be carried out for
Raney' s sequential functions as for our standards.

A standard is a set of functions from C* to R* for some non-empty sets C and R, but not every
such set is a standard: the following lemma describes when it is a standard.

3.2.3. Lemma
C, R: non-empty sets.
A subset L of C *~R * is a standard iff:
(i).

:E ;ii: 0

(ii). 'VGe :L:G.<> = <>
(iii). 'VGe :E:'Vce C :3<fe :L:3re R :VyeC*:G.(<c>·y) = <r>-(cl.y)

Proof
(~)

Let D be a data machine such that :L =Std D .

(i).

SD

;t:

0, so {D@slseSD)

;t:

0. Hence :E;i1:0.

(ii). Let Ge :E; lets e SD be.such that D@s = G

•

G.<>

=(D@s).<>
= ('J.:yeCD*:QD·'Y·S).<>

=QD.<>.s
=<>
(iii). Let Ge Land c e C.

Lets e SD be such that D@s = G

•

Defines' :=MD.c.s; cl :=D@s'; r := (h).c.s.
LetyeC*.
G.(<C>•y)

= QD.(<c>-y).s
= <r>-(QD·'Y·(MD.<c>.s))

= <r>:(QD:y.s')
= <r>·(cl.y)
(<=) Let:L~c·~R* ,satisfying(i)-(iii).
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a.<c> =a.(<c>·<>)= <r>·(cl.<>)
which by (ii) equals <r >-<> = <r > .
So this reR may be referred to as (a.<c>) 1 ; and since
VyeC*:a.(<c>-y)

<r>-(cl.y)

we can write cl as A.yeC*:a.(<c>·y)>-a.<c>.
This allows us to define a data machine D as follows.

So :=I:; Co :=C ;R0 :=R
M 0 := A.ce C :).ae I::A.ye C*:a.(<c >·y)>-a.<c >

Qo :=A.ceC:).ael::(a.<c>)1
We must prove that I:= Std D ; we will do so by showing Vae I::D@a =a.
The formula is equivalent to Vae I::Vye C *:Q0 .y.a = a.y; we will prove by induction
on n the following reformulation:

"lne /N:Vye C":V'ae I::a.y= Qo.y.a
The case n = 0 is covered by clause (ii) of the lemma.

Let n = n'+1 • and correspondingly y = <c > ·y' .
Letae I:.
O'.y
= a.(<c >-y')

={ definition of Mo :l>(a.<c >)-((Mo.c.a).y')
= { definition of Qo :l>-

(Qo.<c >.a)·((Mo.<c >.a).y')

={ induction hypothesis :j>(Qo. <c >.a)·(Qo.y'.(Mo. <c >.a))
= { Lemma 2.3.2.(ii) :j>-

Qo.(<c > •y').a
=Qo.y.a
D
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3.3. EXAMPLES
1. The T-ftipllop TFF (see Section 2.2, Example 3) has the following standard.
{lye{£]* :p(n, y)lne {O, 1 J)
where p(n, <>) = <> andp(n, y&e) = p (n, y)& (n+#y)mod 2.

The above set can also be expressed without any explicit reference to the set {0, l ) , as follows.
{lye {t}* :W(y',y)ly'e {e}*}
where W(y',<>) =<>and W(y',y&e) = W(y',y)& (#(y'·y)mod2).
We can see this if we realize that both states of TFF can be reached from 0 by the use of an
appropriate y'e {e J* .
2. For KCDM, see Section 2.2, Example 4.
Std KCDM is the following standard.
{lye {0,l}*:p(n,y)jne IN)
wherep(n, <>) := <> andp(n,y&c) :=p(n,y)&q(n,y)
n+#y

ifye{I)*

where q (n, y) :=
{ !me /N:ye {O, l )*0{ <0>)0{ l}m otherwise
This too has an alternative fonnulation:
{lye {0, l }* :W(y',y)ly'e {0, l )*)
where W(y',<>) =<>and W(y',y&c)= W(y',y)&#V(y'·y)
where V (y) =the longest postfix of y containing only l's.
A hint to understand this is the following: imagine KCDM to start with the processing of y'·y
in state 0.
Note that the quantification y'e { l }* is as good as y'e {0, l} *.
3. For Emp, see Section 2.2, Example 6.
The employees data machine is represented by a standard that can relatively easily be defined
without referring directly to SF.mp, thanks to the following favorable circumstances:
- Every state of Emp can be reached from the state 0 by using a suitable ye CEmp * ;

- CEmp contains a pure retrieval command yielding all infonnation that Emp is holding in its
state, namely Dump.
Consider Snrset, F, and C to be defined as in Section 2.2, Example 6.
We will first define a function V from C*xC, such that for every ye C* and ce C,

=

V. (y;c) QEmp.c. (MEmp.y.0).
First the case c ::: Dump is treated by recurrence on y, and then the other cases are described in
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Define:
V. (<>;Dump) := 0

. V.(y&c;Dump) := V(y;Dump) if ce {Dump,TotS}u{(NAZC;a)jaeSnrsetJ
V. (y& Init;Dump)

0

V.(y;Dump)u{t} ift.Salnrl!! {t'.Salnrjt'eV.(y;Dump)}
V. (y& (Add;t);Dump) :=

{ V.(y;Dump)

otherwise

V. (y& (Del;a);Dump) := {te V. (y;Dump)jt.Salnr ~a}
V. (y& (ChA;t);Dump) := {jj(t')lt'e V. (y;Dump)}

t't{Name,Brthd,Sal}ut if t'.Salnr =t.Salnr
where fi(t') :=
{ t'

otherwise

V. (y& (ChS;t);Dump) := {g1{t')lt'e V. (y;Dump)}

t' \ {(Sal;t'.Sal)}u{(Sal;t'.Sal+t.Amt)}
if t'.Salnr =t.Salnr and t'.Sal+t.Amt<:: 0
t'

otherwise

Furthermore, define:
V. (y;TotS) := l:te V. (y;Dump):t.Sal

V. (y;(NAZC;a)) :=

(J..te V.(y;Dump):t.Salnr=a)t {Name,Addr,Zip,City}
if 3te V. (y;Dump):t.Salnr=a
Unknown

otherwise

(Note that, in order to be justified, we would have to prove:

V't,t'e V. (y;Dump):t.Salnr=t'.Salnr~ t=t'.
This can be done by recurrenee on y. There are, however, reformulations of this last definition
line by which we get round that obligation.)
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£

V. (y;(Del;a)) :=
{

Unknown otherwise
£

if-.3t'e V. (y;Dump):t'.Salnr=t.Salnr

V. (y;(Add;T)) :=
{

Known otherwise
£

if 3t'e V. (y;Dump):t'.Salnr=t.Salnr

V. (y;(ChA:t)) :=
{

Unknown otherwise
e

if 3t'e V. (y;Dump):t'.Salnr=t.Salnr" t'.Sal + t.Amt~ 0

V. (y ;(ChS;t)) := Negative if 3t'e V. (y ;Dump):t'.Salnr = t. Salnr " t'.Sal + t. Amt < 0

Unknown otherwise
(A similar remark as before holds here for the proof that the first two cases cannot occur both
at the same time.)
Now that V.(y;c) is defined for every yeC* and ce C, we wind up with

Std Emp

= {A.ye C* :W. (y';y) IY'e C*}
where W.(y';<>) = <>

and W. (y';y&c) = W. (y';y)&V. (y'·y;c)
As in the case of KCDM, a more restrictive quantification of y' would also do: here, the y'
need only contain Add-commands.
3.4. STANDARD MACIDNES
In Section 3.2, we defined an operation Std on data machines such that for all data machines D
and DD, DD~ Dis equivalent to Std DD =Std D ; Std D was called the standard of D. So to
lay down the behavior of a data machine, it suffices to define the corresponding standard.

A slight disadvantage of such a definition is that it does not provide a data machine that exhibits
the desired behavior. The proof of Lemma 3.2.3 gave a construction of a data machine D from a
standard l: such that l: = Std D , but this was done in the context of two non-empty sets C and R.
This shortcoming is easily solved after the following observations:
- C is derivable from I because Hng I= C* ;
- R might contain superfluous elements, but we only need the "true" responses, and which of the
elements of R these are can be seen from l: .
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The data machine it defines is called the standard machine of l: .
3.4.1. Definition
l:: standard.
StM l: is the data machine D with
So= l:; Co= {yiiyeHng l: \ { <>))
Ro= {(s.y) 1 lse l:, yeHng l: \ { <>))

andforallseSo ,ceCo:
M 0 .c.s

= A.yeHng l: :s. (<c >-y) >-s. <c >

Q0 .c.s = (s. <c >)1

IJ
Lemma 3.2.3 guarantees that the above is indeed a correct definition and that what is defined in it
is indeed a data machine. The fact that S0 is defined as l: immediately brings about that l: is the
only standard that yields this paJ"t:icular standard machine D when subjected to StM .
According to the following theorem, StM l: belongs to the tit-class indicated by l: .
3.4.2. Theorem
l:: standard.
Std StM l: =l: .

Proof
Define D := StM l: . Then So = l: .
It holds that Voe :E:D@a =a; proved exactly like in the proof of Lemma 3.2.3.( ¢) .
Hence Std D, which equals {D@alaeS0

) ,

is equal to l: too.

D
From this theorem we derive that for a standard machine D, Std D
machine D and a standard machine DD, DD tit D ¢ > S00 =Std D .

=S0

.

Hence for a data

An elegant description of the connection between a data machine D and the tit-equivalent standard machine DD =StM StdD is given here; we leave it to the reader to check its validity.
Soo

= {D@siseSo)

Coo=Co
Roo = {Qo.c.slceC0 ,seS0 }
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and for all ceCo, seSo:
Moo.c. (D@s) = D@(M0 .c.s)
Qoo.c. (D@s) = Qo.c.s
So now we have, given a standard I , a canonical way of constructing a representative of the fitclass described by a definition of I .
Given a data machine D, there are properties of D lhat tell us whether or not D is a standard
machine. The following lemma displays these properties exactly.
3.4.3. Lemma
D: data machine.

D is a standard machine if and only if:
(i).

Vs e So:D@s

=s

(ii). Ro= {Qo.c.slceCo, seSo}

Proof
(~) Suppose D is a standard machine.
(i).

Proved exactly as in 3.2.3.

(ii). This clause says no elements of Ro are superfluous.
Let reR0

;

then 3seS0 :3ye Co* \ { <> }:r = (s:y) 1 , says, say y.

Qo·"Yl·S
=(Qo.1.s)1

=<!:

(i)}

(s. 1)1

=r
So re (Qo.c.slceC0 , seSo}.
( <=:) Suppose (i) and (ii).

Std D =So because of (i), so So is a standard. We prove D = StM S0 .
Hng So =Hng Std D
Co=

=C0 * , so

ht l1eHng So\{<>}}

.

Ro

= (Qo.c.slceCo, seSo}

= {(Qo.1.s)1 l1e Co* \ { <>} , seSo}
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= {((D@s ):y)tls e So , ye Co* \ {<>})
= {(s.y)1 lseSo, yeHng So\ {<>})
LetseSo andceCo.
For all yeHng So:
s.(<c>·y)

= (D@s).(<c>-y)
= Qo.( <c > ·y).s

=(Qo.<c>.sHQo.y.(Mo.<c>.s))
So (choose y= <>) Q0 .<c >.s = s. <c> , so

Qo.c.s =(s. <c>)1
Besides,

=M0 .<c>.s
=D@(Mo.<c>.s)
="Aye C0 *:Q0 .y.(M0 .<c>.s)
="Aye Co"' :Qo.(<c>-y).s >--Q0 .<c>.s
="Aye Co* :s.(<c»y) >--s. <c>

a
From clause (i) of this lemma it follows trivially that evecy standard machine is distinguished.
Therefore, a by-product of the constructions in this chapter is a proof of the theorem that for
evecy data machine there exists a distinguished fit-equivalent data machine.
The last lemma of this section reflects another property of standard machines, one that will come
out handy in the next section.
3.4.4. Lemma
D: standard machine.

Vs e So: Vy, y'e Co"' :s. (y·y') (s. y)·(Mo.y.s. y')

Proof
LetseSo andy,y'eCo*.
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=(D@s).(1·1')
= Qo.(n').s

=(Qo.1.s)·(Qo.1'.(Mo.1.s))
= ((D@s).1)·((D@(M0 .1.s)).1')

=(s. 1)·(Mo.1.s. 1')
0
This lemma enables us to give an explicit fonnula for M0 .1.s in case D is a standard machine,
namely: 'J..1'eCo*:s.(1·1')>-s.1.
3.5. UPWARD COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN STANDARD MACHINES

The statement DD uc D is investigated for the case that D and DD are standard machines. This is
interesting particularly because knowledge about this is in essence also knowledge about [uc]
for sets of data machines in general. (Recall that for a set of data machines, [uc ]] is the ordering
induced by uc, see Section 1.5.)
3.5.1. Lemma
D, DD: standard machines.

VseSo:Vs'eSoo: s o=oo s' <=> srCoo* = s'tCo*

Proof
LetseS0 and s'eS00 ; thens =D@s ands' =DD@s'.
Apply thats o=oo s' <:::> (D@s>tCoo* =(DD@s')tCo* .

0
3.5.2. Lemma
D, DD: standard machines.
DD uc D <:::> So<;;SooltCo*

Proof
S0 =Std D and S00 =Std DD.
Apply 3.2.1.(i).

0
The proposition S0 <;;SooltC0 * has two eye-catching special cases. The first is that C0 =C00 ,
which, in the context of So<;;SooltCo* , is equivalent to S0 <;;S00 . In the second, C0 r;;C00 but
So =SooltCo* . (The conjunction of these two implies equality of D and DD.)
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3.5.3. Definition
D, DD: standard machines.

(i).

DD ucs D :<:::=> Sot;;;.Soo

(ii).

DD ucp D :<:::=>So =SooltCo"'

0
The names ucs and ucp are inspired by the following. If DD UC!_ D, then the standard D was built
from, i.e. So , is a !lJbSet of the one DD was built from (or: obtained from S00 by means of
§_election); if DD ucp D , then So is obtained from S00 by means of 12rojection on Co"' .

In the remainder of this section an investigation into these relations is carried out. It will treat the
following question on a certain "decomposition property": given standard machines D and DD
such that DD uc D, are there standard machines DX and DY such that DD ucp DX ucs D and
DD ucs DY ucp D ? In other wonls: can we get So out of Soo by first perfonning one of the
operations projection and selection, and then performing the other one, such that the intermediate
result is a standanl?

Figure3

3.5.4. Lemma

I

D, DD: standard machines DD uc D .

There exists a unique standard machine DX such that DD ucp DX and DX ucs D,
namely StM(SooltCo"').

Proof
First we prove there is at most one.
The property DX ucs D implies Cox= Co.
Moreover, since DD ucp DX, Sox =SooltCox"' =SooltCo"'.
So only the set SooltCo"' can play the role of a standard from which DX is constructed.
This means that DX , if it exists, is unique.
This set Sox= SooltCo* obviously meets the requirements S0 r;;;S0 x (since DD uc D) and
Sox= SooltCox"', but is it a standard?
We use lemma 3.2.3: Soxr;;;Co*-+Roo"'·
(i) and (ii) are trivial; consider (iii).
LetceCo and seSox·
3sseSoo: s =sstCo"', say ss.
s' :=(Moo.c.ss>fCo*; r :=Qoo.c.ss.
For all ye Co*:
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s.(<c>·Y)
=ss.(<c>•y)
<j: 3.4.4 :j>

<r > ·((MDD.C.SS ).y)
= <r>·(((Moo.c.ss)f Co*).y)
= <r>·(s'.y)
So Sox is a standard, and hence the lemma holds.

a
It is worth knowing whether there also is a standard machine DY such that DD ucs DY and
DY ucp D. 1bis need not be the case, and even if it exists, it need not be unique.
We will first give a counterexample against existence of DY. After that, we will investigate the
question a little deeper and derive a necessary and sufficient condition under which DY does
exist. Finally, a counterexample against uniqueness of DY is constructed.
Let D be the standard machine with the standard So= {Id {O)*) . D has only one state, and every

time we feed in 0, we get 0 back.
LetDD have the standard Soo = p..ye {0,1}* :W,..ylne {O, l} I
where W,..<> =<>and W,..(y' &c) = W,..y' &V,..y',
where V,..<> =n and V,,.(y" &c')= (V,,.y" +c')mod2.
Intuitively, DD operates as follows.
It has two states, say sO ands I, and two commands: 0 and I.
The state is altered on every occurrence of command l.
On any command, the response is 0 if the state was sO and I if the state was s 1.
Obviously DD uc D: initialize DD to sO and feed only O's into it, then all responses will also be
O's.
Suppose DY is a standard machine with the property DD ucs DY and DY ucp D.
This meansSDr<;;.SDD "SD =SDrltCD*, leading toSDr = {sO}.
1bis, however, is not a standard: apply 3.2.3.(iii) with c = 1 . The counterexample is completed.
Now let D and DD be standard machines, with DD uc D. To derive a necessary condition for its
existence, let DY be a standard machine that meets DD ucs DY and DY ucp D. So
SDy<;;.SDD I\ SD =SDyjfCD*.

We can reformulate this as A AB, where A stands for SDr<;;. {seSoolsfCD*eSD}, and B for
'v'seSD:3s'eSDr: s =s'fCD*.
When is such a set SDr a standard?
'f:: 0 follows from B; VseSDr:s. <> = <> follows from A. The last requirement is
VceCDD:VseSDr:3s'eSDr:3reRDD:'<freCoo*: s.(<c>·y) =<r>-(s'.y).

SDr
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- there is only one candidate for r, namely QDD·c.s. This follows if we choose y= <>;
- there is also only one candidate for s', namely '/..ye CDD*:s. (<c >·r)>-<r>. i.e. MDD.c.s. So
this has to be an element of SDY·
The requirement that Vee CDD:Vse SDr:MDD·c.seS0 r is fuJfilled only if we strengthen A to

A':~ SDrr;;;, {seSDDl'<treCoo*:(MDD·'Y·s)tCD*eSD}
B then implies VseSD:3s'eSDo: s

=s'tCo*

A

VyeCoo*:(MDD.y.s)tCD*eSo.

This last condition is not only necessary, but sufficient as well. Note that it also implies
DD uc D: that is why this is not a prerequisite in the following lemma.
3.5.5. Lemma
D, DD: standard machines.

There exists a standard machine DY meeting DD ucs DY and DY ucp D if and only if
VseSo:3s'eSDD: s =s'tCo*

A

VyeCDD*:(MDD·'Y·sHCo*eSo.

Proof
"Only if': see the foregoing.

"If': suppose the condition is true.
We are going to prove, using 3.2.3 with c =CDD and R =RDD , that the following is a standard:
S := {seSoDjVyeCDD*:(MDD·'Y.s)tCo*eSo}.

(i).

It is non-empty because S0 is non-empty and
VseSD:3s'eSDD:'<tyeCDo*:(MDD·'Y.s')tCo*eSo.

(ii).

For every elements, s. <> = <> since s e SoD .

(iii). LetseSandceCoD;MDD·c.seSDD•

For all yeCDo*. (MDD·'Y·(MDD·c.s))tCD* = (MDD·(<c>-y).s)tCD* e SD.
Hence MDD·c.se S. Now for all ye CDD * ,
s.(<c>·y) = <QDD·C.s>-((MDD.C.S).y) by 3.4.4.
So Sis indeed a standard; let Dfbe the standard machine StM S.
Clearly Sorr=.SDD• so DD ucs DY.
SDrltCD*r=.So, for let seSDY· then VyeCDD*:(MDD·'Y·sHCo*eSo.
so 1: chooser=<>:} stCD*eSD.
SDr=.SorltCD*, because the condition implies VseSD:3s'eSor: s =s'tCo*.

So also DY ucp D.

IJ
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Remark: DY need not be unique (as will shortly be shown), but the one defined in the proof is the
greatest one in the sense of state inclusion: if DD ucs DY' and DY' ucp D, then DY ucs DY' .
This is a consequence of the previously discovered requirement A': when applied to DY' , this
requirement says Svrr;;;;. (sESvv j'liyE Cvv* :(Mvv:y.s)tCv*eSv) • i.e. Svy'r;;;;.Svy.
To conclude this section, we give an example of standard machines D and DD, w.ith DD uc D,
such that there is more than one standard machine DY with DD ucs DY and DY ucp D.
Define Das StM {ld{O}*} , and DD as
StM{ld{0, 1}*,

lye {O, l}*:Alledomy:2*Ynl.
We met D before, a few lines after Lemma 3.5.4: it is a machine with one state, that reacts on
command 0 with the response 0.
DD has two states, say s 1 and s 2 , and two commands, viz. 0 and I. It never changes its state.
When initialized to s 1 , it reacts on any of its two commands with a response equal to the command. When it is in s2 , then command 0 results in response 0, but command 1 results in
response2.
Now DD uc D; even DD ucp D because (s 1, s2Jlt {O)* = {/d{O)*}.
But it also holds that {sllltfO)* = {/d{O}*} and {s2JltfOJ* = (/d{O)*], and {sl) and {s2}
are standards too. So if DY is to meet DD ucs DY and DY ucp D , then Soy may be any one of
{sl), {s2} ,or{sl,s2).
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CHAPTER 4
STANDARD INDUCERS
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Tilis chapter contains a first approach to the fonnat of a definition of a standard, or, which is the
same, to the fonnat of a complete functional specification of an infonnation system. The problems we are going to attack are over-specification (the phenomenon that a functional specification
contains infonnation that the implementor does not need) and redundancy (the phenomenon that
a specification contains a piece of infonnation more than once). The subject of under-

specification, or incomplete functional specifications, is treated in the chapters 5 through 7.
In how to define a standard, the examples of Section 3.3 have to some degree pointed out the
way; now we will explicitly state our findings for the general case.
If a data machine D has already been defined, then the corresponding standard is given by

StdD
which is by definition

or

Tilis may give the impression that we are dealing with some kind of a "phantom problem" here:
thanks to the Std operation on data machines, we can define a standard l: simply by defining a
data machine that has l: as its standard.
But it is highly inelegant, because of over-specification, to define an "ordinary" data machine in
order to have a starting point for the definition of its behavior. Tilis would be similar to specifying an infonnation system by building one and saying afterwards: 'The information system I
desire must behave like the one I built.' Not only is this quite a roundabout way, but above all,
the resulting specification would contain a complete description, in all (implementation) detail, of
an infonnation system; so it would suffer from over-specification in the highest possible measure.
Instead, what we expect from a complete functional specification is that it directly, and without
revelation of irrelevant details, describes the behavior only of the infonnation systems that constitute a certain equivalence class. In the tenninology of this thesis: a definition of a standard
should be free of any information about the particular data machine (in the intended tit-class) that
the specifier may have had in his-mind.
Therefore, we will attempt to transfonn (*)into a definition that does not lean on D.
Apart from over-specification, the definition scheme(*), like a definition of a standard in general,
exhibits redundancy in two different ways. Firstly, knowing a states of a standard machine D
means knowing all states that can be reached from s by the use of some ye CD* : as we saw at the
end of Section 3.4, MD.y.s = A.y'e CD*:s.(y·y') >-s.y. Secondly, knowing the function value of
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s in some ye Co"' means knowing the function values of s in all prefixes of y. Let us call these
outer redundancy and inner redundancy, respectively. We hope to get.rid of these as well in our
definition transfonnation.
At first, we develop a change of(*) in order to start, if possible, from a smaller set of states than
S0 . This might help to solve outer redundancy.
The following definition introduces a notation expressing that a state s' can be reached from a

states.
4.1.1. Definition
D: data machine.

s,s': statesofD.
s r> 0 s':<=>3yeCo"':s'=Mo.y.s
[]

Pronounce ' s l> 0 s' • as ' s has prospect of s' in D '.

r> 0 is a quasi-order on S0 .
4.1.2. Definition
D: data machine.

A generator of Dis a subsetG of So such that 'VseS0 :3geG:g r> 0 s. ·
[]

At some places in the literature, e.g. [Ba83], a generator is defined as a state that has prospect of
all other states. We feel, however, that the above definition is more appropriate; and it is
definitely more useful in the technical sense.
A trivial example of a generator of D is So .
We use the notation gen D to refer to the set of all generators of D.
SoSDegenD, sogenD *0.
In the examples of Section 3.3, we used the facts that:
- {0} is ageneratorofTFF;
- { 0} is also a generator of KCDM;
- {0} is a generator of Emp.

The notion of generator is used here to improve the last-mentioned way(*) of describing Std D:
we (essentially) replace the quantification seS0 bys M0 .y.g, ye Co"', geG (for some generator G), and obtain:

{l.:yeCD"':QD:y.(MD:y'.g)ly'eCo"', geG}.
To achieve partial abstraction from D, we rewrite Q0 .y.(M0 .y'.g) using a function W. The tenn
becomes

-42 (l..yeCD*:W.g.y'.yly'eCD*, geG)

= {W.g.y'ly'eCD*, geG}
where WeG~CD*~CD*~RD* meets

W.g.y'.<> =<>and W.g.y'.(y&c) = W.g.y'.y& V.g.(y'·y).c
with V

='A.geG :'>..yeCD*:A.ceCD:QD.c.(MD·Y-K).

The function Wplays the following role: for any geG and ye CD* , W.g.y=D@(MD.y.g).
Note that the function VeG~CD*~CD~RD determines StdD: when Vis given, Wis fixed by
the recurrence equations, and the quantification ' ye CD* , g e G ' by G = dom V and
CD* =HngrngV.
It is also the case that for any sets G, C, and R, every element Vof G~C*~C~R gives rise to a
standard by the same scheme of recurrence equations and the same quantification. Thus, defining
such a function is equally valuable as defining a standard. The advantage of defining V is its lack
of inner redundancy.
In Section 3.3, the examples 2 and 3 each ended up with a more sparse quantification of y', say
y' e X * for some X k CD that is strong enough to reach all states of D starting from elements of G.
In view of the above reasoning, we suspect that this must be considered an observation with hindsight. It imposes no reduction on the complexity of defining Std D.

4.2. MINIMAL GENERATORS
It appears to be an interesting question whether we can choose a generator Gin some sense "as
small as possible".

4.2.1. Definition
D: data machine.
(i).

A minimal generator of D is a generator of D of which
no proper subset is a generator of D.

(ii).

An independent generator of D is a generator G of D such that
Vg,g'eG:g t> D g' => g =g'.

D
The difference between these two criteria is not an extensional one:

4.2.2. Lemma
D: data machine.
G: generator of D.
G is minimal <::::> G is independent.

Proof
(=>) Suppose G is minimal.

Let g, g'eG and suppose g

t> D g'. We must prove g =g'.

-43 G \ {g '} is not a generator of D; lets e SD such that
G \ {g'}:g" I> D s.

Yet 3g "e G :g" I> D s , so g' I> D s .
Since g I> D g' , also g I> D s .
SogeG \ (g'} ,sog =g'.
( <=) Suppose G is independent

Let G' be a proper subset of G ; in particular, let g 'e G \ G' .
Suppose G ' is a generator of D .
Then3geG':g I> D g', say g.
But g I> D g' implies g = g' , and hence ge G' : a contradiction.
G' is not a generator of D .

a
Not every data machine has a minimal generator. An example of a data machine without
minimal generators is
ZI := < Z , {t:} , Z,

Al'e {e}:l.seZ: s+l,
Al'e {e}:l.seZ: s >

Any integer is a state of Z/. If the command e is entered, the state is incremented and the old state
appears as response.
This data machine has the propeny
VG<;;;.% :G is a generator of ZI ¢:> G contains infinitely many negative numbers.
So no generator of Zl is a minimal one.
A data machine that has a minimal generator is called minimally generated.
4.2.3. Lemma
D: data machine.

Every finite generator of D contains as a subset a minimal generator of D.

Proof
The lemma is an instance of the following general principle: if P is a propeny of sets, then
every finite set with propeny P has a minimal subset with propeny P.
This principle is easily proved, for instance by fortified induction (see [Ne87], page 180) on
the number of elements of that finite set

a
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As a consequence, a data machine that has a finite generator is minimally generated.
4.2.4. Lemma

D; data machine.
G: minimal generator of D.

'lr/seS0 :'1r/geG:s '/>og=:>g '/>os
Proof

LetseS0 , geG and supposes '/> 0 g.
{ G is a generator :j> 3g'e G: g' '/> 0 s, say g'.
{ '/> 0 is transitive :j> g' '/> 0 g .
{ G is independent :j> g' =g.
Henceg '/>o s.

D
Some consequences of the above lemma are stated in the next one.
4.2.5. Lemma

D: data machine.
G, G ': minimal generators of D.
~ g' '/> D g.

(i).

'lr/geG :'lr/g'eG': g '/> D g'

(ii).

{creGxG'lx1cr '/> 0 itzcr) is an injective function from G onto G' with the inverse
{creG'xGlx1cr '/>o itzcr}.

(iii). #G =#G'.

Proof

(i).

Evident from 4.2.4.

(ii).

Abbreviate {creGxG'lx1cr '/> o x2cr} to f, and (creG'xG lx1cr '/> o itzcr) to f'.

{ <iH f'=r 1 •

is a generator :j> rng f =G' .
a generator :j> rng f' =G , so dom f
Let cr,cr'e/ and suppose x1 cr =x1 cr' .
{ f' = r 1 :j> 1t2<J '/> D 1ti <J •
Moreover, x1cr' '/> o x2cr', so x2a '/> o x2cr'.
{ G ' is independent :j> x2 cr = x2 cr' .
Hence/is a function
Similarly, f' is a function
(ii) is proved.
{ G

{ G' is

(iii). Immediate from (ii).

IJ

=G .

-45 4.2.5.(iii) pennits us to define the rank of a minimally generated data machine Das the cardinality of a minimal generator of D.
Equivalence classes of t:, are called strongly connected components of D; for brevity also just
components.

4.2.6. Definition
D: data machine.
g: state of D.
H

cmpv g := {seSvls I> D g}
[]

4.2.7. Definition
D: data machine.
G: subset of Sv .
CMPvG := {cmpvgjgeG)
[]

The proof of 4.2.5.(ii) intuitively learns that for a minimally generated data machine D, there is a
unique set Y of components of D such that every minimal generator of D contains exactly one
element of every element of Y, and no other elements.
The cardinality of Y is, of course, the rank of D.
A set of states is a generator iff it contains at least one element of every element of Y.
All this is worked out fonnally in the sequel.
The set Y is called, by the following definition, the base of D.
The definition uses that gen D -:j!: 0 .

4.2.8. Definition
D: data machine.

The base of D, written base D, is the set
nccMPvGIGe genD)

0
So the base of D is a set of components of D; a component is an element of the base iff every
generator of D contains an element of it.

The working area of 4.2.8 includes also the data machines that are not minimally generated. In
the case of ZI for instance, the base is 0. There are also data machines that are not minimally
generated and yet have a non-empty base; the reader is invited to construct an example.

-464.2.9. Lemma

D: data machine.
G: minimal generator of D.
1be base of D equals CMP0 G.

Proof
LetX e base D.

1: Xe base D

<=:> VG'egenD:XeCMP0 G':}

XeCMP0 G.

To prove the converse, let Xe CMP0 G , i.e.
H
3geG :X= {seS0 1s I> o g}, say g,
and let G'e gen D.
3g'eG': g' I> o g, say g'.
I
H
I
..j:: 4.2.4 } g I> D g , SO g I> D g .
1: ~is transitive} s ~ g' for all seX, and
1: ~is transitive} seXforallseS0 such thats~ g'.
So VG'egenD :3g'eG':X=cmp0 g', i.e.
VG'egenD..XeCMP0 G'.

Conclusion: Xe base D .

D
4.2.10. Lemma
D: data machine.
D is minimally generated ~

LJ base D is a generator of D.

Proof
(=>) Let G be a minimal generator of D.
1: 4.2.9:} G i;;;; Ubase D, so
base D is a generator of D.

LJ

( ¢:) Suppose

LJ base D is a generator of D.

1: AC} Let G be a set that contains exactly one element of every element of base D,
and no other elements.
LetseSo.
3g e base D: g I> o s , say g,
H
and g I> o g' for some g'eG, say g'.
So g' I> o s.
Hence G is a generator of D.

U

Let g,g'e G and suppose g I> 0 g'.
If it were not the case that g I I> D g • then
base D \ cmp0 g' would also be a generator of D, and

U
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hence base D would not contain cmp0 g' : a contradiction.
So g~ g', and hence 1: choice ofG:} g =g'.
G is an independent, and hence a minimal, generator of D.

D
4.2.11. Lemma
D: minimally generated data machine.

G: subset of S0 •
(i).

G is a generator of D ~
G contains at least one element of every element of base D.

(ii).

G is a minimal generator of D <=:>
G contains exactly one element of every element of base D,

and no other elements.
Proof
(i).

Suppose G is a generator of D.
Then 1: 4.2.8 :} base D f;;. CMPo G.
So if Xe base D, then3geG:X=cmpDg.
Hence G contains at least one element of X.
Conversely, suppose that G contains at least one element of every element of base D.
Then every element of U base D can be reached from an element of G.
1: 4.2. IO :} U base D is a generator, so G is a generator of D.

(ii).

Suppose G is a minimal generator of D.
G is a generator, so 1: (i):} G contains an element of every element of base D.
- G contains no two elements of any element of base D: otherwise G is not independent.
- Also if G contains other elements it is not independent:
erator of D.

U base D namely is a gen-

Conversely, suppose that G would have exactly one element of every element of
base D, and no other elements.
1: (i):} G is a generator of D.
Let g,g'eG and suppose g l> D g'.
g and g' are both elements of U base D, so the fact that g = g' is proved similarly as
in 4.2.10.

D
The last lemma of this section gives yet another characterization of minimally generated data
machines: a data machine D is minimally generated iff every state can be reached from a state

that has prospect of at least one state of every generator of D.
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4.2.12. Lemma
D: data machine.
D is minimally generated
'1'sES0 :3xES0 :x J> 0 s

A

~

V'GEgenD:3gEG :x I> D g.

Proof
D is minimally generated
~

i

4.2.IO:j>

V'sESo:3xE Ubase D :x I> D s

~ '1'sESo:3xES0 :x I> 0 s A XE Ubase D
Moreover, for any XE So:
XE UbaseD
~

3X E base D :xEX

~ 3Xi=So:xEX

H

A

'1'GEgenD:3gEG:X={sESols l>o g}

~ i the only possibleX is {sESols ~ x}
H

:j>
H

V'GEgen D:3gEG:V'seSo:s l>o x ~ s l>o g
H

~ '1'GEgenD:3gEG:x l>o g

.

It is left to prove that this is equivalent to
'1'GegenD:3gEG:x I> D g
(=>) Trivial.

(<=) SupposeV'GegenD:3geG:x J> 0 g.
Let G be a generator of D.
G' := {geGlx J> 0 g => g I> 0 x} is a generator too,
which is proved as follows.
LetseSo. 3yeG:y J>os,sayy.
In the case thatyeG', we conclude 3geG':g I> D s.
Otherwise, x I> D y A-. y I> D x .
i G is a generator :j> 3y'eG:y' I> D x, say y'.
Soy'eG' ,andy'J>ox l>oY J>os.
3g e G ': g I> 0 s also in this case.
So G' is indeed a generator, and hence i supposition :j> contains a state g with
x I> D g. but then i definition ofG'.} x ~ g.

a
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4.3. STANDARDINDUCERS

Let us return to V eG ~Co* ~Co~Ro where G was a generator (be it minimal or not) of D.
Recall that Vis the function 'A.geG:'A.yeC0 * :'Ace C0 :Q0 .c. (M0 .y.g) and that hence
StdD = {W.g.ylyeC0 *, geG} where WeG~C0 *~C0 *~Ro* is defined by
W.g.y.<> = <>, W.g.y.(y'&c) = W.g.y.y'&V.g.(y·y').c.
LetgeG. Then \lt{g}e {g}~C0 *~C0 ~R0 detennines a standard in the same way as V does;
call this S [g ]. It is immediately clear that StdD = Ufs [g JlgeG} .
Can we get rid of G? Since the nature of the states of a data machine is of no interest, one would
expect that only the function values of V matter, i.e. {V.g lgeG} , or rng V . In view of the
preceding paragraph, we might refonnulate our question to: for the construction of S [g ], may we
define just V.g instead of yt (g} ? After all, this is more abstract because it does not contain any
infonnation about the nature of the state g .
This we can indeed. In the next definition, the role t plays is that of an element of rng V .
4.3.1. Definition
C,R: non-empty sets.
t: function from
into C ~R.

c•

W1 eC*~C*~R*

is defined by

w,.y.<> := <>
w,.y.(y' &c) := w,.y.y' & t. (y·y').c

a
Elucidation: recurrence on y' easily learns that if for
the function
'A.yeCo*:'J...ceCo:Qo.c.(Mo.y.s) is chosen (for some seS0 ), then w, is the function
l.yeCo•:).y'eCo*:Qo.y'.(Mo.y.s). Hence for all ye Co*, w,.y=D@(M0 .y.s).
Remember that forge G , V.g is of the fonn oft : both are functions in C* ~c ~R . The following definitions use this; read rng V for T.
4.3.l. Definition
C,R: non-empty sets.

A non-empty subset Tof c• ~c ~R is called a C to R standard inducer.

a
4.3.3. Definition
C,R: non-empty sets.
T: C to R standard inducer.

The standard derived from T, written SdfT, is defined as {W1.ylye C* , te T} .
[]
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That Sdf Tis indeed a standard (or maybe we should rather say: that any Ts: C* ~c ~R except 0
will do), is proved in the following lemma.
4.3.4. Lemma

C,R: non-empty sets.
T: C to R standard inducer.

Sdf Tis a standard.

Proof
Define a data machine D by
So :=TxC*, Co :=C, Ro :=R
and for all teT, yeC*, ceC:
Mo.c. (t;y) := (t;y&c), Q0 .c. (t;y) := t.y.c.
We will prove that SdfT =Std D .
For all t e T • ye C * , use recurrence on y' to prove that for all y' e C * :
(i).

Mo.1'.(t;y)= (t;y-y')

(ii).

Q0 .y'.(t;y) = w,.y.y'

For both, the case y' =<>is easy. Tum to the case y' = y"&c.
Mo.y'.(t;y)

(i).

=Mo.C. (Mo.y''.(t;y))
=

1: induction hypothesis }
Mo.c. (t;y-y")

= (t ;y·y"&c)
= (t;y·y') .
(ii).

Qo.1'.(t;y)

= Qo.y".(t;y) & Qo.c. (Mo.y".(t;y))

= 1: induction hypotheses (i) and (ii) }

= w,.y.y" & t. (y·y'').c

So StdD

= {D@slseSo)

- 51 = {)..y'e C* :QD.y'.(t;y)iteT, ye C*)

= 1: (ii)}
(W1 .ylte T, ye C*)

=SdfT

D
The next lemma takes a closer look into the standard machine with this standard.
4.3.5. Lemma
D: standard machine.

T: standard inducer I Sdf T =SD .
ForallteT,yeCD* ,ceCD:
(i).

MD.C. (W,.y) = w,.(y&c)

(ii).

QD.C. (W,.y) = t. y.c

Proof
LetteT,yeCD* ,ceCD.
(i).

For all s e SD , { 3.4.4 :f>
MD.c.s = 'Ay'eCD*:s. (<c>·y') >--s. <c>.
Apply this to s = w,.y:
MD.c. (W1 .y) = 'J..y'eCD*:W1 .y.(<c>·y') >--W1 .y.<c>
and show by recurrence on y' that this equals 'J..y'e CD* :W1 .(y&c).y'.
y'=<>:
W1 .y.(<c>· <>)>--W1.y.<c> = <> =W1 .(y&c).<> all right.
y'=y"&c':
W1.y.(<c>•(y"&c')) >--W1 .y.<c >
= W1.y.((<c>·y'')&c') >--W1 .y.<c>
= (W1.y.(<c>•y'')&t. (y·(<c>•y")).c') >--W1 .y.<c>
=

1: w,.y.(<c>·y") ii:<> :f>
(W1.y.(<c>•y'') >--W1 .y.<c>)&t. ((y·<c >)·y").c'

=

1: recurrence hypothesis :f>
w,.(y&c).y"&t. ((y&c).y'').c'

=W1.(y&c).(y"&c') .
(ii).

Use thats =D@s for s = W,.y :
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Qo.<c>.(W,.y)
=W1 .y.<c>

=w,.y.<>&t.y.c
= <t.y.c> .
So Qo.c. (W,.y) = t. y.c

a
Hence by recurrence, VteT:Vy,y'eC0 *: W,.(y·y') =Mo.r'.(W1.y).

So evidently {W1.<> It e T} is a generator of the standard machine D = StM SdfT : let t e T and
choose y= <> • then we see that the state W,.y' of StM SdfT equals Mo.r'.(W1 .<>). When is it a
minimal generator?

4.3.6. Lemma
C,R: non-empty sets.

T: C to R standard inducer.
{W1.<>lteT) is a minimal generator of StM SdfTif and only if
VteT:Vye C*:m(t,y)eT

"*' m(t,y) = t

wherem(t,y) :='Ay'eC*:t.(y·y').

Proof
{W1.<>lte T} is minimal (or rather: independent) iff
Vt,t'eT:(3yeC*:W1 -.<>=W1.y)'*' t=t'.
Now W1 -.<> = W1.ymeans
Vy'eC* :W, .. <>.y' = w,.y.y'.
and recurrence on y' immediately yields that this is equivalent to
Vy'e C* :Vee C :t'.y'.c = t. (y-y').c , i.e.
t' = A.y'e C* :t. (y·y') , sot'= m (t, y) .
The lemma has now been reduced to

(Vt,t'e T:(3ye C*:t'=m(t, y))

"*' t=t')

<¢>

(VteT:VyeC*:m(t,y)eT'*' m(t,y)=t);
this equivalence is true on mere logical grounds.

0
It remains to investigate what characteristics T must have in order that. the standard machine D
with standard SdfT be minimally generated (particularly, of course, if {W1 .<>lteT) is not itself
a minimal generator).

53 Suffice it to mention that {W1.<>lteT}, being a generator, by 4.2.ll contains as a subset a
minimal generator of D whenever Dis minimally generated; and that for T'r;;;;, T, {W1 .<>ltE T'}
is a generator of D iff'v'te T:3t'eT':3yeC'" :W1•.y= W1.<>.
Together with (the proof of) 4.3.6 this leads to the conclusion that D is minimally generated iff
3T'r;;;;, T:('v'teT:3t'e T':3ye C'" :t=m(t',y))"

('v't' e T':'v'ye C'" :m (t', y)E T' =:> m (t', y) = t')
with m(t',y) defined as in 4.3.6. Of the two demands on T' in this fonnula, the first says that
{W1.<>lteT') is a generator because it generates {W1.<>ltET}, and the second says that this
generator is minimal.
4.4. AN UNSOLVED PROBLEM
The development of the theory presented so far was guided by the quest for a representation of
data machine behavior that would be neither redundant nor over-specific.
The first approximation, a data machine with the desired behavior, was over-specific, as we
pointed outin Section 3.1.
This problem was solved by the introduction of standards. They, however, entailed two problems
of the other sort: redundancy. In 4.1, we called these inner redundancy and outer redundancy.
Standard inducers are an attempt to solve these shortcomings, but an only partially successful
one.
The inner redundancy is solved indeed: if t is an element of a standard inducer and y, y'e dom t
with y ~ y' , then t. y contains no information about t. y' ; and if c,c 'e dom t. y with c ~ c' , then
t. y.c contains none about t. y.c ' .
A standard inducer Tis free of outer redundancy if and only if (W1.<>lte T) is a minimal generator. In many practical cases, it is possible to start from a minimal generator; however, if this is
not the case (i.e. the desired standard machine happens to be not minimally generated), then outer
redundancy cannot be solved with standard inducers.
But even if the desired standard machine is minimally generated, and {W1.<> lte T) is a minimal
generator, then we are still not out of all trouble. There is a subtle kind of over-specification left:
T contains infonnation about the specific generator we "departed from". This information ideally
does not occur in a functional specification.
Only in the cases that we want to define a standard machine which has exactly one minimal generator, the corresponding standard inducer that starts from this generator is completely free of
redundancy, and not over-specific. It is quite an understatement to say that this heavily restricted
class of standards does not include all interesting cases.

Does there exist a way of representing data machine behavior that meets the mentioned requirements, and covers sufficiently many standards to be interesting? With this open question we conclude Chapter 4.
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CHAPTERS
INTERFACES
5.1. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 3 we described what a complete functional specification of an infonnation system is,
namely a definition of the state space of the corresponding standard machine. Composing such a
complete functional specification presupposes that the specifier has already formed a complete
notion of the machine behavior that he is describing.
In practical cases, it is usually not all at once that this notion is present. More likely, the specifier
begins to formalize a vague idea, leading to a description of machine behavior that is satisfied by
many standard machines. Such a description is called an incomplete functional specification.
This incomplete functional specification is then amplified by posing more demands w.r.t. the
behavior, resulting in another incomplete functional specification, but one that is fulfilled by a
relatively small part of the standard machines that met the first one. This process is repeated
until, in the final step, the specification is replenished to one that describes exactly one standard:
this is the complete functional specification.
Summarizing, the specifier would like to achieve a complete functional specification in a
stepwise-refinement fashion. This means that he wants to choose, out of a suitable class of standard machines, increasingly narrow subclasses, the last one containing a single element.
The common theme in our definitions of these subclasses will be mutual· simulation: two
machines are in the same subclass if either one of them can simulate the other in a certain sense.
This "certain sense" will be increasingly restrictive for subsequent subclasses as mentioned
above; the last one will be equivalent to upward compatibility.
A line of thought that might lend force to this consideration is the following.
A functional specification, complete or incomplete, may be looked at as expressing a predicate
over data machines. For instance, a definition of a standard :E can also be inteipreted as the predicate over data machines that expresses for each data machine the statement that its standard is :E ;
all the data machines in which this predicate holds constitute the 1't-class represented by :E •
On the other hand, not every predicate on data machines is a functional specification. Example:
the statement that Co<;;;, Ro for a data machine D, provides no information whatsoever about the
behavior of D . This is a rather extreme case, because every 1't-class contains an element D for
which C0 <;;;,R0 is ttue (as the reader can verify), but there are also less provoking examples that
do not deserve to be called functional specifications (like "the state space is denumerable").

Yet, a predicate that is true for more than one standard machine may still be called a functional
specification, albeit an incomplete one; the question is when this is the case.
Our answer is that the data machines that fulfill the predicate must all be in some sense "functionally equivalent", by which we mean that everything that can be done by one of these data
machines can also be done, be it, perhaps, in a more painstaking way, using any other of these
machines. The words 'in some sense' were added because, as will be explained in Chapter 7, the
required simulation mechanism may be expected to meet a special kind of conditions.
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One consequence of this idea is that the data machines that meet a. cenain incomplete functional
specification must form a union of ~-classes, i.e. if D answers the description and DD ~ D ,
then DD answers too.
In this chapter and the next, the widest sense of simulation is investigated. It will be defined for
data machines in general and not just for standard machines; in fact, the working area is the even
greater class of the partial machines (see Section 5.2).
Suppose we would like to have at our disposal a data machine D, but the only one available is
DD. We want to simulate Dusing DD.
The device required to constitute the simulation is called an

interface. It will have to be capable

of the following.
Every time we want to feed a command c into D, the interface should start interacting with DD
and keep interacting until it has:
- constituted some DD-equivalent of MD.c, and
- gained enough information about the original state of DD to return the appropriate D-response.
responseofD

commandofD

interface
responses of DD

commands of DD

DD

Figure4
This interaction can be truly "the widest sense of simulation" only if every "elementary outcome"
of the interface may depend on all information so far received by the interface. In any case, we
want the simulation mechanism to be causal. Besides, we assume that an interface, just like a
user, can only obtain information from DD by the use of commands. Irt particular, it may not
open DD to see what the state is.
By an "elementary outcome" we mean the feeding of a command into DD or the returning of a
D-response, and the "information so far received" consists of the D-command and the responses
that DD generated on previous commands in the interaction.
Effectively, DD and the interface I combine into a new data machine, DDff>l. This is illustrated
in the following figure.
ceCD

reRD

r=QDD«Jl.C.S

I

<r1 •... ,r1c>=

Qoo.<ci. ...• c1c>.s
DD
(originally in state s)

Figures

-56The interface I receives a D-command c from the user, on which it starts sending commands c 1 ,
c 2 ,... to DD. Each command c1 in this sequence depends not only on c, but also on the responses
r 1 ,. •., r1_ 1 that DD generated earlier, in pursuance of c 1 ,.•., C;-1 •
Sooner or later, I is through with the interaction with DD, say after c 1 ,. •• , ck , and for the time
being, its last move is to return a response reR 0 to the user. This response too may depend on
r 1 , ••• , r;. as well as on c.
If it is possible for DD to simulate D using an interface, then we say that DD is a kernel for D;
notation DD kn D .

Subsequent sections make the above fonnal.
5.2. PARTIALMACHINES
The notion of interface will be defined in such a fashion that for the machine DD©/ mentioned in
the preceding section, MoofN.c.s and Q0 DaT.c.s need not always be defined. This has two reasons. One is that certain interaction strategies used by /, leading to neat simulation when used on
one data machine, may lead to non-tenninating interface-machine-communication on other data
machines. The other reason is that we want to call the result of composing two interfaces (see
Chapter 6) an interface again, whereas sometimes interface-interface-communication may be
non-tenninating too.
The following generalization of data machines pennits this.
5.2.1. Definition
A partial machine is a 5-tuple <S.C,R,M.Q > where

S, C, and R are non-empty sets,
MeC-+S.::::+S, and
Q e C -+S .::::+R, such that
VceC:domM.c :dom Q.c.

a.
A data machine is also a partial machine.
We use the notations S0 , C0 , etcetera, for a partial machine D just like in the case· of data
machines, and also the typifications 'state of D', •command of D', etcetera.
Like a data machine, a partial machine D should. be thought of as a black box with a notion of
internal state, into which commands .can be fed. The difference is that the possibility exists that a
command c and an old state s do not combine into a new state Mo .c.s and a response Q0 .c.s . If
the combination of the state that D finds itself in and the command D receives is such an unfortunate one, then nothing happens at the outside of D any more; not only is D silent at its output
channel, but also is it unable to receive any more commands. We say that D blocks upon c ins .
We will now generalize a few definitions to fit partial machines. It will be clear in all cases that
the new notions are correct extensions of the old ones.
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S.2.2. Definition
D: partial machine.

(i).

(ii).

M 0 eC0 *-+Sv::+sv is recursively defined by
M0 .<> :=ldSv;
M0 .(y&c) :=M0 .coM0 .y .
Qoe Cv*-+So~Rv"' is recursively defined by
Qo.<> :=>.seSv:<>;
Q0 .(y&c) := >.sedomM0 .(y&c):~.y.s&Q0 .c. (Mv."f.S)

[]

For all yeC0 *, domMv:r and domQ0 .y are equal. Tue abstraction' >.sedomM0 .(y&c) 'in lhc
last line of this definition is chosen for brevity; full justification is achieved when it is replaced by
the following "segment" (terminology taken from [Ba86]):
A.re {s'e domQ0 .yndomMo."flM0 .y.s'e domQ0 .c}

S.2.3. Lemma
D: partial machine.

For all y1 , y,e Cv*:
(i).

Mo.<Y1'Yr) =Mo."fr 0 Mo."fl;

(ii).

Qv.('Yi-"f,) = >.sedomMv.('Yi-Yr):(Qv.y1.s)·(Qv."fr-(Mo."f1.s)).

Proof
Like that of2.3.2.

11
S.2.4. Definition
D, DD: partial machines.
s: state of D.
s': state of DD.
s D~DD s' :<=:> '<iye(CvnCvv)*:sedomQ0 .y::> s'edom Qoo·Y I\ Qv.y.s =Qoo."f.s')

a
This is, of course, the generalization of o•oo . Tue difference in notation reflects the asymmetry
introduced by partiality.
S.2.S. Definition
D, DD: partial machines ICv~ Coo .

A morphism of Dto DD is a function+eSo-+Soo satisfying 'rlseSo:s o~Do cJl.s .
[]
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5.2.6. Definition
D, DD: partial machines.
DD uc D :<:::::> Co<;;;;, Coo and there exists a morphism of D to DD.

a
Upward compatibility is a quasi-0rder also on any set of partial machines.
5.2.7. Definition
D, DD: partial machines ICo<;;;;, Coo .

A homomorphism of D to DD is a function +eS0 ~S00 satisfying
'r:fceC 0 :'r:fsedom Qo.c:+.sedom Q00 .c"'

a
As in the case of data machines, a homomorphism is a morphism.
5.3. INTENTIONS
We mentioned in Section 5.1 a form of interaction between an interface and the underlying data
machine. The current section is intended to define formally this form of interaction. The working area of the definitions will also include the properly partial machines.
5.3.1. Definition
An intention set is a prefix -closed set of tuples.

a
5.3.2. Definition
D: partial machine.
An intention in D is a functionµ such that dom µ is an intention set and rng µ <;;;;, C0 .

a
The reader may think of dom µ as a subset of Ro• ; this, however, is not necessary: dom µ may
formally be any intention set.

When we say that an intention µ is applied to the partial machine D , then we want to express that
the following takes place.
If<> Edomµ, which is only possible ifµ= 0, then nothing happens to D.
Otherwise, µ. <> is a command of D. This is fed into D. If the state that is resident in D is not in
dom Qo.(µ.<> ), then D will never return a response: ;Ne called this blocking before. Otherwise, a
response r 1 is returned by D. ·
If <r 1> Edomµ, then the process terminates.
Otherwise the command µ.<r 1> is fed into D, possibly causing D to block, possibly resulting in a
response r 2 •
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<r 1 , ••• ,r,.>Edomµ, or D blocks upon µ.<r 1 , ••• ,rn>. Note that there need not be such a
moment: in that case, µdevelops a series of commands of D. But if the process ends, say with a
tuple p = <r 1 , ••• , r,.> of responses of D • and without D having blocked, then p e: dom µ and
pro(p}i;;;;domµ.

5.3.3. Definition
K : intention set.
A goal set of K is a set G of tuples with the properties
(i).

G()K=0

(ii).

proGi;;;;K

0
Note that not every tuple p with p EK I\ pro(p }~K is necessarily in G, even if pis required to
contain only components of elements of K. In fact, 0 is a goal set of any intention set. Note also
that G ripro G = 0.

So there can be three reasons why the process described immediately after Definition 5.3.2 does
not result in an element of G: either D blocks, or the process does not terminate at all, or the tuple
it terminates with is an element of (pe R0 * IP Edomµ A pro (p }1:;dom µ} that happens to be not
inG.
The sequence of commands thatµ generates depends on the state in which D starts. The function
that assigns this sequence to the given state of D is called, by the following definition, the eta~
boration ofµ in D.
5.3.4. Definition
D: partial machine.
µ:intention in D.

The elaboration ofµ in D, written E0 µ, is the function that assigns to every s e So the
sequence Um X, where X is defined by

X1 :=<>
X11 &µ.cQo.X 11 .s) if sedom(µo Qo.X11 )
X11+l

:=

{ X,.

otherwise

0
Elucidation:
Recall that sedom(µoQ0 .X,.) means sedom Q0 .X,.

A

Qo.X,..sedom µ.

Xis a series of tuples of commands of D: Xe(C0 *)°".
For every ne /P,X,.+ 1 eitherequalsX,. or is a proper extension of it; henceX,.uX11 +1 =Xn+i·
In general, Ucx,,.lme [1..nH =X,. , and LimX (defined as LJrng X in Section 1.4) is a sequence

-60of commands of D: a series if Vne /P:se dom(µ<> Q0 X 8 ) , and a tuple otherwise.

E0 µ.s

=<> ~ <> e'. dom µ . So whether E0 µ.s =<> or not is independent of s.

If<> e dom µ , then there exists exactly one sequence y *' <> of commands of D satisfying:
l. 'Yt =µ. <> (so 'Yt does not depend on s).
2. Viedom y\ {#y}:sedom Q0 .<ri. ... , r;> and Qo.<'Yt• ... ,'Y;>.sedom µand
µ.(Qo.<11 •... •1;>.s) =1;+1.
3. In the case that yis finite: sedom Q0 .1=> Qo.y.se'.dom µ.

E0 µ.s is this sequence y.

A way of describing E0 µ.s is to say that it is the result of the following algorithm.

1:

initially, D is in states }

x := <> ; y :=<> ;
while Ye dom µ
do

1:

invariant: X epref{E0 µ.s}

AD

is in state M0 X.s

A

Y = Q0 .X.s}

c :=µ.Y ;X :=X&c;
"feed c intO D"

1: (•)} ;

r := "the response D returns" ;
Y :=Y&r
od

If the algorithm terminates neatly, or gets stuck at (•). then at the end X =E0 µ.s ; otherwise,
E0 µ.s is infinite and every proper prefix of E0 µ.s is at some instance of time the value of X.

If D and DD are partial machines, then an intention µ is an intention both in D and in DD iff
rng µ f;;;; C0 n C00 . The following lemma is about these situations.

5.3.S. Lemma
D, DD: partial machines.
µ:intention both in D and in DD.
For all seS0

,

s'eSoo withs o~oo s':

(i).

E0 µ.sepre{E0 oµ.s'}

(ii).

if E0 µ.s is finite and sedom Q0 .(E0 µ.s), thenEoµ.s =Eo0 µ.s'.

Proof
LetseS0

,

s'eS00 such thats o~oo s'.

Define the series X by
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X1 =<>

X11 &µ.(QoX11 .s) if se dom(µo QoX11 )
X11+1

=

{ X,.

otherwise

and the series Y by

Y1=<>
Y11 &µ.(Q0 0.Y11 .s') if s'edom(µo Q00 .Y11 )
Y11+1

=

{ Y11

otherwise

Then E0 µ.s =Um X and E0 oµ.s' =Um Y.
We will prove by induction on n that
'Vne JP:X11 epre{Y11 ) A (X11 ;1:Eoµ.s => X11 +1 = Y11 +1).

n =I:
Obviously<> epre{ <>}, soX 1epre{Yi} .
IfX 1 ;1:E0 µ.s, then<> ;1:E0 µ.s, so <>edomµ.
X2=X 1&µ.<> =µ.<>,and similarly Y2 =µ.<>.

n > 1 : SUPJX>SC it holds for n-1 .
-

lfX11 _1 =Eoµ.s, thenX11 =X11 _1 and Y11 _1epre{Y11 ). SoX11 epre{Y11 ) .
Furthermore,X11 =X,._1 =E0 µ.s.
If X,._1 E0 µ.s, then X11 = Y,.epre{Y11 ) •
Now suppose X,. ;1: Eoµ.s , i.e. s e dom (µo QoX,.) .
i: sol=oos' AX11 =Y11 :j> s'edom(µoQ00 .Y11 ) .

*

=Yn+I ·
So indeed, 'Vne JP:X11 epre{Y11 )

A

(X11

* E0 µ.s => X,.+1 = Y11 +1).

Tum to the lemma.

(i).

Immediate from 'Vne JP:X,.epre(Y,.).

(ii).

Suppose Eoµ.s is finite and s e dom Qo.(E0 µ.s) .
If E0 µ.s = <> , thenµ= 0, so Eooµ.s' = <>.
Otherwise, let N be the least n e JP such that X,. = E0 µ.s ; N
XN-l ;I: EoJ.l.S. soi: see above :t XN = YN .
SinceXN =UmX and sedom QoXN, QoXN.s~dom µ.

;1:

I.
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1:

1

=

s ol'=oo s'} Qoo.YN.S
QoXN.S.
So also YN =Lim Y: Eoµ.s =Eoo.µ.s'.
[]

5.4. INTERFACES
In this section, the notion of intention is embodied in a more comprehensive structure called

inteiface. This is intended to constitute the simulation process of Section 5.1.
5.4.1. Definition
An interface is a 6-tuple <C. R, A, F, 'If, t > with
C, R, A, F non-empty sets,
'lfE C ~F* .:+A , and
teC~F*..:+R,

such that for every c e C :
(i).

dom v.c is an intention set;

(ii).

dom t.c is a goal set of dom v.c .

[]

c.

Let I be an interface, say <C, R, A, F.v.t>. Cb R1. A[, and F1 denote the ~ets
R, A, and F,
respectively. TI1e elements of C1 are called commands of I, those of R1 responses of/, those of A1
actions of/, and those of F1 feedback items of/. vi and t 1 denote v and t, respecUvely.
Like a data machine, and also a pamal machine, an interface I models a black box with channels
for input and output. Unlike the others, an interface has no notion of internal state. There are two
kinds of input, viz. commands and feedback items, and two kinds of output, viz. actions and
responses.
An interface I is used to intennediate between a pamal machine D with A1~ Co and R0 f;;;;.F1 , and
a user. I receives its commands from the user and sends its responses to this same user. The
actions of I are fed as commands into D , and the feedback items that are sent to I are the
responses of D .
response of I

command of/

interface I
feedback items of I

actions of I

commands of D

responses of D

pamal machine D

Figwe6
The mechanism ofoperation of I , in combination with D , is as follows.
Let D be in a state seS0

•

As long as no commands are provided to I, nothing happens to Dor to I .

- 63 When the user feeds a command c of I into /, the interface applies the intention w1 ;c to D : we
recall from Section 5.3 that this means the following. If <> e dom w1.c , then I sends
c 1 :=\ill .c. <> , which is an action of I and hence a command of D , to D . If D does not block,
then it moves to state s' := M0 .c 1.s and sends the response r 1 := Q0 .c 1.s back to I • to which r 1
is a feedback item. If <r 1 > e dom \ill .c • then c 2 :=\ill .c. <r 1 > is sent from I to D , and unless D
blocks, I receives r2 := Q0 .c 2.s' back. If then <ri. r 2> e dom v 1.c , then c 3 := IJl1.c. <ri. r2> is
sent to D , etcetera.

C1=1J11.C.<>
r1 =Qo.c1.(Mo.<>.s)
C2 =1jf1.C. <r1>
r 2 =Q0 .c2.(M0 .<c 1>.s)
C3=1Vf.C. <r1 ,r2>
r3 = Qo.c3.(M0 .<c1>c2>.s)

D initially is

etcetera:
Ci ='VI .c. <r I• ... 'ri-1 >

ri =Q0 .ci.(M0 .<c 1 , ••. ,c1_ 1>.s)

r = t1 .c. (Qo .(Eo(v1.c ).s ).s)
Figure7

Titis process need not tenninate. For instance, it will never stop if dom IJIJ.C contains R0 * as a
subset.
If it tenninates, then this can have one of two different reasons: D blocks, or the response tuple
<r 1, ••• ,r,.> that D generated is not in dom 1.c. In either case, the tuple <c 1, ••• , c,.,> (where
n' = n+l or n' = n) of actions that I generated equals E0 (v1.c).s; in the case D does not block,

v

n' = 11 and <r 1.... ,r,.> = Qo.(Eo(v1.c).s).s.
Titis last tuple p :=<rt> ... ,r,.> might then be an element of domt1.c , according to the
definition of goal set (5.3.3). If so, then I returns the response t 1.c.p to the user. Otherwise, I gets
entangled in a situation very similar to blocking of a partial machine: it is unable to perfonn any
more external actions, it even cannot receive any more commands or feedback items. Consistently, we say that I blocks.
So there are three reasons why I might be l.Ulable to return a response: D might block, \Jfi.c may
have an infinite elaboration in states of D, and I might block.
The other cases are schematically represented in Figure 7 above.

In cases like this, the interface I is called an interface to D, by the following definition.
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5.4.2. Definition
D: partial machine.
An interface to Dis an interface I withA1!::CD and RD<;;;F1.

a
The panial machine composed of D and I as described above is referred to by D ©I :
5.4.3. Definition
D: panial machine.
I: interface to D.

D<BI is the panial machine
<SD. C1, Rt,
).c e C1:Ase 'f.,,:MD.(ED(lf1.C).s).s,

).ce C,:Ase 'f.,,:1,.c. (QD.(ED(lf1.c).s).s) >

where r.,, , for c e C1 , is the set
{seSDIED(lf1.c).se CD* /\ sedom(t1.c 0 QD.(ED(lf1.c).s))}

a
The conditions that a states must meet in order to be an element off.,,, viz. ED(lf1.c).se C0 * and
sedom(t1.co QD.(Eo(lf1.c).s)). can also be written as follows:
- Eo(lf1.c ).sis finite, and
- sedomQD.(ED(lf1.c).s), and
- QD.(ED(lf1.c).s).sedomt1.c.

Of these three conditions:
- the first says that D and I will not get stuck in infinite interaction;
- the second says D will not block;
- the third says I will not block.
The following intuitive view on interfaces is due to W. Peremans [Pe88].
Think of a black box with two input channels. labeled C and F , and two output channels, labeled
A and R . Inside the box there is a memory consisting of a location which can be occupied by at
most one command (so it may be empty too) and a register containing a tuple of feedback items.
The memory is ~ if the command location is unoccupied and the register contains <> .

If the command location contains c and the register contains p , then the interface is enabled to
generate an output: it may send lf1.c.p to the A-channel if pedomw1.c, or11.c.p to the Rchannel if p e dom t 1.c • At most one of these cases can occur. In the first case, the contents of
the memory will not change; in the second, however, the memory will be set to empty simultaneously with the delivery oft1.c.p. It is also possible that p ~dom wr.cudom t 1.c; in that case, the
interface blocks.

- 65 To perform such operations, an interface requires stimuli, which exist in two kinds: commands
and feedback items. An interface is susceptible to a command iffthe memory is empty; the command is placed on the command location. A feedback item can be received iff the command
location contains a command, say c, and the register contains an element of dom v1.c . The feedback item is attached (at the right-hand side) to the register. In either case, the new contenLs of
the memory is the starting point for the move by the interface.
Now consider such an interface I, staning with empty memory. Let it be connected to the panial
machine D with SD =F1* , CD =A1 , RD =F1 , and for all aeA1 , <>Edom MD.a and if
peF1* \ (<>}, thenMD.a.p=p>-<p 1> and QD.a.p=p 1 • Informally, peSD stands for the
plan of feeding the components of p as feedback items into I , regardless of which actions come
from I.

Then for any c e C1 , 'l'i·c and t 1.c can be understood as follows. For a given p e F1* , initialize D
to p before providing I with c . In the interaction that now follows, the components of p are
transponed one by one to the register of I until either I blocks, or I reacts with a response and
hence stops interrogating D , or p has run out, in which case D is in state <> and will block upon
a possible next command.
If at the end of the interaction, either D is not in state <> or I blocks, then this is so because
p Edom 'VJ ·CV dom t 1.c . Otherwise, the last move of I was the uttering of either an action, viz.

'l'i·c.p , or a response, viz. t1.c.p .
In the following definition, the name 'kernel' is granted to a partial machine that has sufficient

"computational power" to simulate a given other one using an interface.
S.4.4. Definition

D, DD: partial machines.
DD is a kernel for D :<=:¢>
there exists an interface I to DD such that DDED/ uc D .

a
We abbreviate 'DD is a kernel for D' to 'DD kn D'.
The alx>ve definition is presented at this in point of fact slightly premature stage because the kn
relation - in particular between data machines is the reason why we are interested in interfaces.
Since interfaces typify the most general gorm of simulation between data machines, the kernel
relation reflects whether or not everything that can be done with one data machine can in principle also be done with another one. Revening to the discussion in Section 5.1 (the kernel relation
will be proved to be a quasi-order in Section 6.3): ti apparently is the weakest form of functional
equivalence between data machines, so the information that an incomplete functional
specification should minimally contain is to which kernel equivalence class the specified data
machine belongs. Thus. a maximally incomplete functional specification is a text that determines
a kernel equivalence class.
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We will require 'l'i-like and i:1 -like functions that operate on C1* rather than on C1 .
The first step is to define the domains of the intentions, and the corresponding goal sets.
5.5.1. Definition
/:interface.
(i).

The function Gs1e C1* ~P(F1 *) is recursively defined as follows.
Gs1.<> := { <>};

Gs1.(y&c) := Gs1.y0dom i:1.c.
(ii).

The function ls1e C1* ~P(F1 *) is recursively defined as follows.
ls1.<> :=0;

/s1.(y&c) :=ls1.yu(Gs1.y0dom'l'1.c).

a
'Gs' stands for 'goal set' and 'ls' for 'intention set'.

5.5.2. Lemma
/: interface.
ForeveryyeC1*:
(i).

ls1.yis an intention set.

(ii).

Gs1.yis a goal set of ls1.y.

Proof
By recurrence on y .
y

=<> : indeed, 0

is prefix-closed and { <>} n 0

=0 and pro {<>} i;;; 0

.

y =y' &c : suppose ls1.y' is prefix-closed and
Gs1.y'n/s1.y' =0 andproGs1.y'i;;;;,ls1.y'.
(i).

Let pe/s1.y and p'epro{p} .
If pe/s1.y', then p'e/s1.y', so p'e/s1.y.
If, on the other hand, pe Gs1.y'0dom 'l't-C, then Gs1.y' contains exactly one prefix of
p, say p".
Distinguish between p'epro{p"} and p"epref{p'}.
In the first case, because pro {p")i;;;ls1.y', p'e ls1.y', sop' els1.y.
In the second, p'>-p"epre/{p>-p") , so because dom 'l't-C is prefix-closed, p'>p"edom 1j11.c. Hencep'eGs1.y'0dom'l't·C, so p'e/s1.y.
rs, .y is prefix-closed.
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Let peGs,.y, say p = p'·p" with p'eGs1.y' and p"edom r.1.c
Suppose pe/s1 .ytoo. Since p''l.ls1.y', and ls1.y' is prefix-closed, pels1.y\Is1.y' and
hence pe Gs1 .y'0dom ljl1.c .
Other prefixes of p than p' cannot be in Gs1.y', so p"e dom ljl1.c : a contradiction.
Next, let p"'e pro {p J .
If p"'e pro (p') , then p"'e ls1.y', sop"'e Is1.y.
Otherwise, p'epref{p"'J .
p"'>-p'epro{p")s;;dom \jlf.C.
So p"'eGs1.1'0dom ljl1.cs;;ls1.y.
Conclusion: Gs1.ynls1.1= 0 A pro Gs1.yt;;;Js1.y.

D
Note that the set union in the recurrence step of Definition 5.5.1.(ii) is a disjoint one:
Is1.yn(Gs1.10dom ljl1.c) = 0.
We are now ready to define the extensions of \jlf and r.1 • In the definition, we make use of the following property of the goal sets Gs1.y: if peGs1.y0B for some B
, then p has exactly one
prefix in Gs1.y.
5.S.3. Definition
I: interface.
(i).

The function \V1e C/-+F1* ..::+A1 is recursively defined as follows.
";lye C1* :dom 'ii1-Y= Is1·'Y
\jlf. <>

=Id 0 <f: as a consequence :.!>
if pe Is1.y

ljlf.y.p

l;,.(y&c).p :=
{ ljl1.c.(p >-P1) if pie Gs1 .yr.pref{p l

(ii).

The function 11e C1*-+Fl" ..::+R1*

is recursively defined as follows.

'rlyeC1* :dom 11.1=Gs1.'f

-t1.<>.<> := <>;
11.(y&c).p := 11.Y,P1&r.,.c.p,
where p1e Gs1.y, p,e dom i 1.c such that p = P1 ·p, .

D
As we proved in 5.5.2, for all yeC1* , 'l'l·'Yis an intention and dom 11.yis a goal set of dom 'l't·'Y.
The following figure (see also Figure 7) may be a guide to interpret the remainder of this section.
Therein, we treat the meaning of \jl/ and i1 •
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eCo*

eR0 *

p =t1."f.(Qo.(Eo(1J11."f).s).s)
Figure 8

'VI and t 1 are in a sense natural extensions ofw1 and t 1 :

-

-

for all ceC1, 1J11.<c> =1J11.c and t1.<c>

='A.pedomt1.c: <t1.c.p>.

S.5.4. Lemma
D: partial machine.
/: interface to D.

The elaboration of \;1.yin D, forye C1* , meets the following recursive equations.

For all seSo:
E0 (\V1.<>).s

=<>

and
(Eo(\V1."f).s)·(Eo(1J11.c).(Mo.(Eo(W1·"f).s).s))
if Eo('Vf."f).s is finite

Eo(\V1.(1&c)).s =
Eo(\V1.y).s otherwise

Proof
LetseS0

•

dom\;1.<> =0, soE0

(w1.<>).s =<>as a consequence of Definition 5.3.4.

Consider the case y&c .
All function applications, as well as the concatenation point, are justified by the case
analysis.
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=UmX, where

X1 =<>
Xn&ijif.(y&c).(Qo.Xn.s) if se dom(iji1.(r&c)o QoX,,)

X,,+1 =
{ X,,

othetwise

Um Y, where

Eo<iii1.r).s

Y1 =<>
Y11 &iii1.y.(Qo.Y,,.s) if sedom(w1.yo Qo.Y11 )

Y,.+1

=
{ Y,,

otheiwise

We first note that dom 1j11.yi;;dom w1.(r&c), and that
Vpedom iii1.r:iii1.(Y&c).p =iii1.y.p.

This follows from the definitions 5.5.1 and 5.5.3.
X1 =Y1.
If, for some ne IP,X,, = Y,, A Y11 *-Eo(w1.y).s, thensedom Qo.Y11 and Q.Y11 .sedom Wl·'Y.
Hencesedom Q0 .X,., andQ0 X,,.sedom iji1.(y&c), and
w1.(y&c).(Qo.X,,.s) =ljlf.y.(Qo.Y,..s). So Xu1 = Yn+I .

Suppose first that E0 .(\V1 .y).s is infinite.
Then Vne IP:Y,. '# E0 (iji1.y).s, so by induction Vne IP:X,, = Y,, • i.e. X = Y.
Eo<iii1.(r&c)).s =UmX =Lim Y =Eo<iV1.r).s.

Now suppose that Eo(1j11.y).s is finite. Let N be the least n e IP with Y,, = Eo(1j11.y).s .
Obviously "In~ N :X,, = Y,, and "In::?: N :Y,, = YN •

If sedom Qo.(Eo<iiir.r).s), then sedom QoXN, soXN =Eo<iiir.(r&c)).s.

Suppose on the contrary sedomQo.(Eo(1j11.Y).s).
sedomQo.YN, soQ0 .YN.sedomw1.y,so QoXN.sMs1.r.

But all proper prefixes of QoXN.s are proper prefixes of Qo.YN.s , and hence elements of
ls1.r. So the only way for QoXN.s to be an element of Js1.(y&c) is to be an element of
Gs,.y.

Therefore, if Qo.(Eo(W1·Y).s).sfldom 7i1.y, i.e. QoXN.sflGs,.y. then
QoXN.sds1.<r&c) =dom'\11.<r&c). HenceXN =Eo(v1.(r&c)).s).
On the other hand, suppose Qo.(Eo(Vr·Y).s).sedom "t,.y.
Since "In:':! N:Eo(vr.r).s is a prefix of X,, , we ·can define the series Z as
Nie IP:Xw+n-1) >-Eo(vr.Y).s.
Z1 =<>,and
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-

-

Zn&'lf1.(y&c).(Qo.((Eo('1'1·Y).s)·Zn).s)

-

-

ifs e dom ('1'1-(y&c) 0 Qo.((Eo('1'1-Y).s)·Zn))
Zn

otherwise

We will show that LimZ =Eo('lf1.c).(M0 .(Eo('lf1.y).s).s), which will complete the proof
since Lim X =(Eo('lf1.y).s)·Lim Z.
Abbreviate Mo.(Eo(\1!1.1).s).s to s'.
From 5.2.3 we conclude that
sedom Qo.((Eo(V1-Y).s)·Zn)
Qo.((Eo(\1!1.1).s)·Zn).s

¢:>

s'edom QoZn, and that

=(Qo.((Eo(V1-Y).s).s)·(Q0Zn.s') if the tenns are defined.

Qo.((Eo('1'1-Y).s).se Gs1.1, so
(Qo.((Eo(V1-Y).s).s)·(Qo.Zn.s')edom \1!1.(y&c)

¢:>

QoZn.s'edom 'lf1.c,

and ifQoZn.s'edom'lf1.c, then
\1!1.(y&c ).((Qo.((Eo(\1!1.1).s).s)·(QoZn.s')) = 'lf1.c. (Qo.Zn.s').
Summarizing, we may refonnulate
Zn&'lf1.c. (Qo.Zn.s')
Zn+I

if s'edom('lf1.C 0 Qo.Zn)

=

{ Zn

otherwise

which implies that Lim Z = Eo('lf1.c ).s' .

D
E0 (\j,1.y) is the only function that meets the recurrence equations, since the equations detennine

Eo('1'1-Y) uniquely.

-

-

A similar set of recurrence equations can be fonned for t 1.y.(Q0 .(Eo('lf/.y).s).s) , which informally is the tuple of /-responses that arises when y is fed into Dffil , ifs e dom Qofill .y (see also
Figure 8). Part (ii) of the folloWing lemma states that in the recurrence step, which is part (iii) of
the same lemma, the left part is defined if and only if the right part is.

5.5.5. Lemma
D: partial machine.
/:interface to D.

ForallseSo, yeC/', ceC1:
(i).
(ii).

-

-

t1.<>.(Qo.(Eo('1'1.<> ).s).s)

= <>

The following propositions A and B are equivalent.
A: E0 (\1!1.(y&c)).seCo"'

A

sedom(t1.(y&c)o Qo.(Eo(\1!1.(1&c)).s))

- 71 B: Eo(iji1.y).s E Co"' As E dom(r,.y 0 Qo.(Eo(iji,.y).s))
A

E0 (w1.c).s'E C0 *

A

s'E dom (t1.co Q0 .(Eo('!f1.c).s'))

wheres' =Mo.(Eo(iji,.y).s).s.
(iii). In the case that A and B of (ii) are true,

-

-

t1 .(y&c ).(Qo.(Eo('1'1 .(y&c )).s ).s) =
t1 .y.(Qo.(Eo(iji, .y).s ).s) & t1 .c. (Qo.(Eo('1'1 .c ).s ').s ')

where again s' =M0 .(E0 (iji1.y).s).s.
Proof
LetsESo, yEC0 *, and cECo.
(i).

-t1.<>.Q-

is a well-defined expression if and only if
.(Eo('!f .<> ).s).s =<>;this is the case since <j: 5.5.4:} E .(w .<>).s = <>.
0 .(Eo('!f1.<> ).s).s)

Q0
1
t 1.<>.<> =<>indeed.

(ii).

0

1

Before proving the equivalence, we draw the reader's attention to the similarity
between the proposition A and the definition of :Ee in 5.4.3, and to the fact that B is
built up of two such parts.

(=>) Suppose A holds.
<j: 5.5.4 :} E 0 (iji1.y).s e C0 "', and besides that,
E0 (w1.y).s is a prefix of Eo('1'1 .(y&c )).s .
So since sedom Qo.(Eo('!f1.(y&c).s), <j: 5.2.3:} sedom Qo.(Eo('1'1-Y).s).

-

-

-

dom t 1.(y&c) = domt,.y0dom t1.c,

so there is a prefix p1 of Q0 .(Eo('!f1.(y&c)).s).s such that
p1edom t 1.y and Q0 .(E0 (w1.(y&c)).s).s) >-p1edom t 1.c.

-

By the definition of elaboration <j: 5.3.4 :} , Q0 .(E0 (w1.y).s).se dom 'Vt .y
andpro{Q0 .(E0 (iji1.y).s).s )!;;;dom iji1.y, hence this is the only candidate for p1:
Qo.(Eo('!f1.r).s).sedom t 1.y.

-

-

-

-

-

-

<!: 5.5.4 :j> Eo('!f1.(y&c)).s =(Eo('1'1-Y).s)-(Eo('!f1.c).(Mo.(Eo('1'1-Y).s).s)),
so Eo('!f1.c).s'e Co* and se dom Qo.((E0 (iji1.y).s)·(E0 (w1.c).s')) .
<j: 5.2.3 :j> s'edom Qo.(Eo('!f1.c).s').
Qo.((Eo(iji,.y).s)-(Eo('!f1.c).s')).s

=(Qo.(Eo(iji,.y).s).s)-(Qo.(Eo('!f1.c).s').s')

therefore Qo.(Eo(iji,.(y&c)).s).s>-p, = Qo.(Eo('!f1.c).s').s'
which hence must be an element of dom t 1.c .
We may summarize by saying that B holds.
( <=) Conversely, suppose that B holds.

-

<!: 5.5.4 :j> Eo('lf1.(y&c)).s

=(Eo('!f1.y).s)-(Eo('!f1.c).(Mo.(Eo('!f1.1).s)),

so£0 (iji1.(y&c)).seCo"' and <j: 5.2.3 :j> sedomQo.(Eo.(iji,.(y&c)).s).

- 72 QD.(ED(;v, .(y&c ).s).s

= (QD.(ED(;v, .y).s).s HQD.(ED('V1 .c ).s ').s ')

which is an element of dom:f:1.y0domt1.c =domt1.(y&c).
So A holds.
(iii). Suppose that A and B of (ii) hold.

=:t,.y.p, & t1.c.p,
with p1eGs1.y, p,edom t 1.c, such that:

t1.(y&c).(QD.(ED(iji,.(y&c)).s).s)

p,·p,

= QD.(ED(if1.(y&c )).s ).s
= 1: 5.5.4 :j>
QD.((ED(;v, .y).s HED('V1 .c ).s')).s

=1:

5.2.3.(ii) :j>

(QD.(ED(W1. y).s ).s )· (QD.(ED('V1 .c ).s ').s ')

11Ie only candidate for p1 is QD.(ED(w1.y).s).s, because it is an element of Gs1.y: the
fact that Gs1.y is a goal set excludes other candidates.

Therefore, p, must be QD.(ED('J'1.c).s').s').

a
These lemmas allow us to extend Figure 8 with some auxiliary lines demarcating every part
belonging to a certain command of I.

r

Figure 9

=t1.c.(QD.(Eo('J'1.c).s

1

).s')
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An aspect of the meaning of these auxiliary lines is fonnally indicated in the following lemma.
Observe the similarity between the domain condition preceding (i) and (ii), and the formulas A
and B of 5.5.5.(ii).
S.S.6. Lemma
D: partial machine.

I: interface to D.

For all seSD and all yeq• , sedom QD$l·Y if and only if
is finite ands e dom (ti.yo QD.(ED("l;1.y).s)) .

ED("l;1.y).s

If these are the case, then:
(i).

Mm~l·Y·S =MD.(ED('¥1-Y).s).s

(ii).

QDl!ll·Y.s = t1.y.(QD.(ED(V1-Y).s).s)

Proof
Recurrence on y. Lets e SD .
If y= <> , then ED('¥1.y).s = <> , which is finite.
sedom(t1.<> o QD.<>) ,andsedomQDe1-<>.
(i) says s = s and (ii) says <> = <> .

Lety=y'&c.
sedomQDeI·Y

5.2.2}

~{

~

{ recurrence hypothesis and 5.4.3 }
ED(W1-YJe cD•
I\

I\

sedom(t1.y'o QD.(ED(V1-Y).s))

ED('VJ ·C ).(MD$l·y'.s)e cD•

I\

MDl!ll·Y'.se dom(t1.co QD.(ED('¥1.C ).(MD@/·Y'.s)))

Transfonn the latter two of these four conjuncts with recurrence hypothesis (i) and apply
5.5.5.(ii); then we obtain
sedom QDl!ll·Y ~ ED(W1-Y).seCD* l\sedom(t1.y 0 QD.(ED(V1·Y).s))

(i).

Mm91.y.s
=Mm&J.c.(MmM·Y'.s)

= { definition of MD$/

}
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=

1: recurrence hypothesis (i) :j>
Mo.(Eo('V1·c).(Mo.(Eo(V1·'YJ.S).s)).(Mo.(Eo(\V1.1').s).s)

= 1:

5.2.3.(i) :j>

MD.( (Eo(V1 .y').s)-(Eo('V1 .c ).(Mo.(Eo(o/1 .y').s ).s ))).s

=

1: 5.4.5 :j>
Mo.(Eo(V1·Y).s).s

(ii).

Qo@l .y.s

=Qoli1.!l·'Y'·s&Qo@l·c.(Mo@l·'Y'·s)

=1:

recurrence hypothesis (ii) and definition of QD@I :j>

't/·'Y' .(Qo.(Eo(WJ.Y).s).s )& t1 .c. (Qo.(Eo('V1 .c ).(MD@l·'Y'.s)).(MD@I .y'.s ))

= 1: recurrence hypothesis (i) :j>
:t'1.y'.(Qo.(Eo(V1·'Y').s).s) &
t1.c. (Qo.(Eo(v1.c).(Mo.(Eo(W1·'Y').s).s)).(Mo.(Eo(W1·'Y').s).s))

= 1: 5.4.6}
t1. y.(Qo.(Eo(V1. y).s ).s)

D
5.6. THE KERNEL RELATION

We recall from Definition 5.4.4 that for partial machines D and DD we say that DD is a kernel for
D (or shortly DD k.n D) if there exists an interface I to DD such that DD<el uc D. Intuitively,
this means that DD has at least all the "computational possibilities" that D has, be it that DD may
have them at a more primitive level: for a given operation, initiated by a single command in D,
DD may require a complicated sequence of commands that isn't even fixed (except for its first

component).
Ex.ample 1. (For KCDM , see Ex.ample 4 of Section 2.2).
Let D be a data machine with a countable set of states.
Then KCDM k.n D, as we can see from the following construction.
Let cp be an injection from S0 intb SKcoM = IN.
Construct an interface I to KCDM as follows.
C1 :=Co and R1 :=Ro ; A1 := (0, 1} and F1 :=IN.
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'VI is defined per c e Co as follows (recall that CKcDM = {O, l) and RKcDM = JN):
v1.c. <> := 0 (so we will have to make sure that<> Edom t 1.c );
'lf1.c.p := l for all pe JN*\(<>) with p 1erngtjl and#pS tjl.(Mo.c.(tjl- 1.p1)).
For all other pe JN* , p E dom 'Vi .c .
'tJ is defined per c e C0 as follows:
't1.c.p := Qo.c.(tjl- 1.pi) if p :#<>and P1erngtjl and #p =tjl.(Mo.c. <+-1 .p1))+l .
For all other pe JN* , p Edom t 1.c .

Intuitively, this interface reacts on a command c e C0 by:
- feeding a 0 into KCDM, thus setting KCDM's state to 0 and "reading out" the state KCDM was
in.
- If this old state was valid, i.e. an element of rng + , then the new state is computed as
+.(M0 .c.s), where the old state was tjl.s ( seS0 ). This new state is brought into KCDM by
supplying the correct amount of l's.
If, on the other hand, the old state was not valid, then all interaction with KCDM is stopped.

- Upon recognizing a valid old state, the appropriate response is returned; if the old state was
invalid, then I blocks.
The first of our fonnal obligations is to show that I is an interface to KCDM.

The sets c, . R1 • A1 and F1 are non-empty: 'VIE Cr~F1* ~A1 and 't1E C1-+F1* ~R1 .
Let peF1*. pedom 'lfJ.C iff:
-either p <>;
-or p ;t <> and P1 e rng +and #p S: +.(Mo.c. (+-1.fl1)).
dom v1.c is prefix-closed. It is not hard to see that
\fpedom't1.c:pEdom'lf1.c Apro{p)~dom'Vt·C.
Conclusion: I is an interface, and since F1 = RKcoM and A1 = CKcoM , it is an interface to KCDM.
We take it for granted that for every c e C1 , n e rng + :

=

EKcDM('V1·c).n

=<0>-(!ye {l}*:#y=+.(Mo.c.(+-1.n)))

Now let ceCo and seSo. We will prove:+.sedomQKCDMEfJI·c, and
MKcOMEfJl·c.(+.s)=tjl.(Mo.c.s), and QKcOMEfJl·c.(+.s)=Qo.c.s.
thus establishing that+ is a homomorphism (and hence a morphism) of D to KCDMEfJI.
+.sedom QKcOMEfJl·C if and only if:
EKcoM('V1.c).(+.s) is finite

and •.SE dom QKCDM·<EKcoM('V1·C).(+.s))
and QKCDM·<EKcoM('V1.S).(+.s)).(tj1.s)edom't1.C
The first Is true because +.s e rng + and the second because KCDM is a data machine. The last
requirement Is also true: use the above-given value of EKcoM('V1.c).(+.s) together with the
knowledge that QKCDM .0.(+.s) = +.s •

- 76MKCDM(f){·C.(41.S)
=MKCDM·(EKCDM('l'1·c).(+.s)).(+.s)

=MKCDM•(<O>+he { l}* :#r=+.(Mo.C.S))).(+.s)

= i: MKcDM·<O>.(+.s)=O}
MKcDM·<ire {l}*:#r=+.(Mo.c.s)).0
=+.(M0 .c.s)
QKCDMIIJl·C· (41.s)

= 'tf.C. (QKCDM·<EKcDM('l'1·c).(+.s)).(+.s))
=

1: definition of t 1 }
I

-

Qo.c. <+- .(QKCDM .(EKCDM('1'1.c).(+.s)).(+.s))i)

=Qo.C. (41-1.(QKCDM·(EKCDM('l'f·C· (41.s))1.(+.s)))
1
Qo.c. W .(QKCDM·O.(+.s)))

= Qo.c. W 1 .(+.s))
=Qo.C.S

So KCDM<BI uc D.
KCDM is hence a kernel for every data machine with cowitably many states. Tilis explains its
name (see Section 2.2, Example 4).

We see from this example that an interface is potentially able to perform arbitrarily complex
operations on the data kept by the widerlying machine. Indeed. all computation is done by the
interface /, and the data machine KCDM is used only ID SIDre and retrieve the results. (In other
situations, the underlying partial machine might seive one more goal, namely: determining which
states can or cannot be reached from the current one. In the case of KCDM, however, the prospect relation is the 1Dtal relation on all states).
Example2.
Consider the data machine NID (see Section 2.2, Example 5). We will see that intuitively,
NID kn KCDM, and even in such a way that id IN is a homomorphism of KCDM to NID@JNK
for a suitable interface JNK.
Tilis interface JNK would then have to do the following.
On command 0, repeatedly feed minus into NID, until the response O appears as a signal that
the state 0 has been reached. Tile response to be returned is the old state. Tilis equals the
number of minus's required to reach the state 0, so excluding the last one, which-Only seived
to indicate that the state was already 0.
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be returned as response. After that, the right amount of plus's must be used to get the correct
new state into NID: one higher than the old state.
It is intuitively clear that all this can be done with an interface. Let us define it.
C1NK := {0,1} ;RJNK :=ti ;AJNK :={plus.minus); F1NK := {0,1).

lf'JNK·O:=).pe {l}*:minus.
dom 'lfJNK.1 := { l )*vU{{I )"0{O) 10{0, l l"'ln,me IN/\ m ~ n}

minus if pe {1)*
'l'JNK·l.P :=

{ plus otherwise

for all pedomlf'JNK·1

t1NK·o :=).pe {1}*0(0} 1:#p-l
domt1NK·l

:=LJ{(t )"0{0) 10{0,1)"+ 1 lne ti}

tJNK. l.p :=

t #p-1 for all pe dom tJNK .1

It is obvious that JNK is an interface to NID.
It is also easily seen that for s e SN1D:
EN10('1fJNK·O).s = i({minus}..+1) and
QN1o·(EN10('1'JNK .0).s).s = t (( 1)80{0) I);
ENio('lfJNK·l).s =t({minusjH10{plus)'+ 1) and
QNID (EN1D('1fJNK•l).s).s =i((1}'0{0} 10{ljH 1).
From this we conclude that M NID6'JJNK .O.s = 0 and M NIDf&JNK. l .s = s + 1 .
By the definition of tJNK.
QNIDaJNK .c.s = s whether c = 0 or c = l .
So id ti is a homomorphism of KCDM to NJD(fJJNK •
0

From the infonnaJ discussion preceding the definition of JNK, we learn that we are "obliged" to
call JNK an interface. Nevertheless, the series with only l's has no prefix in dom tJNK·O, nor in
dom tJNK·l • With a data machine other than NID, this may lead to infinite elaborations: take for
instance

< {O), {plus.minus}, (1} , A.ce {plus,minus):A.se {O}:s , A.ce {plus,minus}:A.se {0):1 >
This is the reason why we had to introduce partial machines before talking about interfaces: the
ex.ample shows that we cannot do without interfaces that may cause infinite elaborations, but this
phenomenon in tum sometimes causes DfPI/ to be a properly partiaJ machine even if D is a data
machine.
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1be sentence DD@/ uc D means that there is a morphism qi of D to DDff>l. An equivalent but
perhaps more "operational" (and definitely more technical) formulation of· + is a morphism of D
to DD@/' is given in the following lemma.
5.6.1. Lemma
D, DD: partial machines.
/: interface to DD ICo!'.: C1 .
qi: function from So into Soo .

4> is a morphism of D to DD@/ <:::>
';fyeC0 *:Vsedom Qo:y:
Eoo6;1.y).(4>.s)e Coo* A ljl.se dom(t1.y 0 Qoo.(EoD(\¥1.1).(+.s)))"
t1.y.(Qoo-(Eoo(\¥1."f).(4>.s)).(ljl.s))

=Qo."f.S

Proof

Co!'.: Coo(£)/ is equivalent to Co!'.: C1 .
qi is a morphism of D to DD@/ means

';lye Co*:Vsedom Qo.y: ljl.sedomQoow-Y" OooE&/·Y·(+.s) =QD."f.S.
Apply 5.5.6.

a
1be remainder of this section contains preparations to the proof that on any set of partial
machines, kn is a quasi-order - a proof that cannot be given before we are a way in the next
chapter.
5.6.2. Lemma
D, DD: partial machines.
/: interface both to D and to DD.
DD

UC

D

=> DDffil UC D@I .

Proof

Let 4> be a morphism of D to DD. We prove that qi is also a morphism of Dffil to DDffil.
LetyeC1* andsedomliDlllf·Y· Wehavetoshow:
+.sedomQoo(£)/·Yand QOD(£)[·Y·(+.s)= QDeI·Y·S.
sedomQo(£)[.y, so:

<j: 5.5.6 ;to- Eo(\¥1.y).s is finite
and sedom(t1.y 0 QD.(ED(V1.y).s)

and QDl!ll·y.s = t1.y.(QD.(ED(V1·Y).s).s) .

Since s D~DD 41.s, { 5.3.5

;to-

=

Eoo(~1."f).(4>.s) ED(\;1.y).s.

Usings D~DD +.sonce more, +.sedom Qoo.(Eoo(\i1.Y).(1j1.s))
and QoD.(Eoo(v1."f).(4>.s)).(ljl.s) =Qo.(Eo(\i1.y).s).s.

79So Qoo.(Eoo('111-Y).(f1>.s)).(fl>.s)edom t1.y.
QDDE!lf .y.(fl>.S)

= t1.y.(Qoo-(Eoo(V1·Y).(fl>.s)).(f1>.s))
=t1.1.(Qo.(Eo(v1.1).s).s)
=QDE!ll·'Y·S

a
5.6.3. Definition
C, R: non-empty sets.

The identity interface of C and R, written Ii (C ;R), is the interface
<C,R,C,R,

N:eC:).pe {<>}:c.
N:eC:).peR 1:p 1 >

a
Let D be apanial machine. Then/i(Co;R0 ) is an interface to D. ·
S.6.4. Lemma

D: partial machine.
D@li(CD;RD)=D

Proof
Abbreviate Ii(CD;RD) to I •
The states. commands, and responses are the same for D and D@/ .
Letce CD andseSD. ED('lf1.c).s = <c >,so:
sedomQmfll.C

andsedomQD.<c>

and Qo.<c>.se dom t 1.c

<=> <j: VpeRo*:#p= 1 ~ pedomt1.c :1'
sedomQo.c.

- 80H sedomQo.c, then:
MotN.c.s
=Mo.(Eo('lf1.c).s).s
=M0 .<c>.s
=Mo.c.s

and
QolN·c.s

=t1.c. (Qo.(Eo('lf1.c).s).s)
=t,.c.(Qo.<c>.s)
=t/.C. <(@.C.S >
=Qo.c.s .

SoD@l=D.

a
As a consequence, DD uc D =>DD kn. D, because if DD uc D, then DD@/l(C00 ;R00) uc D.
In particular, D kn. D for any partial machine D.
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CHAPTER

6

COMPOSITION OF INTERFACES
6.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter is a purely technical one. We will investigate situations where a partial machine
extended by an interface is extended by one more interface, as in the following figure.
response of J

oommandofJ

interface]
feedback items of J

actions of J

responses of I

commands of I

interface/
aclionsof I

feedback items of I

responses ofD

commands of D

partial machine D

Figure JO
Let D be a partial machine. Let I be an interface to D and Jan interface to D@l. We intend to
define an interface that perfonns the overall operation of I and J when these last two cooperate as
follows (see also Figure 11).

lJ/J ( /
f--....---..--.

w1?
a{~
t1

eC0 *

~"'r--+-_..,._...,...
tJ

~
Figure JI

A command c of J is translated to a tuple of commands of I by J, every command in this tuple
depending on the responses to the previous ones. J gives these commands to, and receives the
responses from, the interface /. This last interface similarly translates every command in this
tuple to a tuple (possibly empty!) of commands of D. The resulting tuples of D-responses are
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translated to single responses of I by /; the tuple that thus arises is again translated, this time by J,
to a single response of J.
From the fact that J must be an interface to D$/, we immediately derive the following definition
(compare also Definition 5.4.2).
6.1.1. Definition
/: interface.
An interface to I is an interface J with A1 k C1 and R1t;;;, F1

.

0
Two intennediate operators named rand_ 8 are necessary for defining the functions 'V and t of the
composed interface. Their meaning is as follows. Let, at a given point in the process described
above, p be the tuple of responses that D gave so far. Then r "assigns to p " the postfix: of p
belonging to the command of I that is "currently active", and 8 "assigns top " the tuple of/responses resulting from the previous comJllands of/.
The following figure illustrates this. In this figure, it i~ a),so incorporated that a command of I
may have an empty elaboration in D. The reader will ex:perience in the next section that this
phenomenon causes some hampering in defining interface composition.

c' =w1.c. (8(/'J).c.p)
c" =

w1.c'.(r(l;J).c.p)

eCD*
p" = 8(1 ;J).c. (p·p')

r =t1.c.p"
eRD*

~

=8(/'J).c.p

Figure 12
6.2. INTERFACE COMPOSITION

The purpose of this section is to define the composition operation on interfaces as suggested in
Figure 10. The composition of "J on top of/" will be defined for interfaces I and J sucll that J is
an interface ro /.
The following definition facilitates dealing with the phenomenon alluded to at the end of the previous section:· some actions ofJ (which are commands of l)- may cause I to retilm a response to J

- 83 without first generating any actions itself. According to this definition, V(/ ;J).c (force c,) is a
function that extends a tuple p of feedback items of J by the responses I returns in pursuance of
generated /-actions that cause no interaction with the underlying panial machine.
6.2.1. Definition
I: interface.
J: interface to/.
The function V(/;J)eC1 -»F/'-»(F/"uF,~) is defined for all ceC1
V(/;J).c.p :=LimX •. where

,

peF1* by

X1=P
X,.&>t1.(1f'1.cX,.).<>
ifX,.edom v1 .c

X,.+1 =

and<> edom 't1.(1f'J.cX,.)

X,. otherwise
[]

As an intuitive elucidation (keeping the process described just after Figure l l in mind), we may
say the following.
The clause X,.e dom 'VJ .c means that if the response tuple that J received from D@l is X,., then the
interface J has not yet received responses to all commands required to simulate the effect of c.
<> edom >t1.(v1 .cX,.) means that if (again) the state of affairs is such that/ has received X,. from
D(J)J, then for the currently active /-command c' = v1 .c.X,. , v1.c' has an empty elaboratiol) in D
(at any state), and I does not block at this point
p is a prefix of V(/ ;.J).c.p and all components of V(/ ;.J).c.p>-p are elements of R1 .
In the configuration of Figure IO, if J is processing the command c, and at a given point I has
passed the response tuple p to J , then internal interaction between I and J will take place until the
tuple of responses that/ passed toJ will be equal to V(/;.J).c.p. If V(/;J).c.p is finite, then there
will indeed be such a moment; otherwise, I and J are forever stuck in internal interaction (a situation that is sometimes called 'livelock' [Ka86]).
In Figure 13, a part of Figure 12 is copied. It is used to elucidate Definition 6.2. l.
To compute V(/;J).c.p, we have to consider a sequenceX; X 1 =p.
X 1edomv1.cand111).c.X 1 =c 1 ;
<> edom 'tJ.C 1 and 't1.c1 .<> = r1 .
SoX2=X 1 &r 1 =p&r1.
Xzedom v1.c and 11'1-c.X2 cz ,
but <>tl!dom>t1.cz. SoX 3 =X2, etcetera.
V(/;J).c.p =LimX =Xz = p&r 1 •

=
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eC0 *

eR 0 *

Figure 13

The intuition on interfaces given by Peremans (see Section 5.4) can also be used to elucidate the
definition of V(l ;J).c .
Suppose that at some instance of time, J receives a stimulus. Let p be the contents of the register
immediately thereafter (so if the stimulus was the command c e c, , then p = <> , and if it was a
feedback item r , then p <> and r is its last component). J will either block, or return a
response, or send an action to I . If the latter, then I reacts by either blocking, or sending an
action to D, or returning a response r' to J, in which case the process starts all over again, but
with p&r' in the register of J . If this reiteration terminates, i.e. either one of the interfaces
blocks, or I delivers an action, or J delivers a response, then immediately before this takes place,
the register of J contains V(I;J).c.p. If the reiteration proceeds infinitely, then V(I;J).c.p is of
infinite length and the register of J walks through the set pro (V(I ;J).c.p} \pro (p} in course of
time.

*

From Definition 6.2.1 it is easily seen that if p e dom '¥"1 .c and <> e dom 't1 .('JI"J .c. p) , then
V(/;J).c. (p&'t1.(1j11 .c.p).<>) = V(l;J).c.p : define the series X' as A.ne IP:Xn+l , then
LimX'=LimX.
.
The consequence is that all components of X are mapped on the same value by V(/;J).c. So for
one thing, V(/;J).c.(V(/;J).c.p)= V(/;J).c.p wheneverV(l;J).c.peF1 *.
A trivial but important detail to note is that
tip eF1 * :V(I;J).c.p e dom 'JIJ.C =:> <> ~dom 'tJ.(1jiJ.c.(V(I;J).c.p))
Definition 6.2.2 defines the operators rand ~ mentioned in Section 6.1.

- 856.2.2. Definition
/: interface.
J : interface to I.
The functions r(l ;./) E Cr~F/' ~F,·
and tl(/;.J)e Cr~F1 '*~(R1 '*vR1 ~)
are defined perc e C1 by simultaneous recurrence on p e F1'*, as follows .

<> E dom r(l ;./).C and r(/ ;./).C. <> := <> ;
<> e dom tl(l ;.J).c and tl(/ ;./).c. <> := V(/ ;./).c. <>
p&re dom r(J ;.J).c if and only if:
-

p e dom r(J;J).cr.dom tl(l ;.J).c , and

-

tl(l;J).c.pedomljl1 .c, and

-

r(/ ;.J).c.p e dom ljl1.(1j11 .c. (tl(J ;.J).c.p)) .

p&re dom tl(J ;J).c under exactly the same conditions.
For those p and r, distinguish between:
(a).

(r(/ ;.J).c.p)&re dom -r.1 .(1j11 .c. (tl(/ ;.J).c.p))

(b).

(r(/ ;.J).c.p)&re dom t,.(ljl1 .c. (tl(l ;.J).c.p))

Then the function values are defined as follows.
(a).

r(/;.J).c. (p&r) :=(r(I;.J).c.p)&r
tl(l ;./).c. (p&r) := tl(/ ;.J).c.p

(b).

ru ;./).c. (p&r) := <>
tl(/ ;./).c. (p&r) := V(/ ;./).c. (tl(/ ;.J).c.p&t1 .(ljl1 .c(tl(l ;./).c. p)).((r(/ ;./).c. p)&r))

D
Elucidation.
Note that dom r(I ;.J).c = dom tl(l ;.J).c for every c e C;. (In the definition, we had to use the formula p e dom r(l ;J).cr.dom tl(l ;.J).c until we got far enough to see the equality.) We will call
this common domain 8, until the next definition. Note also that whether p&re e, or not is
independent of r.

e, is non-empty since it contains <>

0

It is also prefix-closed: if p e 8, then p&re 8, .

- 86We will now give informal descriptions of the case-distinguishing fonnulas. The reader should
keep the process described in Section 6.1 (just after Figure 11) in mind.
- fl(l;J).c.p edom 'VJ·C : the meaning of this is highly similar to that of Xne dom \VJ.C in the
definition of V(/ ;J).c . At the moment that J has just received fl(/ ;J).c. p , it has yet to generate at least one action in the plan of simulating the effect of c. Note that if fl(/ ;J).c. p e R1~.

then it is out of the question that fl(/ ;J).c.p e dom 'VJ .c . This last situation mechanistically
means that J forever keeps sending such actions to I that I returns responses to these without
consulting D .

- r(/;J).c.p edom w1 .(\JfJ.c. (fl(/;J).c.p)) : r(/;J).c.p is the tuple of D-responses that I received
from D since the time it received the command c'""'\JfJ.c.(fl(l;J).c.p) from J. This formula
says that /, after that, sent an action to D; so the last component of p&r is indeed a response to
a command, and not some spontaneously-appearing feedback item.
- (f'(/"J).c.p)&re dom 't1 .('VJ.C. (fl(/;J).c.p)): the part of p&r that belongs to the currently active
/-command c' =wJ.c. (fl(/;J).c.p) is the result (in responses) of the entire elaboration (by I) of
this command; and besides, I does not block at this point.
The intuitive view by Peremans can here too be clarifying.
Consider again the configuration of Figure 10. The user has fed c into J , and internal interaction
has been such that the responses of D that so far went to I form the tuple p . If thereby infinite
interaction between I and J does not arise, then there is a moment that either blocking occurs in
one of the interfaces, or the system of two interfaces produces an output: an action of I or a
response of J . Immediately before this happens, the register of J contains fl(/ ;J).c.p and that of I
contains r(/ ;J).c.p . On the other hand, if I and J get entangled in infinite interaction, then the
register of I was set to <>(which is r(/;J).c.p) and stays that way, and the tuple in the register
of J keeps growing forever toward fl(/ ;J).c.p , which is infinitely long.
After this elucidation, we list some properties.
If p e 8c and p' is a prefix of p , then also fl(/ "J).c.p' is a prefix of fl(/ ;J).c.p .
Trivially, if fl(/;J).c.peR/1', then V(/;J).c.(fl(/;J).c.p)=fl(/"J).c.p.
It is easily seen (implicating 6.2.1) that in those cases of 6.2.2 where fl(/ ;J).c. p is defined as a
function value of V(/ "J).c , which was the limit of a series X , every proper prefix of a certain Xn
is an element of dom 'l'J.C; therefore Vpe0c:p~o{fl(/;J).c.p}~domwJ.c.
We end this list of properties with the remark that for all p e Be the following hold; the (easy)
proofs are left to the reader.

- r(/ ;J).c.p

=p ~ fl(/ "J).c.p =fl(/ "J).c. <>

- r(/;J).c.p = <> ~ Vp'epro {p }:fl(/;J).c.p'epro {fl(/'J).c.p}
Vp'epre {p }:fl(/ ;J).c.p' =fl(/_;J).c.p ~p >-p'epost{r(/"J).c.p}
- fl(l;J).c.pedom'l'J·C ~ r(I;J).c.pEdom't1.('1'J·C.(fl(/;J).c.p))

(This last formula is a generalization of the last result preceding Definition 6.2.2).
The following definition fixes the "critical domains" of the 'I' and 't functions in the composed
interface.
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6.2.3. Definition
/:interface.
J: interface to I.
(i).

0(/ ;./) := 'A.c e C1 :dom ~(/ ;J).c

(ii).

S(/;.J) :=keC1:{peE>(/;J).ci~(/;J).c.pedom 1j11.c

A

r(/ ;J).C. p E ddm 1jf{o(1j11.C. (~(/ ;J).C.p))}
(iii). S(/;J) := 'A.c e C1 :{p e 0(1 ;J).c l~(I;J).c.p e dom t1.c}

0
So S(/ ;./).cu S(/ ;./).cc;;, 0(1 ;./).c = dom ~(I ;./).c and S(/ ;J).c n

Ex! ;J).c = 0 .

We also remark that for all p e 0(1 ;J).c and all re F1 ,
p&re 0(1 ;J).c

¢::>

p e 0(/ ;J).c .

Of all the p~fixes of the Ro* -tuple that constit~~es the "fourth line" in Figure 12, only the entire
tuple is in 0(/ ;.J).c ; all proper prefixes are in 0(1 ;J).c . More accurate than this last remark i:S
the following lemma.
6.2.4. Lemma

/:interface.
J: interface to I.
For all c e C1 :
(i).

0(/ ;./).c is an intention set;

(ii).

0(/ ;./).c is a goal set of 0(/ ;./).c .

A

oo

Proof
LetceC1.
(i).

Let p e 0(1 ;.J).c and p'e pre {p) .
p e 0(/ ;./).c , which is prefix-closed, so p'e 0(/ ;.J).c .
~(/;./).c.p

edom 'l'l·c, and ~(I;.J).c.p'epref{~(I ;./).c.p) ,
so ~(/;./).c.p'e dom 1j11.c.

r(I ;./).c.p Edom 1j//.(1j11.c.(~(/ ;./).c.p)) .
Iff(/ ;.J).c.p'e; dom 'l't ·<'1'1.c. (~(/ ;./).c.p')) ,
then p' e pro {p) , and <j: 6.2.2 :} p e; 0(1 ;J).c , a contradiction. ·
So whether p' = p ornot, r(/ ;./).c.p'edom 1j11.(1j11.C. (~(/;./).c~p')).
Hence p'e S(/ ;./).c .
Conclusion: 8(/ ;./).c is prefix-closed. It is an intention set.
(ii).

Let p E 0(/ ;./).C .

p E 0(/ ;./).C .

- 88 !:JJ-,J).c.p edom t;.c, so t:.(/"J).c.p Edom 'ljl;.c. Sop f. 0(/-,J).c.

Let p'e pro (p} . Then p' e 0(/-,J).c .
By 6.2.2 and the fact that 0(/-,J).c is prefix-closed,
if either !J.{/"J).c.p'E dom w1 .c or f{/'J).c.p'Edom w1.(w1 .c. {!J.(/'J).c.p')),
then pf. 0(1 ;J).c , a contradiction. Hence p' e 0(1 ;.1).c .
Conclusion: Vp e S{/ ;.l).c: pf. 0(1 ;J).c
;J).c is a goal set of 0(/ ;J).c .

ec1

A

pro (p }~ 0(1 ;J).c.

a
We remarked earlier that for all pe0(/;J).c and all reF1, p&re0(/;J).c ~pe0(I;J).c.
Together with the above lemma this results in
0(/;J).c = {p eF1* jpro {p)1;;0{J;J).c}
We are now ready to define the composed interface. We call it lffiJ .
6.2.S. Definition

/: interface.
J: interface to/.

lffil is the following interface:

< C; , R; , A1 , F1 ,
l..ce c,:A.pe0(1;.1).c :w1.(w;.c. (!J.(/'J).c.p)).(f'(/;J).c.p),
A

l..ceC1 :'Ape0(/;J).c:t1 .c.(!J.(/;.l).c.p) >

a
Lemma 6.2.4 justifies the definition of /ffil as an interface. Two special cases of interface composition are given in the following two lemmas, the last ones of this section.
6.2.6. Lemma

I: interface.
IGJ/i(CJ. R1) =I

Proof
Abbreviate Ii (Ci. R1) to J. Of course J is an interface to I.
C1e; =

c, = c, and R1e; = R; =R1 ; A1e; = A1 and Fie; =F1 •

LetceC;.
· When applying 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we take into accoum that:
- X,.edom 'l'J.cif andonly ifX,. =<>,and in that case.ljl;.c.X,. =c;
- !J.(J;J).c.pedomljl;.c if
ljf;.c.(!J.(l;J).c.p)=c.

and

only

if !J.(/;J).c.p=<>

,

and

in

that

case.
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This results in the following.
- r(/;J).c. <> = <>;
- A(/;J).c. <>=<>if<> edomt1.c, and <t1.c. <>>otherwise;
- ForallpeFl' ,reF1 ,ifpe9(/:J).c,andA(/;J).c.p=<>
(so A(/ :J).c.p =A.(/ ;J).c. <> and hence r(/ ;J).c.p = p •
see the list of properties preceding Definition 6.2.3), and p e dom ljff .c , then:
p&r ifp&redomt1.c
r(/;J).c. (p&r) =
{ <>

if p&re dom t 1.c

<>

ifp&redomt1.c

A.(/ ;J).c. (p&r) =

{ <t1.c.(p&r)> if p&redom t1.c
and otherwise, p&re 9(1 ;J).c .

We may summarize this as follows, using recurrence on p :
9(/;J).c = (peF/' lpro{p }!::dom ljl1.c) , and for pe9(/;J).c :

p ifpedomt1.c
r(/;J).c.p =

{ <> ifpedomt1.c
<>
A.(/ ;J).c.p

if p e dom t 1.c

=

{ <t .c.p> ifpedomt .c
1
1
••

A

For the computation of 9(/ ;J).c and 9(/ ;J).c, obseIVe that for all p e 9(/ ;J).c :
A.(l;J).c.pedom v 1.c <:=> pedom t 1.c. and if A.(l;J).c.pedomw1.c, then

r(/;J).c.pedom VI·(VJ·C.(A(/;J).c.p)) <==> pedom 1¥1.c ;
A(l;J).c.pedomt1.c

<==> #A(l;J).c.p= 1, sol!t.(l;J).c.pedomt1.c <:=> pedomt1.c .

-

A

We conclude: 9(/;J).c =dom v1.c and 9(/;J).c =dlJm t 1.c.
Vl$J·C

=Ape 8(1 ;J).c :w1.(v1.c. (A(/;J).c.p)).(r(/;J).c.p)
=Apedom v1.c:v,.c.p

and

-90'tJeJ.C
A

=Ape 8(/;J).c :t1 .c. (A(/;J).c.p)
=Ape dom t 1.c :t1.c. <t1.c.p>
=Ape dom t1.c :t1.c.p
=t1.C

.

So J(.f)J =I.

IJ
6.2.7. Lemma
J: interface.
li(A1;F1)(.f)J =J.

Proof
Abbreviate Ii (A1 ;F1 ) to I. J is an interface to I .
C1ei = C1 and R1ei =R1; A1ei =A1 =A1 and F1ei =F1 =F1.
LetceC1 .

In 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the following causes simplification.

<> Edomt1.(1j11.cX,.), and for all peF1* , reF1:
- If pe8(/;J).c and A(/;J).c.pedom1jl1.c, then
r(/;J).c.pedom 'lli.('111.c.(!:i.(/;J).c.p)) <=* r(/;J).c.p

=<>

- If pe8(/;.J).c, and A(/;J).c.pedom'V1.c, and r(/;J).c.p =<>,then

(r(/;.J).c.p)&r

=<r> edom t1.(1j11.c. (A(/;J).c.p)),

so r(/ ;.J).c. (p&r) = <> and
A(/ ;J).c. (p&r) =A(/;J).c.p&t1.('l'J·C· (A(/;J).c.p)).<r>

(A(/;J).c.p)&r .

Otherwise p&re 8(/ ;J).c .
We see with recurrence on peF1* that pe8(/;J).c <=* pro{p }s;;;;dom '!IJ.C
and if pe8(/;J).c, then !:i.(l;J).c.p p and r(I;J).c.p = <>.

=

For all p e 8(1 ;J).c :
- !:i.(J;J).c.pedom1j11.c ~ pedom1j11.c.

- lfso, then r(/;J).c.pedom 1j11.(1j11.c.(!:i.(/;J).c.p)) because r(J;J).c.p = <>.
- !:i.(l;J).c.pedomt1.c ~ pedomt1.c.
••

A

So 8(/ ;J).c = dom 'll1.c and 8(/ ;J).c

=dom t 1 .c .
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).p e EK/ 'J).c :w1 .(w,.c. (A(/ ;J).c.p)).(f(/ ;J).c.p)
=).pedom w1.c :w1.(w1.c.p).<>

= ).p edom w1.c :w,.c.p

and

=).p E 0(1 'J).c :t,.C. (A(/ ;J).c.p)
=Ap Edom 'tJ .C :tJ .C. p
='t1.C

·

So J(l;J =J.

D
6.3. A CRUCIAL PROPERTY OF INTERFACE COMPOSl110N

In this section, the following equality is proved for an arbitrary partial machine D, an interface I
to D, and an interface J to/:
Da?J(la?JJ)

=(Da?Jl)a?JJ

This is an important step in the proof that kn is a transitive relation.
For both halves of the equality, the set of states is So and the sets of commands and responses are
thoseofJ.
A part of the proof of the equality is, of course. the proof that for all c e C1 • s e So •
s edom Qoe(I$J) .c ~ s e dom Q (/)$/'f!JJ .c

We rewrite each constituent of this equivalence using the definition of ~c in 5.4.3.
sedom QD$C.1$1)·c if and only if:
Eo(IJ!J$J.c).seCo*

and sedomQo.(Eo(IJ!11DT·c).s)
and Qv.(Eo(1V11DT·c).s).sedom 'tJ$J.C ;
s e dom Q (D$/'fN .c if and only if:
Eo$1(1V1-c).se q*

and s e dom Qo$1.(Eoe1(1J!1 .c ).s)
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and QoGlJ.(Eoe1('VJ.C).s).sedom 'tJ.C .
We observe that two elaborations are of importance, namely
Eo('V1a1.c).s and Eo(f)f('VJ·c).s. They have been defined as follows.
Eo('V1a1.c).s =UmX, whereX 1 =<>and
X,.&v1a1.c. (Qo.X,..s)
ifsedomQo.X,.
Xn+I

=

and Q0 .X,..sedom 'VIaJ·C

X,. otherwise
EoeJ('V1.c).s =Um Y, where Y 1 =<>and
Ym&'VJ.C. (Qoau.Ym.s)

if sedom QoGlJ.Ym
and QofN.Ym.sedom 'VJ.C
Ymotherwise
The fonnula for X,,+1 can be wmked out using the definition of'ViaJ •
X,.&v1.('V1·c· (fl(/ ;J).c. (Qo.X,..s))).(f(/ ;J).c. (Qo.X,..s))
ifs e dom

Qo .X,.

and Qo.X,..se 8(/;J).c
Xn+I

=

and fl(/;J).c.(Q0 .X,..s)edom v1 .c
and r(l;J).c. (Qo.X,..s)e dom vdv1.c. (fl(/ ;J).c.(Qo.X,..s)))
aboveX,. otherwise

Similarly, we can rewrite Ym+i using the fonnulation of QofN given in 5.5.6.
Ym&'VJ.C. (:t'1.Ym.(Qo.(Eo(\ii1.Ym).s).s))

if Eo(\ii1.Ym).seCo*
and sedom Qo.(Eo(\ii1.Y,,.).s)
Ym+l =

and Qo.(Eo(V1-Ym).s).sedom :f1.Ym
and 11.Y,,..(Qo.(Eo(\iisubl.Y,,.).s).s)edom v 1.c
Y,,. otherwise

These last definitions of X and Y will be used throughout this section.

- 93 The sentence ED('VJE!lJ.c).sE CD"' means that 3nE IP:Xn = ED('VJE!lJ.C).s, say N.
In view of this, sEdom QD.(ED('VJE!lJ.c).s) means sEdom QDXN,
and QD.(ED('VJE!lJ·c).s).s Edom 'tJE!lJ.C means
QD.XN.SE 0(/ ;J).c /\ /::,.(/ ;J).c. (QD.XN.S) Edom 'tJ.C

For all shoner Xn , since Xn :¢:Lim X, /:J.(/ ;J).c. (QDXn.s) Edom 'VJ.C.
Summarizing, we may say thats Edom QDe(.IE!lJ)·c is equivalent to A I

A

A2

A

A 3 A A 4 , where:

A 1 :<=:> "ilnE IP:sEdom QDXn
A2 :<=:> "ilnE IP:QD.Xn.SE0(/;J).c
A 3 :<=:> "ilnE /P:/:J.(/;J).c. (QDXn.s) Edom 1j/J.C ~
r(/;J).C. (QD.Xn.S) Edom 1j/J.C .(1j1J.(/:J.(/;J).C. (QD.Xn.S)))

A4 :<=:> 3nE IP:/:J.(/;J).c.(QD.Xn.S)Edom'tJ.C

We abbreviate A 1 A A 2 A A 3 A A 4 to A .
Likewise, the sentence ED@J('VJ.C).sEC1* means that 3mE JP:Ym =ED$1('VJ-C).s , say M. In
view of this, sEdom QDffJJ.(ED$1('VJ·c).s) means, according to 5.5.6:
ED(V1·YM).sECD"'

and SEdom QD.(ED('V1.YM).s)

-

-

and QD.(ED('VJ.YM).s).SE dom 'tJ.YM
Furthermore, QDffJJ·(ED$1('VJ·C).s).sEdom'tJ.C means t1.YM.(QD.(ED(V1·YM).s).s) Edom 'tJ.C.
So we may summarize as follows.
s Edom Q (D$/")Ell.J' .c is equivalent to 8 1 A 8 2

A

8 3 A 8 4 , where:

8 1 :<=:> "ilmE IP:ED(V1.Ym).sECD"'
82 :<=:> "ilmE IP:sEdomQD.(ED('Vi·Ym).s)
83 :<=:> "ilmE IP:QD.(ED(V1·Ym).s).sEdomt1.Ym
84 :<=:> 3mE IP:t1.Ym.(QD.(ED(V1.Ym).s).s)Edom'tJ.C
8 1A 8 2

A

8 3 A 8 4 will be abbreviated to 8 .

To prove the equivalence of A and 8 , we would have to perform four major proof steps.
- To infer 8 1 , 8 2 , and 8 3 from A requires a subgoal of the form
"ilmE /P:3nE JP:P(Xn,Ym). Call this subgoal I.
- Inferring 8 4 from A , especially A 4 , requires a subgoal of the form
"ilnE JP:3mE JP:Q(Xn,Ym): subgoal II.
- Proving that 8 implies A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 goes via a subgoal of the (orm
"i/n E /P:3mE JP:Q '(Xn,Ym). This we call subgoal III. Q' happens to look a lot like Q.
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- Finally, A 4 is inferred from B , especially B 4 , by a subgoal of the fonn
'rime JP:3ne JP:P'(Xn,Ym), which is called subgoal IV. As in the case of Q and Q', P' looks
a lot like P.
It turns out that the proofs of the subgoals I and IV are highly similar. Whether A is supposed or

B , matters only in a few small details. For that reason, they are integrated in Lemma 6.3.1,
which proves the (stronger) proposition
Av B =>'rime JP:3ne JP:P(Xn,Ym) /\ P'(Xn,Ym)

Likewise, the subgoals U and III have proofs similar to one another. These are integrated in
6.3.2:

6.3.1. Lemma
D: partial machine.
/:interface to D.
J: interface to I.
c: command of J.
s: state of D.

Let the series X and Y and the propositions A and B be defined as above.
Then A v B implies that for every me JP , there exists some n e JP such that:

=Eo(ljf1.Ym).s

(i).

Xn

(ii).

sedom QoXn /\ Qo.Xn.se 0(1:,J).c

(iii). Qo.Xn.sedomt1.Ym

(iv). ll(/:,J).c. (QoXn.s) = V(I:,J).c. (t1.Ym.cQ0Xn.s))
(v).

r(l:,J).c.(QoXn.s)= <>

Proof
Suppose A v B .
Define, for every m E JP , the series z(m) by z(m) I
Gl
Z ()
m n&'Vi·Ym.(QoZ
m n.S)

if Se dom Qoz(m) n
zCm)n+l

=

-

G)

-

andQozm n.sedomljf1.Ym
z<m) n

otherwise-

Then Eo<\v1 .Ym).s =Lim z<ml

•

The lemma is proved by induction on m .

= <> and
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-

- ).s = <> = X 1 .
=Eo('1'1·<>

(i).

Eo(w1.Y 1).s

(ii).

s e dom Q0 . <> and Qo.<> .s = <> e 8(/ ;J).c .

We choose n = 1 .

(iii). <> edom t 1.<> as well.

(iv). t 1.<>.<> = <> and6.(/;J).c.<> = V(J-,J),c.<>.
(v).

r(I -,J).c. <>

= <> .

This is all for the case m = 1 .
m> 1:
Let n' be the smallest element of IP that matches m-1 in the sense of the lemma.

It follows that:
- zCm- 1>reaches its limit at index

n' and for all i not greater than n', zcm~I); = X;

- s e dom Qo.(Lim zCm-l>) A Qo.(Lim zCm-ll).s e 0(,1-,J).c
- Qo.(Umz<m- 1>).sedomt1.Ym-1
If Ym = Ym-1 , then we are through: n' matches mas well as m-l.

-

-

The other possibility is that i:,.Y,,.+(Qo.X,.•.s)edomw1.c, and Y,,.=Ym-i&Ym-I with
Ym-1 = 'l'J.C. (t,.Ym-1.(Qo.X,.-.s)).
Case 1.
Consider first the case that Eo(v1.Y,,.).s = Eo(V1.Ym-1).s.
Then we define n := n' ; we will see that this same 11umber
matches m - l mlltchcs m
too. For a start, (i), (ii), and (v) follow trivially from n =n'.
So we have to show (iii) and (iv), i.e.
Qo.X,.•.sedom t",.Y,,. and 6.(1-,J).c.(Qo.X,.•.s) = V(I-,J).c.(t1.Ym.(Qo.X,.•.s)).

mat

Proof of (iii):

Q0 .X,.•.sedomt1.Y,,. is trivial if B holds 1: 83 ;t> , becauseX,.· =Eo(v1.Ym).s.
But suppose that A holds.
Sincez<m- 1>,.. =X,.· .1: ind. hyp. ;t> sedom Q0 .z<m-I\, A Qv.z<m-ll,. •.sedomi:1.Ym-I .
If <>edom'l't·Ym-1 , then Qo.z<m-l>,. •. sedOJn'l't·Ym , which is not the case because
z<m-1),., =Eo(V1·Ym-1).s =Eofv,.Y,,.).s.
Sodom 'l'I ·Ym-1 = 0 , and hence dom '1:/ .Ym-1 is either 0 or ( <>} .
We will exclude the fonner.

Suppose that<>~ dom '1:/·Ym-1 , or, equivalently,<> edom t1.('1'J.C. (t1.Ym-1.(Qo.X,.-.s))).
Then V(/;J).c. (t,.Y,,,_1.(Qo.X,.-.s)) equals ~1.Ym-i ·(Qo.X,.•.s),
which hence 1: ind. hyp. (iv) ;t> is equal to 6.(/ ;J).c. (Q0 .X,., .s) .
So 6.(l;l).c.(Q0 .X,.-.s)edom v1 .c (recall that Y,,. -:t. Y,,,_1 ), and hence by A 3,
r(l;J).c. (Qo.X,.•.s)edom 'lf1.(\l'J.C. (1:1.Y,,,_, .(Qo.X,.-.s))).
Sodom 'VI ·Ym-1 ¢ 0 : a contradiction.
We conclude that dom t1 ·Ym-I = { <>} , and hence
QoX,.•.sedomi:1.Ym-10domt1.Ym-I =domt1.Ym. ·
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-

-

t1.Ym.(QoX,,•.s)=t1.Ym-dQo.X,,•.s)&t1.Ym-1 ·<>,so
by 6.2.1 and because Ym-1 ='!'J.C. (t1.Ym-1·Wo.X,,,.s)),
V(J;,/).c. (t1.Ym·<QoX,, ..s)) = V(J',)).c. (t1.Ym-l·(Qo.X,.-.s)).
The case Eo(v1.Ym).s = Eo(W1 .Ym-1).s has been treated { ind. hyp. (iv):} .

Case2.
Now suppose that the opposite is the case: Eo(v1.Ym_1).s is a proper prefix of Eo(w1.Ym).s.
For all is; n' ,z<m>i =z<m-l)i
For all i 2: n', by the definition ofv1.(Ym-I &Ym-i) and using ind. hyp. (iii),
zCm);&'lf1·Ym-l ·cQoz<m>;.s >-Qo.(Lim zCm-1)).s)
ifs e dom Qo.z<m>;
z(m)i+I =

and (1,.z<m>;.s >-Qo.(Lim z<m-l>).sedom 'l'l·Ym-1
z<m>; otherwise

If <>~domv1·Ym-I • thenzCm),,,+1 =z<m>,.,, and hence LimzCm> =Limz<m-I),
quod non. Therefore, <>e dom v1.('1fJ.C. (t1.Ym+(Qo.X,.•.s))), so

<> ~ dom 'tJ.('lfJ.C. (t1.Ym+(QoX,.,.s))) .
Hence V(J',)).c.(t1.Ym+WoX,. ..s)) =t1.Ym+(QoX,,•.s).
We conclude { ind. hyp. (iv) :} :
t1.Ym-1.(QoX,. ..s) = 11(/',)).c. (QoX,,,.s)
Hence/1(J;J).c.(Q0 X,, ..s)edom 'l'J·C and 'lfJ.C. (11(/;J).c. (QoX,. ..s)) =Ym-1 .
We are now going to prove inductively that for all i2: n', ifzCm)i :;ezCm)i+I, then:

and
and
and

sedomQoX; A Q0 X;.se0(1;,J).c
11(/'J).c. WoX;.s) =11(1;.l).c.(QoX,. ..s)
r(J'J).c.(Qo.X;.s)= QoX;.s >-QoX,. .. s
z<m>i+t =X;+1

The proof of the case i = n' is simple:
sedom QoX,., A QoX,.•.se 9(/'J).c by .ind. hyp. (ii),
and { ind. hyp. (v) :} r(J;J).c.(Q0 X,. ..s)=<> (so that it is an element of
dom v 1.(vJ.C. (11(/ ;J).c. (Qi,X,.•.s))) ) , and
X,.•+1
=

~

the conditions for X,.•+t

:;t: X,.·

are fulfilled :}

x,,,&v1.('l'J·C· (11(/ ;J).c. WoX,.•.s))).(I'(J ;J).c. (QoX,., .s))
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= {: (*) andz(m) ,.. = X 11 • :j>
z<m) 11'&'V1·Ym-1 ·<>
=zCm)11'+t
i >n':

Supposez<m>; ;1:z<m>1+1.
Thens e dom Qo.z<m) 1 , so {: ind. hyp. (t 4 ) :j> s e dom QoX; , and
-

(m)
i·s >-Qo.Z
,.·.sedom'tf1·Ym-1 .
Let rbe the response following Q0 X 1_ 1 .s in Q0 X 1.s;

QoZ

(m)

so QoX;.S = QoXi-J ·S &r.
QoX1.se9(/;J).c because{: 6.2.2 and ind. hyp. (t 1), (t2 ), and (t 3 ) :j>
QoX1-1.se8(I;J).c and t:..(/;J).c. (QoX1-1.s)edom 'tfJ.C and
r(I;J).c. (QoX1-1.s)edom 'Vd'tfJ.C. (!:.(/ ;J).c.(QoXi-1.s))).

(t 1) has been established.

(r(/ ;J).c. (QoX1-1.s)) &re dom 'VI .('tfJ.C. (!:..(/ ;J).c. (QoX1-1.s)))

since zCm) 1+1 :it zCm) 1 and{: (*)and ind. hyp. (t 2 ), (t3), and (t4 ) :j>
(r(/;J).c.(QoX;+s))&r = Q0 .X;.s >-QoX11•.s
and t:.(l;J).c.(QoX;+s) =t1.Ym+(QoX11 •.s) .

-

-

So{: 6.2.2 :j> r(J;J).c.(QoX;.s)=(r(I;J).c.(QoX1-1-s))&r,
SO r(I;J).c.(QoX1.s)

Qo.X1.s >-QoX11 •.S;

and t:.(l;J).c. (QoX1.s) t:.(I;J).c. (QoX1-1.s),

so ll(/ ;J).c. (QoX 1.s) = t:.(l;J).c. (Q0 .X11 -.s).
Thus, (t 2 ) and (t3 ) hold. It is left to prove (t4 )

:

=X1&'V1 .('tf1.c. (!:..(/ ;J).c. (QoX;.s))).(r(/ ;J).c. (Qo.X;.s))
=Z(m)1&'V1·Ym-t·(Qo.zCm>1.s >-Qo.z<m>,. •. s)

=z<mli+t ·
The induction on i has been accomplished.
That z<ml has a finite limit is trivial if B holds {: B l :j> • If A holds, then the fact that X has
a finite limit brings along that zCm) has a finite limit too: otherwise for all i ~ n' ,
X1+1 =zCm)i+t :itz(m)1=X1.
Let this limit be first reached at index n ; so n > n' and zCml,. =Lim zCm) and
z<m> 11 _1 :it zCml 11 • Hence {: (t 4 ) :j> z<m>,. = X,. , so X 11 = Eo(W1 .Ym).s • which is clause (i).
If A, then trivially sedom
Q .X11
.
. 0

A

-Q0 X,..se9(l;J).c.

Suppose, however, B; thens e dom Q0 X,. follows from X,. = Eo('Vi .Y,,.).s and B 2.
zCm) 11 -t :itz<m) 11 , SO{: .zCm)11' =Z(m-l)11' :j> Qo.z(m)11-1.S >-Qo.z(m) ,.•.s edom 'VI·Ym-l •
and z<ml,. =z<m>,.-1&'tf1.Jm-l·(Qo.z<m>11-1.s >-Qo.zCml,,,.s).
.
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11(/;J).c. (QD.z<m) n- 1 .s) =11(/;J).c. (QDX,.•.s), which is an element of dom 'lfJ.C,
and f(l;J).c.(QD.z(m) n+S) = QD.z<m>,,_, .s >-QD.z(m) n'·S,
which is an element of dom 'Vt·Ym-l • or, equivalently,
of dom 'lf1.('lfJ.C. (11(/ ;J).c. (QD.z<m) ,._1.s))).
Hence { 6.2.2 :j> QD.zCm> ,._ 1 .s &r E 0(/;J).c for any reF1 ,
SO QD.zCm> n·S e0(/;J).c; and zCm)n =X,..
This proves (ii).
Ournextobligation is to prove (iii), i.e. QDXn.sedom 't1.Ym .
If B, then it holds becauseXn = ED('V1.Ym).s { B3 :j> •
Suppose A . Let r denote the last component of QD.Xn .s .
Qo.Xn.s

=QoX,.•.s•(QoXn.s >-QoX,.·.s)
= Qo.X,.•.s •((r(/ ;J).c. (QoXn-1-s)) &r)
and dom':i1.Ym = dom ':i1.Ym-10dom t/·Ym-l ·
QoXn'.S Edom 't1.Ym-1 by ind. hyp. (iii). so the proof obligation has been reduced to
(r(/-;,J).c. (QoXn-1 ·s))&re dom 'tf.Ym-1

'The proof will be an indirect one.
Suppose (r(/;J).c. (QoXn+s))&r~dom t1.Ym-I •
Then { 6.2.2 :j> r(/;J).c. (Q0 X,..s) = QoX,..s>-QoX,.·.s
and 11(/-;J).c. (Q0 X,..s) =11(/;J).c.(Q0 X,.•.s).
SinceX,. =Limz<m>, this has the consequence that

r(l-;J).c.(QoX,..s)~dom'V1·Ym-1, i.e.
r(/-;,J).c. Wo.X,..s) ~dom v1.<v1.c. (11(/;J).c.(QoXn.s))),
and hence X,. =Um X .
However, 11(1;.J).c. (QDXn.s) ~ dom t 1 .c, so X,. = LimX contradicts A 4 .
So we proved that (r(l;J).c.(QoXn-l·s))&redomt1 .ym-I , which immediately yields not
only clause (iii), but also r(/-;J).c. (Q0 X,..s) = <> : our fifth clause.
Let us now tum to clause (iv).

~1.Y,,..(QoX,..s)

=~.Y,,._1.W0Xn•.s)&t1.J,,.-1.W0Xn.s>-iio.X,.•.s)

=i

(*):j>

11(/ ;J).c. (Q0Xn-1 ·s)&t1.('V1·c. (11(/-;J).c. (QoXn-1.S))).((r(/-;,J).c. WoXn-1 ·s))&r)
which has 11(/;J).c.(QoXn.s) as its function value under V(/;J).c { 6.2.2 :j> •

a
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6.3.2. Lemma
D: partial machine.
I: interface to D.
J: interface to/.
c: command of J.
s: state of D.
Let the series X and Y , and the propositions A and B , be defined as before 6.3.1. Then
A v B implies that for every n e IP , there exists some me IP such that:
(i).

Eo(V1 .Ym).s is a prefix of X,.

(ii). sedom Qo.X,. /\ QoX,..se0(/;J).c

-

-

(iii). s e dom Qo.(Eo('V1 ·Ym).s) /\ Qo.(Eo(w1.Ym).s).s e dom r.1.Ym

(iv). a(/ ;.l).c.(QoX,..s) =t1.Ym.(Qo.(Eo(V1.Ym).s).s)
(v). QoX,..s =(Qo.(Eo(v1.Ym).s).s)·(f(l;J).c. (Qo.X,,.s))
(vi). f.(/;J).c. (QoX,..s)edom 'VJ·C ~
r(/ ;J).c. (QoX,,.s) edom 'V1-<w1.c. (/J.(/;J).c. (QoX,,.s)))
(vii). X,. is a prefix of Eo(1j11.Ym+I ).s

Proof
Suppose A v B ; apply induction on n .
n=l : X1=<> and hence QoX1.s=<> , and r(/;J).c.(QoX1 .s)=<> , and
!J.(l;J).c.(Q0 X 1.•)= V(/',./).c. <> =UmZ. whereZ 1 =<>and

Zm&'C1.(1j11.cZm).<>
if Zme dom 1j/J.C
and <>edomt1.('V1.c.Zm)

Zm otherwise
We will prove by induction on m that for all me IP , if m = I v Zm
Ym-1 :it Ym incasem :it 1. andEo(v1.Ym).s =<>,and
<> edom '.f1.Ym, and '.f1.Ym.<> =Z,,,.

* Zm-I , then:

Tiie case m = 1 is simple: Y 1 = <> and Z 1 = <> , and
Eo(V1.<>).s =<>and<> edom '.f1.<> and '.f1.<>.<> = <>.

Letm>l andsupposeZm :itZm-1. TI!enm-1 =iv Z,,_1 :f:.Z,,_z. So by ind, hyp.,
Ym-1 :it Ym-2, and Eo(V1.Ym-1).s =<>.and <>edom '.f1.Ym ... 1 and 'C1.Ym-1 ·<> =Z..-1 .
Since Zm ;t:Z,,,-1 ,Zm-1edom 1jlJ.C, so '.f1.Ym+(Qo.(Eo(V1·Ym-1).s).s)edom 1j/J.C.
Weconcludethatfm;i1:Ym-t.

Define Ym-1 := \j/1.c.Z...-1 and Zm-t := 'Cf.Ym-1 •<>;
then Y,.. Y... -1 &y,.._1 and Zm = Zm-1 &z,.._1 .

=
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dom 1J11.Ym =domiv1.Ym-1U(domt1.Ym-10domiv1-Ym-1); this is 0 because
Eo(iii1.Ym-1).s =<>(so domiii1.Ym-1 =0) and<> edomt1-Ym-l (so domiv1-Ym-1=0 ).
S0Eo(iii1.Ym).s = <>.
dom t1.Ym =domt1.Ym-10domt1.Ym-1 ; this contains<>-<>=<>.
'tf.Ym.<> =t1.Ym-1-<>&t1.Ym-I·<> =Z,,.-1&Zm-1 =Zm ·
This completes the induction on m .
Z has a finite limit, but the proof of this depends on whether A or B is supposed.
If A , then 'r/ne JP:ll(l;J).c.(Q0 .X11 .s)edomiv1.cudomt1.c , so (for n = 1 )
ll(J;J).c.(Q0 X 1.s)eF1*, and this isUmZ.
If B, then Yhas a finite limit 1: B41' , i.e. 3me JP:Ym+1 = Ym. We learned above that for
all me JP, Zm+l -:f:. Zm implies Ym+I -:f:. Ym . So 3m e JP:Zm+l = Zm .
Let me JP be such that Zm =Um Zand mis minimal, i.e. m = l v Zm-1
Eo(1J11.Ym).S =<>and<> edomt1.Ym and t1.Ym.<> =Z,,..

-:f:. Zm

.

(i), (ii), and (iii) obviously hold.
For (iv), we note that /l(/ ;J).c. (Q0 X 1 .s) = Um Zand
t1.Ym.(Qo.(Eo(iii1.Ym).s).s) = Z,,., which we know to be equal.
(v) only says <>-<> = <> .
If A holds, then (vi) is trivial <I: A 3 ;t. ;
if B holds, then the argument is as follows.

Suppose ll(/"J).c. (Q0 X 1.s)edom iv1.c, i.e. Z,,.edom iv1.c.
SinceZm =UmZ, we know that <>Edomt1.(iv1.c.Z,,.).
If also<> Edom 'V1·(1Jl1.CZm), then dom t1.(1J11.C.Zm) = 0.
Hence { 5.5.1.(i), 5.5.3.(ii) ;t. dom t1 .Ym+l = 0 ,
so Qo.(Eo(iii1.Ym+1).s).sEdomt1.Ym+1 , which contradictsB3.
So <>edom iv1.(iv1.c.Zm), which means
r(/"J).c. (Qo.X 1.s)e dom 1JIJ.(1JIJ.C. (A.(l;J).c.(QoX 1.s))).
(vii) is trivial because X 1

=<> .

The case n = 1 is closed.

n> I:
Suppose the lemma holds for n-1 ; let m 'e JP match n-1 in the sense of the lemma.
If X,,

= X,,_1 , then we are through: m' matches n as well.

Otherwise, A.(/ "J).c. (QoX11 -1.s)e dom iv1.c and
r(/ ;J).c. (QoX,,_1.s )e dom iv1 .(iv1.c. (A.(/ -J).c. (Qo.X,,_ 1.s ))) . (Aside: the latter is also a
consequence of the former by induction hypothesis (vi).)

HA holds, thenof coursesedom Q0 X,, and Q0 .X,..se8(J-J).c.
If B holds, this is also the case, which is proved as follows.
X,,_1 is a prefix of Eo(iii1.Ym'+1).s { ind. hyp. (vii)~ and
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=X,,_1 &1j11.('1>'J.C. (A(/ ;J).c. (QD.x,._, .s))).(r(I ;J).c. (Qo.X,,_1.s))

= 1: ind. hyp. (iv) , (v) ::j>
X,,_1 &1j11.(1j11.c. (t1.Ym' .(Qo.X11 -1.s))).(Qo.(Eo.(o/1.Ym' ).s).s >-Qo.(Eo(V1.Ym·).s))

=

1: 5.5.3.(i) ::j>
-

-

X,,_1 &1j11.Ym'+1.(Qo.X,,-1.s)

The last step is because QD.(Eo(o/1.Ym•).s).se dom 'tt.Ym'
and Ym'+I = Ym•&11f1.(1j1J.C. (t1.Ym<.(QD.X,.+s))).

So 1: 5.3.4 ::j> X,. is also a prefix of ED(1j11.Ym'+1).s.
(*)
Besides, { 82 ::j> sedomQ0 .(Eo(1j11.Ym·+1).s), so sedom Qo.X,..
Let r be the last component of Q0 .X,..s; so Q0 .X,..s (Q 0 .X,._1.s)&r.
Since Qo.X,._1.se 0(/;J).c and A(/ ;J).c.(QD.Xn-l·s)e<hm ljlJ.C
and r(/;J).c. (Qo.X,._1.s)e dom ljl1.(1j11.c. (A(/;J).c. cQo.X,.+s))),
1: 6.2.2 ::j> Q0 .X,..se9(I;J).c.
Case t.
Consider the case that (r(/;J).c.(Q0 .X,,_1.s))&re dom 't1.(ljl1.c. (A(/;J):c. (Q0 .X,._1.s))).
Then r(/;J).c. (Q0 .X,..s) = (r(/;J).c. (Qo.X,._1 .s))&r,
and A(l;J).c.(QDX,..s)=A(l;J).c.(Q0 .X,.+s).

Define m := m' : this same number that matched n-1 will turn out to match n too.
We have to prove:
(i).

Eo(o/1.Ym•).s is a prefix of X,. : this is trivial from Eo(o/1.Ym•).sepre{X,._i)

(ii). s e dom Q0 .X,. "QoX,..se 0(/ ;J).c: proved above.

(iii). sedom Qo.(Eo(o/1.Ym•).s)" Qo.(Eo(o/1.Ym-).s).sedom t1.Ym' :

this is identical to recurrence hypothesis (iii).
(iv). A(/;J).c. (Qo.X,..s) = t1.Ym<.(Qo.(ED(o/1.Ym•).s).s):
trivial, because A(/;J).c. (Q0 X,..s) =A(/;J).c. (Q0 .X,.+s).

-

-

-

-

(v). QDX,..s = (Qo.(ED(1j11.Ym•).s).s)-(r(l;J).c. (QDX,..s)):

with induction hypothesis (v), this is .a direct consequence of the fact that

-

-

r(l ;J).c. (QoX,,.s) = (r(/ ;J).c. (QoX,.-1.s))&r.

(vi). A(/;J).c. (QoX,..s)e dom ljlJ.C =>
r(/ ;.l).c. (QoX,..s)e dom 1j11.(1j11.c. (A(/ ;J).c. (QoX,..s))).

This is trivial if A holds. If B holds, it is true because of the following argument
QoX,..s is a prefix of Qo.(Eo(o/1.Ym·+1).s).s 1: (*):} , and the latter is an element of
dom't1.Ym•+1.
SoQoX,..sedom1j11.Ym•+1Vdom't1.Ym•+1.
But then, because QoX,..s = (Qo.(ED(V1·Ym•).s).s)-(r(l;J).c.(Qo.X11 .s))
and 1: ind. hyp. (iii) ::j> Qo.(Eo(o/1.Ym-).s).se dom 'tf.Ym•,
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or r(/ ;J).c. (QoX,..s) e dom 't1.('1'J.C. (t1.Ym' .(Qo.(Eo(V1-Y,,.·).s).s))).
Substitution of li(l'J).c.(Q0 X,..s) for i"1.Y,,.•.(Q0 .(En(v1.Y,,.•).s).s) learns that the
latter cannot be the case and that the fomier is equivalent to what we had to prove.
(vii). X,. is a prefix of E 0 (v1.Ym·+1).s: proved above 1: (*) :>- •
This completes the case (r(/'J).c. (Q0 X,._ 1 .s))&r~dom td'VJ.C. (li(l 'J).c. (QoX,.+s))).
Case2.
Suppose the opposite: (r(/'J).c. (QoX,._1.s))&redom t1.('1'1·c. (li(/;J).c. (Qo.X,.-1.s))).
r(/'J).c.(Qn.X,..s)= <>,and li(/'J).c. (QoX,..s) =LimZ,

where
Z 1 =li(/ 'J).c. (Qn.X,._1.s)&t1.('1'J-C. (li(/ 'J).c. (QnX,._1.s))).((r(/ ;J).c. (Qo.Xn-1-s))&r)
Zi& t1.('1'1 .c Z;).<>
ifZiedom'1'1.c

Zi+I

=

and <>edomt1.('1'1-CZ;)
Z; otherwise

We apply induction on i to prove that for all i e IP, if (i = 1 v Z; *Zi-i), then:
Ym'+i Ym'+i-1 in case i l , and En(v1.Ym'+i).s = X,. , and

*

*

Qn.X,..sedomt1.Ym'+i and t1.Ym'+i·(Qo.X,..s)=Z;.

i = t : We already saw thatX,. is a prefix of E 0 (lji1.Y,,.·+1).s 1: (*) :>- .
In this case, however, QoX11 .s, which equals Qn.X11 -1.s&r, i.e.
(Q0 .(Eo(v1.Y,,.·).s).s).((T(/'J).c. (QoX,._1.s))&r), is an element of
dom t1.Ym' 0dom t1.('1'J·C· (Ii(/ ;J).c. (Qn.Xn-t •S)))

={ ind. hyp. (iv) }
dom t1.Y,,.•0dom 't1.Ym•.cQo.(Eo(v1.Y,,.· ).s).s)))
=domt1.Y,,.·+1

henceX,. is not a proper prefix of En<'ii1.Ym•+1).s: x,. = En(V1.Ym'+1).S.
It was proved in passing that Qo.X,..sedom t1.Ym'+l .
t1.Y,,.·+1-(QoX,..s)
=t1.Ym'+1.((Qo.(En(V1·Ym' ).s).s)-((T(I ;J).c. (QnX,.-1.s))&r)

= 'tf .Ym' .(Qo .(En(V1 .Ym' ).s ).s)&

-

-

t1.('1'1 .c. (-r,.Y,,.•(Qo.(Eo('1'1.Y,,.·).s).s))).((r(/ ;J).c. (QnX,.-1.s))&r)
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=Z1

.

End of the case i = 1.
Let i>l withZ; :i!:Z;_1 . Then i-1=1 v Z;_1 :i!:Z;_2 .
So by ind. hyp., Ym'+i-1 :i!: Ym'+i-2 , and Ev('lf1.Ym'+i-1 ).s = X,. , and
QvX11 .sedomt1.Ym'+i-I andt1.Ym'+i-1-(QvX11 .s)=Z;-1.

Z; :i!:Z;_1 , so Z;_ 1edom 'l'J·C and<> edomt,.(ljf1.cZ;_1).
From the first we conclude t1.Ym'+i-dQoX,..s)edom 'lfJ.C,

-

-

-

so t1.Ym'+i-1-(Qv.(Eo('lf1.Ym'+;-1).s).s)edom ljfJ.C.
Hence Ym'+i :i!: Ym'+i-1, in particular

-

-

=Ym'+i-1 &ljf1.C.(t1.Ym'+i-1-(Qv.(Eo('1'1·Ym'+i-l).s).s))
Ev(v1.Ym'+;).s = (Ev(ij;,.Ym'+i-1 ).s)-(Ev('1'1-('lf1.cZ;-1)).(Mv.(Ev(V1 ·Y,;.,+;-1).s).s)) .
Since<> edom t 1.('lf1.cZi-I), the domain ofljf,.{'lfJ.CZi-1) must be 0, so

-

-

Ev('lf1.('1'1 .c.Z;-1 )).(Mv.(Eo('1'1 ·Ym'+i-1 ).s).s) = <>
and Ev('lf1.Ym'+;).s =Eo('lf1.Ym'+i-1).s =X,..
dom t1.Ym'+i-1 contains QoX,..s,

therefore domt1.Ym'+i contains (QoX,..s)-<> =QoX,..s.
t1.Ym'+;.(QoX,..s)

= <j: ind. hyp. :j>
Z;-1&t1.('lf1.c.Z;-1).<>
=Z; ·.
This completes the induction on i .

If A holds, then Z has a finite limit because
'r/ne IP:!l(l;J).c.(QoX,..s)edom '1'1:cudom t1.c.
If B holds, the argument is the following.
Yhas a finite limit, i.e. 3i E IP:Ym'+i+I = y m'+i .
According to the proof above, 'r/ie IP:Z;+i :i!:Z; => Ym'+i+I :i!=Ym'+i.
So 3ie /P:Z;+1 =Z;.
Let i e IP be such that Z; =Lim Zand (i = 1 v Z;_1 :i!: Z;) .

-

-

Ev('lf1.Ym'+;).s =X,. and QvX11 .sedomt1.Ym'+i and
t1.Ym'+;.(QvX11 .s) =Z; =LimZ =fl(l;J).c.(QvX11 .s).
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We claim that m := m '+i matches n in the sense of the lemma.
(i)-(v), as well as (vii), are simple (for (v), use Case 2 and for (vii), use Lemma 5.5.4).
(vi) is trivial if A holds. Suppose, on the other hand, that B holds.
Suppose A(/;.J).c. (Q0 X •. s)edom w1.c, i.e. Z1edomw1.c.
Z; =UmZ ,SO <>Edomr:f.(\j!J.C.Z;).
If also <>Edom wdw1 .c.Z;), then domr:1.(\j!J.c.Z1) =0, which implies domr:1.Ym+I
so Qo.(Eo(\ii1.Ym+1).s).s)Edom t1.Ym+1 : a contradiction withB 3.

=0,

Hence<> e dom w1.(w1.cZ;), or, equivalently { Case 2 f> :

The proof is completed.

a
6.3.3. Theorem
D: partial machine.
I: interface to D.
J: interface to I.

D<iD(Uf>J) = (DfD/)fDJ

Proof
In both partial machines, the set of states is So , the set of commands is C1 , and the set of

responses is R1 .
Let ce c, and seS0 . We have three proof obligations:
(i).

s e dom QD$(1$J)·C ~ s e dom Q rp$1')$.I .c

and ifs e dom QD<fl(IGJJ)·c and s e dom Q rp$/')$.I .c , then:
(ii). Mo$1..IGJJ)·c.s =M cp$1)GJJ·c.s
(iii). QD$(/Gll)·C.S = Qep$1)GJJ.C.S

Let the series X and Y and the propositions A and B be defined as earlier in this section.
(i).

This proof obligation says A

~

B.

(=>) Suppose A .

To prove B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 , let me IP and let n e IP match m in the sense of Lemma
6.3.l. ThenB 1, B2, andB3 are true becauseE0 ('1f1.Ym).s =X,..
To prove B 4 , let n e IP be such that A(/ ;.J).c. (Qo X,. .s)e dom i 1.c { A 4
and let me IP match n in the sense of Lemma 6.3.2.
~(/ ;J)._:: (Qo X!!:s) = t1.Ym·cOo.(Eo(~1-Ym).S ).s) , so

:t- ,

i1.Ym.(Qo.(Eo('lf1.Y,,.).s).s)edomi1.c.

( <=) Suppose B .

To prove A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 , let n e IP and let me IP match n in the sense of Lemma
6.3.2.
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To prove A 4 , let me IP be such that
"t,.Y,,..(Qv.(Eo(W1·Y,,.).s).s)edom't1.c -t: 84:},
and let n e IP match m in the sense of Lemma 6.3.1.
x,. =E0 (w1.Y,,.).s, sot1.Y,,..(Q0 .X,..s)edom't1.c.
t 1.Y,,..(Q0 X,..s) is a prefix of 6(/-,J).c. (Q0 X,..s) 1: 6.3.1.(iv) :j> • In order to be a
proper prefix, it would have to be an element of dom v1 .c 1: 6.2.1, 6.2.2 :j> , quod
non. Sot1.Y,,..(Q0 X,..s) =t:..(l;J).c.(Q0 .X,..s), so 6(/;J).c.(Q0 .X,..s)e dom't1.c.

Supposes e dom QoGJ<,lmT)-c (and hence s e dom Q (DG!l/)$.1 .c ).
Prior to proving (ii) and (iii), we will show: if n e IP is such that X,. =Lim X , and me IP
matches n in the sense of 6.3.2, then Y,,. =Lim Y "X,. E0 (v1.Y,,.).s
(*).
It Is an easy proof: X,. =Lim Xis equivalent to 6(/-,J).c. (Q0 X,..s)edom 'f1.c 1: A4:} , and
if m matches n, then by 6.3.2.(iv), t:..(l-,J).c.(Q0 X 11 .s)='t1.Y,,..(Q0 .(E0 (v1.Y,,.).s).s), so
t1.Y,,..(Qo.(Eo(w1.Y,,.).s).s)edom't1.c. So Y,,. =Lim Y.
X,. E0 1.Y,,.).s because 1: 6.3.2.(i) } E0 1 .Y,,.).s is a prefix of X11 and 1: 6.3.2.(vii) :j>
x,. is a prefix of Eo(w1.Y,,.+1).s = Eo(w1.Y,,.).s.

= (w

(w

(ii). Let n e U' be such that X11 =Um X , and let me U' match
6.3.2.

n in the sense of Lemma

MoGJ<,lmT)-c.s
=Mv.(Eo('lf1m1.c).s).s
=MoX11 .s

=Mo(f)l.Y,,..s

(iii). Let again n and m be elements of IP such that X,. =Lim X and m matches n in the

sense of 6.3.2 ..
QDGJ(,lml)·C.S

= 'tJe.J .c. (Qo.(Eo('\ff1e.1 .c ).s ).s)
='t1m1.c.(QoX11.s>
='t1.c. (6(1-,J).c.(QoX,..s))
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-

-

t1 .c. (t1 .Ym.(Qo.(Eo('!f1.Ym).s ).s ))
=t,.c.(Qoffil·Ym.s)

= { (*) :j>

t,.c. (Qo!lll·(Eo!lll('l'J·C).s).s)

=Q(Dffil'ff)J·C.S

·

The proof is completed.
I]

Remark. Although the foregoing is most likely not sufficient to prove associativity of interface
composition in a few lines, we can prove D<fJ(lx(fJ(Iytf>Iz )) = Dffi((Ix<fJ/y )<fJ/z) , as follows:
D<fJ(lxffi(Jy(fJ/z))

= (D EIUx )<fJ(lyffilz)
= ((Dffilx)EB/y )tf)/z
= (DEB(/xtfl/y ))EB/z
=Dffi((lxtf>ly)EB/z) .

The following theorem is what this section is all about.
6.3.4. Theorem
On any set of partial machines, kn is a quasi-order.

Proof
Reflexiveness follows from 5.6.4.
To prove transitivity, let Dx, Dy, and Dz be partial machines such that Dx kn Dy kn Dz .
More precisely, let lxy be an interface to Dx such that Dxffilxy uc Dy , and let lyz be an
interface to Dy such that Dytf>lyz uc Dz •
Is lyz an interface to lxy 'l
all right, but we have no reason to be sure that R1zy<;;;. F1yz •
This, however, does not matter: if necessary, we may replace F11, in lyz by F1y,u R1%JI • This
does not change the way lyz works: the result will be an interface J to at least all partial
machines D and all interfaces I that lyz is an interface to, and such that Dffil =DEB/yz and
lffil =ltf>lyz in all those ca8es.
So without loss of generality we may suppose R1zy~ F1l" •
Ary.~ C0y~ C1ZJ1
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Dxffi(lxyffilyz)

= 1: 6.3.3 :!>
(Dxffilxy)ffilyz
UC {

5.6.3}

Dyffilyz
ucDz .
SoDxkn Dz.

a
6.4. ASSOCIATIVITY OF INTERFACE COMPOSITION
The next question to be answered is whether, for an interface Ix , an interface ly to Ix , and an
interface lz to ly ,
lxffi(lyffilz) =(lxffily )ffifz

(it is trivial that both sides of this equality are well-defined tenns).

c,,

R1,
lz

A,,

F1z
R1y

c,,
ly

A1y

F1.,
Rix

C1x

Ix

F1x

A1x

Figure 14

This section provides a proof of the affinnative answer.
We work towards this result for three reasons.
- If the fonnula turns out to be provable, and by a proof that satisfies our intuition, then the
confidence will increase that that the definitions in this chapter do render the intuitive notions
they are meant to reflect
- It is an elegant result in its own right
- One of the sections in the next chapter, namely 7.5, treats a lattice structure on so-called interface types. One of the definitions therein, namely that of type closure (7.5.3), without which
there would be no least upper bound in that structure, is justified only if interface composition
is associative.
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In both interfaces, the sets of commands and responses are lhose of lz, and lhe sets of actions and

feedback items are those of Ix •
Part of our proof obligation is to show, for any c e C1, , the equality of the sets dom 'l'IxGl(lyE&lz)-C
and dom '¥(!.iE&ly'fDl•·c, which are 9(1x;ly$/z).c and 8f.rx@ly;lz).c, resPt;_ctively; and of the sets
dom T/.iGl(ly<Nz)·C and dom T(!.i(fJly')@lz·C , which equal 0(Jx;ly$lz).c and 0(/x$/y ;lz).c , respectively. To put it differently, we have to prove lhat for every p e F,.. * ,
peB(lx;ly$/z).c <:::> pe9(Ix$/y;lz).c

and
p e S(,lx ;ly$/z ).c <:::> p e 9(Jx$/y ;lz ).c

We will decompose each of these fonnulas by the definitions of Section 6.2.
p e 9<.Ix ;ly$/z ).c means
p e 8(/x ;Jy$/z).c

and ll(lx;lyffilz).c.p edom 'l1ly$lz·C ( = S(ly;lz).c)

and r(Jx;/y$/z).c.p edom '11l.i·('111y<N:·C.(ll(/x ;/y$Jz).c.p))
This in tum may be rewritten as A I

A

A2

A

A 3 A A 4 A A 5 , where

A I:<:::> pe0(/x;/y$/z).c
A2 :<:::> ll(/x;/y$/z).c.pe0(/y;/z).c

A 3 ;¢;!;> ll(ly;lz).c. (ll(/x;/y$/z).c.p)edom Vlz.C
A 4 ;¢;!;> r(/y ;/z).c. (ll(/x;lyffi/z).c.p)edom '11Iy·(V1z.c. (ll(/y ;Jz).c. (ll(lx ;/yffi/z).c.p)))
AS;¢;!;> r(lx;Jy$/z).c.pe
dom llflx·<'l11y-('111:·C· (ll(ly ;Jz).c. (ll(/x;/yffilz).c.p))).(r(/y ;lz).c. (ll(lx ;/yffi/z).c.p)))

We will abbreviate A 1AA2 A A 3 A A4 A AS to A.
ObseIVe that, abbreviating ll(,ly;Jz).c. (ll(lx;lyffilz).c.p} to p4 , and
r(ly;lz).c. (ll(lx;Jy$Jz).c.p) to Pr, A 3 ···A 5 may be written as follows:
A 3 ¢;!;> p4e dom llflz·C
A4 ¢;!;> Predomllf1,.(v1z.c.p4)

A 5 ¢;!;> r(lx;ly$/z).c.p) edom '11lx·('11ly·('111z.C.p4).pr)

- l()C) •

p e 8(/xffi/y ;/z ).c means
p e 0(/xffi/y;/z).c
and tl(lxffi/y;lz).c.p e dom lfo.C
and r(/x(f)Jy ;lz).c.p e dom 'l'lxeiy·('1'1z.C. (A(fx(f)Jy;lz).c. p))
This has the refonnulation 8 1 " 8 2 " B 3 /\ 8 4 " 8 5 , with
81

:~

82

:~ ll(Jx(f)Jy;Jz).c.pedom'V1z·c

pe8(/x(f)/y;/z).c

8 3 :~ r(/xf!fJ/y;/z).c.p e8(/x;/y).('1'/z·C· (ll(lxffily;lz).c.p))

84

:~ tl(Jx ;ly).('1'1z.C. (ll(lxaJ/y ;/z).c.p)).(r(/x®/y ;/z).c.p)edom 'l'fy.('111,.c. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p))

8 5 :~ f'(/x;/y).('!'1,.c. (tl(fx(f)/y;lz).c.p)).(r(JxaJ/y;lz).c.p)e
dom '1'1.x.('1'1y·('l'1z·C· (8(/x(f)/y ;/z).c.p)).

(A(/x ;Jy ).('1f1z .c. (tl(lxf!fJ/y ;lz ).c. p)).(f'(/x(f)/y ;/z ).c.p))
81 "82 "83 "84 "8 5 will be abbreviated to 8.

Ifwe abbreviatev1,.c.(tl(/xffi/y;/z).c.p to c', then

83

~

f'(/x(f)/y;/z).c.pe8(/x;/y).c'

84

~

tl(/x;/y).c'.(r(/x(f)/y;lz).c.p) e dom 'l'iy.c'

Additionally abbreviating 'l'ly·c'.(tl(lx;ly).c'.(r(lxf!fJly ;/z).c.p)) to c" leads to
85 ~ r(lx;Jy).c'.(r(Jx(f)Jy ;/z).c.p)e dom 'l'lx·c"

p e 0(/x;/y63/z).c means
p e 0(/x;/y63/z).c

and ll(lx ;/y(fJ/z).c.p edom tfyeiz·C

or, equivalently, A 1 "A 2 "A 6, with
A 6 :~ 8(/y ;lz).c. (tl(lx;JyaJ/z).c.p)e dom t 1,.c

refonnulated
A6 ~ PAedomt1z.C

We will write A' for A 1 "A 2 " A 6 .
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p e fK}x(f)ly ;/z).c means

p e 8(_/x(f)ly ;/z ).c
and l:!.(/x(f)/y ;/:z).c.p e dom t 1,.c
The first conjunct is B l , the second we call B 6 . B l "' B 6 is abbreviated to B ' .
The sets 8(_/x;ly(f)/z).c and 8(/x(f)/y;lz).c have been mentioned several times. It would be convenient if they could be proved equal. Even stronger: interface composition can be associative
only if these sets are equal.
This is because the proposition dom 'Vlx$<.Iy$Iz)·c = dom 'lf(IxGJiyYf!Iz·C implies
{p eF1x * IJ'ro{p }!;;;; S(lx;lyffilz).c} = {p eF1x * IJ'ro{p }!;;;S(/x(f)/y ;/z).c}

and we know these last two sets to be 8(/x;ly(f)lz).c and 0(/x(f)/y;lz).c, respectively.
Let us pretend for a moment that they were proved to be the same set. Let p be an element of it.
SoA 1 ~81 ;evenA l AB l.
A3 ~ 82 andA 6 ~ 86 are trivial consequences of Pa =l:!.(lx(f)/y;lz).c.p, so we try to prove

the latter.
In view of that, A 4 ~ B 4 is trivially derived from
Pr= !!.(Ix ;ly).c'.(f'(/x(f)Jy ;/:z).c.p)

which is another goal we strive for.
And finally, A 5 ~ B 5 is a consequence of
r(lx;ly(f)/z).c.p = r(lx;ly).c'.(f'(lx(f)Jy;/z).c.p).

What remains are A 2 and B 3 , taking into account that B 3 requires B 2 to be well-defined: it is
not immediately clear how A 2 follows from B 1 · · · B 5 or how B 3 follows from A 1 · · ·A 5 . It
would suit us splendidly if A 2 and B 2 ~ B 3 just would hold.
So summarizing, our first approximation of an intennediate result is that for all
p e 8(_/x;ly(f)/z).cu8(.lx(f)/y;lz).c,
l:!.(/x;/y(f)lz).c.pe 8(_/y ;/z).c

(A2), and

l:!.(ly;lz).c. (l:!.(lx;/y(f)Jz).c.p) = 1:!.(/x(f)ly;lz).c.p, and

if l:!.(/x(f)/y;lz).c.p e dom w1,.c

(82), then

r(/x(f)/y;lz).c.p E 0(/x;/y).('1'1z·C· (l:!.(lx@/y;/z).c.p))

(8 3)

and r(/y;/z).c. (l:!.(lx;ly(f)lz).c.p) =
!!.(Ix ;ly).(w11 .c. (l:!.(/x(f)/y ;/z).c.p)).(f'(/x(f)/y ;lz ).c.p ))

and r(lx;/y(f)/z).c.p = r(/x ;/y).('lf1z·C· (l:!.(/x(f)/y ;/z).c.p)).(f'(/x(D/y;/z).c.p)
At a first glance! this doesn't look too bad a proposition: inspect Figure 15, in which a "regular"
settlement of c by the tripartite interface is represented. c • c' , c" , and c"' are commands or
actions, whereas u 1, •.. , u 6 are tuples of feedback items.
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Figure 15

To give some explanation to this figure, we make the following remarks.
1. The gap between the top and bottom halves is there to emphasize that, as contrasted to the
previous section, we may not presuppose any connection between the actions Ix provides and
the feedback items it receives. There is no partial machine that determines by its state what
response will be sent to the tripartite interface when the latter sends a given command.
On the other hand, the gap must not be given too absolute ·a meaning: see the following
remark.

2. The following equalities may be suspected behind this figure.

c' = 'l'l:·C.U6

c"'

=ljf1x;.c ".u 3

Define p := u 1·u2·u3; then
u3 =r(Ix;IyfDlz).c.p
u4·u5 = A(/x;/yfD/z).c.p
u5 = r(Iy;Iz).c.(u4·u5)

u6 = A(/y;/z).c.(u4·u5)
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u2·u3 = r(lxffily ;/z).c.p

u6 = il(/xffi/y;/z).c.p
u3 = r(Ix;ly).c'.(u2·u 3)
u5 = il(lx;ly).c'.(u2·u 3)
In spite of this contemplation, one of the desired fonnulas is too strong for the general case,
namely il(/x;/yffi/z).c.pefMJy;/z).c (A 2): it is possible that il(/x;/yffi/z).c.p is infinite. We disclose beforehand that A 2 can only be false if il(/x;/yffi/z).c.p is infinite; the proof will make this
clear.

Figure 16

Fortunately, the general case is also too strong to be necessary: for the proofs of A <=> B and
A' <=> B' , it is sufficient to prove the above-mentioned equalities and set memberships under
the suppositi~n (A v B) v (A 'Av B') , i.e. for the case pe S(Jx;lyffilz).cu0(Jxffily;lz).c and for
the case pe91Jx;/y(f)/z).cu0<,/x(f)/y;/z).c (see the introduction to the definitions of A 1 · · · A6
andBl ···86).

1be following lemma gives the precise fonnulation.
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Ix: interface.
ly: interface to Ix.
lz: interface to ly.
c: command of lz.

For.all p eF1x * :
(i).

A 1 <::::> 8 1

If Al A81 ,then:
(ii). A 2 :::> A(ly;lz).c. (A(lx;lyGJlz).c.p) = A(lx@ly ;/z).c.p
(iii). 8 2 :::> 8 3

(iv). A2A82A83:::> f'(ly;lz).c.(A(lx;ly<:JJ/z).c.p)=
A(lx;ly).('1'1z.c. (A(lxGJly ;/z).c.p)).(r(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p)
(v). A2A 82 A 83 :::> r(/x;/y).(1j11z.c.(A(/-(f)/y ;lz).c.p)).(r(/xffi/y;/z).c.p) =

r(/x ;ly(f)/z).c.p
(Vi). 82 A 83 A 84 :::> A2
(vii). 8 6 :::> A 2

Proof
By recurrence on p . Start with p = <> :
(i).

<> e9(/x;/y(f)/z).c and<> e9(/x<:JJ/y;lz).c.

r(lx;ly<:JJ/z).c. <>=<>and f'(lx@ly;lz).c. <> = <>.
A(lx;ly<:JJ/z).c. <> = V(Ix;Iy<:JJ/z).c. <> =UmX, whereXr =<>and
Xn&t1.x·('1'1yel:•CXn).<>
if X,.e dom 'l'IyfN:·c

Xn+I

=

and <> edom 'tfx·<'V1y!IJlz·CXn)
X,. otherwise
Xn&t1x.('1'1y.C'1'1z·C· (A(/y ;/z ).cX,.)).(r(/y ;lz ).c.X,.)).<>

if X,.e 9(/y ;/z ).c
and A(/y;/z).c.X,.edom 1j11z.C
and f'(/y ;/z).c.X,.e dom 'Vly·('V1z.C. (A(/y ;/z).cXn))
and<> et/om 'tfx·<'V1y-('VIz·C. (ll(ly ;/z).cXn)).(f'(/y;/z).cXn))
Xn otherwise
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Y,,.& t1xE!lly•('lf12•C.Ym). <>
ifY,,.Edom'lf1z.C
Ym+1=

and <>Edom tfxE!llr('lf1:·C.Ym)

y m otherwise
Y,,.& t1y .('Iftz .c .Y,,.).(A(lx ;Jy ).('lftz .c .Y,,.). <>)
ifY,,.edom'lf1z.C

and <> e 8'.lx ;/y ).('lflz·C.Ym)

=

and A(lx ;ly ).('lf1,.c.Y,,.). <> e dom t 1y.('1f1z.c.Y,,.)

y m otherwise
Trivially, <>e9(/x;Jy).('lf1z·C.Y,,.) whenever Y,,.edom 'lflz·C.
We can also derive that Vne IP:X,.e 9(/y ;lz).c, as follows.
<> , which is an element of 0(/y ;lz ).c ;
if X,.ee(/y;/z).c andX,.+1 =X,., thenX,.+ 1e9(/y;/z).c;
if X,.e9(/y;/z).c andX,.+1 :1:X11 , then there exists some reF1y such thatX,.+1 =X,.&r, and
A(ly ;Jz).c.X,,_edom 'lfli·C A r(Jy;lz).c.X,,_edom '1fly·('lf1z.C. (t.(/y;/z).c.X,.)):
exactly the conditions for X,.&re0(Jy;lz).c { 6.2.2 :j> •
Consequently, if limX is finite, then LimXee(ly;lz).c.

X1

=

We will perform two preparations to the proofs of (ii)-(vii).
The first is to show, by induction on n, that for all n e IP the following two statements hold:
VCepref(f.(/y;/z).c.X,.}:3me /P:C = Y,,.
and
t.(/y;Jz).c.X,.edom 'lft:·c

=> t.(lx;Jy).('lft:·c. (f.(/y;lz).c.X,.)).<> =

V(lx;Jy).('!f1,.c.(A(ly ;/z).c.X,.)).(r(/y ;/z).c.X,,_) .

We will call these the first and second statement about n, respectively.

n = 1:
X 1 = <>; r(ly;lz).c.X 1 =<> ;t.(ly;/z).c.X 1 =UmZ, whereZ 1 =<>and
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Z;&t1,.('1'1z·C.Z;).<>
ifZ;edom\jl1z.C

and <>Edom t1,.('1'1z .c .Z;)

Z; otherwise
The first statement about n is equivalent to Vie IP:3me IP:Z;
Proved by induction on i .

Ym

•

Z1 =Yi·

for some ie IP, let me IP be such thatZ; =Ym.
If Z;+J =Z;, then Z;+1 = Ym.
Otherwise, Z;e dom \jl1z.c and <> e dom t1,.('1'1,.c.Z;) , so
Ymedom \jl/z.C and<> edom 't/y-('1'/z·C.Ym).

The latter implies V(/x;/y).(\j/1,.c.Ym).<> =<> 1: 6.2.1:} ,
SO ll(/x;/y).('1'1z·C.Ym).<> = <>.
But then also ll(/x;/y).(\j/1,.c.Ym).<> Edom t1,.('1'1,.c.Ym>. and hence
Ym+I

= Ym&'t/y.('111,.c.Ym).(A(lx;ly).(\jl1z.c.Ym).<>)
= Z;&'t11 .(\jl1z.C.Z;). <>

So indeed, 'r:/~epref{A(ly;lz).c.X i}:3me IP:~= Ym.

Now suppose that A(/y ;/z).c.X 1e dom 'l'Iz·C.
A(/x;/y).(\jl1z.C. (A(/y;/z).c.X 1)).<>

=V(/x;/y).('1'1z·C.(A(/y '/z).c.X 1)).<>
=V(/y ;lz).(\jl1z.c. (A(/y ;/z).c.X 1)).(f(ly;/z).c.X 1)
The case n = 1 is finished.

n > 1:
lfXn =Xn-1 • then we are through.

Otherwise, Xn_1e 0<,ly ;/z).c
and A(/y ;/z ).c.Xn-1 e dom \jliz.C
and f(/y;/z).c.Xn-1Edom '111,.('1'1,.c. (A(ly;/z).c.Xn-1))
and<> edom t1x.('1'11 .('1'1z.C. (A(ly;lz).c.Xn-1)).(f(ly ;/z).c.X,,_1))
Xn = Xn-1 &x, where
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x := 'tJx-(11'1y.(11'1z.c. (/l(/y ;lz).cX,._1 )).(I'(/y ;lz).cX,._ 1)).<> .
ll(ly ;lz).cX,._1edom iv1z.cimplies that ll(ly;lz).cX,._ 1 is a finite prefix of itself.
Thus, let m'e D' be such that Y,,,· =ll(ly;lz).cX,._ 1 .
Ym'E dom 1jf1z.C •

We first note the following, which will shortly be used twice:

This is so because r(ly;lz).cX,._1 edom 'Vly·('V1z.c.Y,,,•) and
<> e dom 'tJx.(11'1r('1'1z·C.Ym' ).(I'(/y ;/z).c.X,._1)) , so { property of V(/x ;Ty) } :
V(/x;ly).(11f1r.c.Ym' ).(I'(/y ;lz).cX,.-1)

=V(/x ;/y).(11'1z·C.Ym•).((I'(/y ;/z).c.X _1)&'t1:,.(llf1r(llf1z.c.Y,,,·).(r(/y ;lz).c.X,._1 )).<>)
11

= V(/x;/y).(11f1r.C.Ym•).((I'(/y;lz).c.X11 _1)&x) .
The last of tbese three tenns equals ll(lx;ly).(iv1z.c.Ym·).<> because, by induction
hypothesis, the first one does.
Suppose { 6.2.2} (r(ly;lz).c.X,._1 )&xEdom't11 .(iv1i.c.(ll(ly;lz).c.X11 _ 1)).
r(Iy;lz).c.X,. = (I'(ly;lz).c.X,._ 1)&x, and
ll(ly;lz).c.X,.=ll(ly;lz).cX11 _1 =Ym'.

The first statement about n follows immediately; the second was proved above.
On the other hand, if (r(/y ;lz).c.X,,_1)&xedom 't11 .(iv12 .c. (ll(ly;lz).c.X,._1)),
then r(Iy;lz).cX,. =<>,and ll(ly;lz).c.X,. equals
V(ly ;lz ).c. ((ll(ly ;lz ).c.X,._1 )&'t1r('V1z·C. (ll(ly ;/z).c.X,._1)).((I'(/y ;lz ).c .X,._1)&x)) .

From (I'(/y ;/z).c.X,._1)&xe dom 'ttr<iv1:.c.Ym') we conclude
V(lx;ly).(11'1z·C.Ym•).((r(/y ;/z).cX11 _1)&x) = (I'(/y ;lz).c.X11 _1)&x ,

and hence ll(Ix;ly).(11'1z·C.Ym•).<> = (I'(/y;/z).c.X,._ 1)&x.
Consequently,

= Y,,.·dh1,.('1'1i·C.Ym' ).(/l(/x;/y ).(\f'Iz·C.Ym' ). <>)
= (/l(/y ;lz ).c.X,.-1)&'t1,.('IJl1i·C. (ll(Jy ;Jz).c.X,._1 )).((I'(/y ;lz).cX,._1 )&x)
so /l(/y;lz).c.X,.

=V(ly;lz).c.Ym·+i =Lim Z, whereZ 1 = Y,,.·+1 and
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Zi&t1y-('1'1z-CZi).<>

if Zie dom 'Viz .c
and<> e dom t 1,.(w1z.c.Zi)
Z; otherwise
That 'Vie IP :3m e IP :Zi = Ym is proved by induction on i : the induction base is the fact that
Z 1 = Ym'+l , and the proof of the induction step is the same as in the case n = 1 .
So '<tCepref(~(/y;Iz).c.XnJ:3me IP:C= Ym.
Suppose ~(/y ;Iz).c.Xne dom 'l'lz·C; then
~(Ix ;Iy).('l'fz.C. (~(Iy ;/z).c.Xn)).<>

= V(Ix ;Jy).('1'1z .c. (~(Jy ;Iz ).c .Xn)). <>
= V(Jx ;ly ).(\jffz .c. (~(ly ;Iz ).c .Xn)).(r(/y ;/z ).c.Xn)
The induction on n has been accomplished.
The second preparation is the proof of the statement that
if Lim X is infinite and Lim Y is finite, then
3me IP:Ymedom 'l'fz.C /\ ~(lx;ly).('1'1z.c.Ym).<> is infinite.
Suppose that Lim X is infinite, so for all n e IP :
~(ly ;lz).c.Xne dom 'l'lz·C

and r(/y ;/z).C.Xne dom '1'1y-('l'fz·C. (~(Jy ;/z).C.Xn))
and<> e dom t1x.('1'1y-('1'1z·C. (~(ly ;/z).c.Xn)).(r(/y ;lz).c.Xn))
Suppose that Lim Y is finite; let Me IP be such that
YM =Lim YA (M = 1 v YM-l ;1: YM) (this second conjunct only says that Mis minimal).
For every n e IP , there exists a prefix of YM that is ~(/y ;lz ).c .Xn :
~(ly ;Iz).c.Xne dom 'l'lz·C, so ~(Iy ;lz).c.Xn is finite,
and hence 3me IP:Ym = ~(ly;lz).c.Xn.
Let Ym be the longest prefix of YM that is ~(/y ;Iz ).c .Xn for any n e IP .
Let n e IP be such that ~(/y ;lz ).c.Xn = Ym , and (n = 1 v Mly ;lz ).c .Xn-1

:;!:

Ym) .

Then Ymedom\jffz·C.
Whether n = 1 or n > 1 , r(Iy ;Iz).c.Xn = <> : if n = 1 , then Xn itself is <> , and if n > 1 ,
then r(Iy/z).c.Xn =<>because ~(ly;lz).c.Xn :;!: ~(/y ;lz).c)(n-1 <j: 6.2.2 :)> •
~(Ix ;ly ).(\jffz·C.Ym).<>

= V(Jx;/y).(\jffz·C. (~(/y ;/z).c.Xn)).q
=Lim W , where W 1 = <> and
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if WjE dom '1'1,.('1'1z-C. (!:J.(/y ;/z).c.X,.))

and<> Edom 't/x.('1'1,.('1'1z·C· (!:J.(/y ;/z).c.X,.)).Wj)
wj otherwise

We claim that '<lj E IP:Wj =r(/y ;/z).c.X,.+j-1 .
It is proved by induction on j.
If j

=1 , then both are <> .

Letj > 1.
'<In'";?. n:!:J.(ly;lz).c.X,.· =!:J.(ly;lz).c.X,., so { 6.2.2}

r(/y;/z).c.X,.+j-1

= r(/y ;/z).C .Xn+j-2 &'t/x·(lf'Jy-(lf'Jz.C. (l:J.(/y ;/z ).C.Xn+j-2)).(r(/y ;lz ).C .Xn+j-2)).<>

= Wj-1 &'t1x.('1'1y-('1'1z.C. (!:J.(/y;/z).c.X,.)).Wj-1).<>
=Wi

.

This means that for all j

E

IP ,

WjE dom '1'1,.('1'1z·C. (l:J.(/y ;lz ).c.X,.))

and <>Edom 't/x·<'l'1,.('1'1z·C. (l:J.(/y ;/z ).c.X,.)). Wj)
in other words: Lim W is infinite.
This completes the second preparation.
A consequence of the formula
3m E IP:YmEdom 'l'lz·C

A

l:J.(/x;/y).('1'1z.C.Ym).<> is infinite

is that Lim Y Edom 'l'Jz.C A !:J.(/x;/y).(lf'1,.c.(Lim Y)).<> is infinite.
This is so because any Ym that meets the condition has to be the limit of Y : an infinite
sequence is no element of dom 't1y-('1'1,.c.Ym) .
Let us prove (ii)-(vii) for the case p = <> .
(ii). Suppose A 2 , i.e. l:J.(/x ;lyffilz ).c. <> E 0(/y ;lz ).c .
Then l:J.(lx;lyffilz).c. <>is finite, so it occurs inX. Let NE IP be such that
=!:J.(lx;lyffilz).c. <;:> and N is minimal, i.e. N = 1 v XN-I XN •

XN

*

From the first preparation we conclude that all finite prefixes of !:J.(ly;lz).c.XN are
prefixes of Lim Y • This implies that !:J.(/y ;/z).c .XN itself is a prefix of Um Y •
We will see that it is not a proper prefix of Lim Y.
Suppose /l(/y ;lz).c.XN is a proper prefix of Um Y.
Then it has to be finite; say !:J.(/y ;lz ).c.XN = Ym •
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ym ':#.Limy' so Ymedom 'Vfz.C and A(/x;/y).(1Jf1z.C.Ym).<> Edam 'tty·(1Jf1z.C.Ym).

Moreover, Ym A(Jy;lz).cXN and hence 'il(ly;lz).c.Ym = Ym,
6.2.1 } since YmE dom 'Vtz.C , <> e dom t1Y'(1j112 .c.Ym) .

SO {

Hence A(/x;/y).(1j112 .c.Ym).<> ':#.<>,so
'il(lx ;ly ).(1Jftz·C.Ym).<> ':#. <> , SO { 6.2.1 }
<>Edom 'Vly·(1Jf1z.C.Ym) and <>Edom 'tfx·(1Jf1Y'(1j11,.c.Ym).<>) .
This in tum implies r(ly;Jz).cXN ':#.<>:otherwise XN would not be the limit of X.
So XN <> • and hence N > 1 .

'*

Letx be the last component of XN, i.e.
x = t1x.(1j11y.(1Jf1z.C. (A(/y ;/z).CXN-1)).(r(/y ;lz).cXN-1 ).<>

The fact that r(Jy;lz).CXN ':#.<>implies { 6.2.2}
(r(/y ;Jz).cXN-1)&xedom t1y-(1Jf1.. c. (A{/y ;lz).cXN-1 ))

and r(Jy;Jz).cXN =(r(ly;lz).CXN-l)&x
and A(/y ;/z ).c.XN = A(/y ;Jz ).c.XN-1

so A(ly;Jz).cXN-t also equals Ym.
Hence x =t1x.(1Jf1y.(1Jf1•. c.Ym).(r(ly;lz).cXN-1)).<>
and r(Jy;lz).cXNedomt1y·('V1z·C.Ym).

Besides, the first preparation together with ymE dom 'Viz .c learns that
A(lx ;Jy ).(1Jftz·C.Ym). <>

='il(Jx ;ly).(1j11,.c.Ym).(r(/y ;/z ).cXN) . ·

So because A(Jx;Jy).(1j112 .c.Ym).<> edom 't/y.(1J11z.c.Ym) ,
r(Jy ;/z).CXN ':#. 'il(lx ;/y).(IJl/z·C.fm).(r(Jy ;/z).c.XN) .

So { 6.2.l} r(ly;lz).cXNedom 'Vty·('Vtz·C.Ym)
and <>edomt1x.(1J11y.(1Jf1z.C.Ym).(r(Jy;/z).c.XN)).

But then XN is not the limit of X: a contradiction.
So the proper prefix supposition was wrong:
A(/y;/z).c.(A(/x;/yffi/z).c. <>) =A(/xff>/y ;lz).c. <>.
(iii). Suppose 82, i.e. A(lxffily;lz).c. <> edom 'Vlz·C.
Then, as a consequence of r(/xff>/y;/z).c. <> <>,

r(Jxff>ly;/z).c. <> e 0(,lx ;/y).(1j11z.C. (A(/xff>/y ;/z).c. <>)).

(iv). Suppose A2A 82; this suffices, by (iii), for 8 3. This means
A(lx;Jyff>lz).c. <> e 0(_/y;/z).c and A(/x6'/y ;Jz).c. <> e dom w1,.c.
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XNE 0(/y ;/z ).c and YME dom 1P'tz .c .
By (ii), YM = A(/y;lz).cXN; so the latter is in dom1j11z.c.
From the first preparation we conclude
A(lx;ly).(1j11z·C.YM).<> =V(/x ;/y).(1j1Jz·C.YM).(r(/y ;/z).c.XN)

and from 6.2.2 we see r(/xGJ/y;/z).c. <> = <>. So
A(/x ;Iy).(1j11,.c. (A(/xGJ/y ;/z).c. <>)).(r(/xEB/y ;/z).c. <>)

= V(lx;ly).(1j11z·C.YM).(r(ly;lz).cXN).
We are done if we can prove that
V(Ix;Iy).(1j11,.c.YM).(r(ly;lz).c.XN) = r(Jy;Jz).cXN

which comes down to

1: 6.2.1

:j>

r(/y ;lz).CXNedom 1P'Iy·(1j11,.C.YM) =:>
<> ""dom t1z.(1j11y-(1jl1z·C.YM).(r(Jy ;Iz).CXN))
This is easily seen from XN = Um.X .
(v). Suppose again A2A 82.
r(lx;/y).(1j11,.c. (A(lx<JJ/y ;Iz).c. <>)).(r(/xEB/y;/z).c. <>)

= r(Jx;Jy).(1j11z·C· (A(Jx(f;Jy;lz).c. <>)).<>
=<>

=r(Ix;IyEBiz).c. <>
(vi). Suppose 82. i.e. Limy edom 1P'Iz·C; say Limy= YM with M = 1 v YM-1 ~ YM.
This yields 8 3 by (iii).
Suppose alsoB4, i.e. A(lx;ly).(1j11z·C.YM).<> edom 1P'1r<1P'11 .C.YM).

If Um Xis infinite, then A(lx;Iy).(1j11,.c. (Um Y)).<> is infinite too, by the corollary to

our second preparation.
This confticts with A(Ix;ly).(1P'1z·C.YM).<> edom 1P'1r<w11 .c.YM).

So Lim Xis finite, and hence it is in 0(/y ;Iz).c.
(vii). Suppose 8 6 , i.e. Lim Ye dom t 1,.c.
Then Lim Y is finite, so if Um X is infinite, then Lim Ye dom 1P'lz .c , quod non.
So Lim X is finite, and hence an element of 0(Iy ;Iz ).c .
The case p = <> has been treated.
p=p'&r:
(i).

If p'e 0(Ix;IyGJlz).c "p'e0(lxEBiy;Iz).c, then the same holds for p.
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If p'e 0(/x ;lyffilz).c v p'e 0(/xEB/y ;/z).c , then by recurrence hypothesis,
p'e 0(.lx;lyffilz).c /\ p'e0(/xEB/y ;/z).c;
p e 0(/x ;lyffilz).c
<=:> A.(lx ;/yffilz ).c. p' e dom 'Vty$lz .c

/\ r(/x ;/yffi/z).c.p'e dom 'lf1x.('1'Iy$1z·C· (A.(/x ;lyffilz).c. p'))
~

A.(lx;/yffi/z).c.p'e 0(/y;/z).c

/\ A.(ly ;/z).c. (A.(lx ;/yffi/z).c.p')e dom 'l'tz·C
A

r(ly ;/z).c. (A.(/x ;/yffi/z).c.p')e dom v1.,,.(w1,.c. (A.(ly ;/z).c. (A.(lx;lyffilz).c. p')))

/\ r(lx;lyffilz).c.p'e dom 'l'tr·('1'1y-('1'1z·C. (A.(ly ;/z).c. (A.(/x;/y$/z).c.p'))).

(r(/y;/z).c. (A.(lx;/y(J)lz).c.p')))

and
pe0(/x(J)/y;/z).c
<=:> A.(fx(J)/y;lz).c.p'edom 'l'Iz·C

/\ r(/x(J)/y;/z).c.p'e dom 'l'l.x$Jy-('1'1z·C· (A(/x(J)/y;/z).c.p'))
<=:> A.(lxffily;/z).c.p'edom 'l'lz·C

/\ r(/x(J)Jy ;/z).c.p'e 0(/x ;Jy).('lftz-C.(A(lxffily;lz ).c.p'))
A

A.(/x ;/y).(v1,.c. (A.(lxffily;Iz).c. p')).(r(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p')e
dom '1'1y-('1'1z·C· (A.(Ixffily ;/z).c.p'))

/\ r(Jx ;Jy ).('1f1,.c. (A.(lxffily ;/z ).c. p')).(r(/x@/y ;/z).c. p')e
dom 'l'lr·('1'1y.('1'1z.C. (A.(lx@/y ;/z ).c. p')).
(A(Jx ;Iy).('lf1z.c. (A.(lxffily ;/z).c.p')).(r(/xffi/y ;/z ).c.p')))
(=>) Suppose pe0(/x;/yffi/z).c.

A.(Ix;/y@/z).c.p'e0(/y;/z).c, so { rec. hyp. (ii)}
A.(ly ;lz).c.(A.(lx;Iyffilz).c.p')

=A.(lxffily;lz).c.p'.

So the latter is in dom v11 .c because the fonner is.
By recurrence hypothesis (iii),
r(Jxffily ;Iz).c. p'E 0(/x ;Jy ).('lf1z .c. (A.(lxffily ;Iz ).c. p')) .

By (iv),
A.(lx;/y).('1'1z·C. (A.(Ixffily ;/z).c.p')).(r(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p')
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=r(/y ;/z).c. (A(/x ;/yff)lz ).c. p') ;
so the fonner is in dom '1'1,.('lflz·C· (A(/xff)/y ;/z).c.p')) because (using (ii) again) the
latter is.
Finally by (v),
r(lx;ly).('1'1,.c. (A(/xff)/y ;/z).c.p')).(r(/xff)/y;/z).c.p')

=r(/x ;lyEJ)/z).c.p' ;

so the fonner is in
dom '1'1...('1'1,.('1'1z·C· (A(lxfIJ/y ;/z).c.p')).

(A(/x ;ly ).(w1,.c.(A(/xff)/y ;/z).c.p')).(r(/xE9/y ;/z ).c.p')
because (using (ii) and (iv) once more) the latter is.
Conclusion: pe9(/xE9/y;/z).c.
( <=) Suppose p e 9(/xE9/y ;/z).c .

A(/xE9/y ;/z ).c. p'e dom 'lftz .c , and
r(/xff)/y ;/z).c .p'e 9(/x ;ly ).(11f1z .c. (A(/xEJ)/y ;/z ).c. p')) , and
Jl(/x;ly).('lf1z·C. (ll(lxffily ;Jz ).c.p')).(r(/xE9/y ;/z ).c. p')e

dom '1'1,.('1'1z·C· (A(lxE9/y ;/z).c.p')).
So 1: (vi):} A(/x;/yEB/z).c.p'e 9(/y;/z).c, and hence 1: (ii) :j>
A(/y;/z).c. (A(/x;/y@/z).c.p') = A(/xE9/y ;/z).c.p'.
The latter is in dom 'Viz .c , hence so is the former.
By(iv),
r(Iy ;Jz ).c. (A(/x ;/yE9/z).c.p')

=A(/x ;/y).(11f1z.c.(A(Jx@/y ;/z ).c.p')).(r(/xE9/y ;/z ).c. p')
so the former is in domv1,.<w1,.c.(A(Iy;lz).c.(A(Ix;/y@Jz).c.p'))) because (using (ii)
again) the latter is.

Finally by (v),
r(/x;/yE9/z).c.p' = r(/x;/y).('ll'f,.C. (A(/xtfJly;/z).c.p')).(r(/xEB/y;/z).c.p').

The former is in
dom 'VI:r·('lf1r('V1z·C· (A(Iy ;lz).c. (A(/x ;JyEB/z ).c. p'))).(r(/y ;lz).c. (A(/x ;/y(fJ/z).c.p')))
because (using (ii) and (iv) once more) the latter is.
Conclusion: p e 9(/x ;ly<fJ/z ).c •
(i) has been proved.
Now suppose pe9(/x;/yE9/z).c "pe0(/xEB/y;/z).c. So all statements that we concluded
in the course of the proof of (i) are valid. We will list some important ones thereof,
meanwhile introducing names, viz. c' and c", for the active /y-command and Ix-command,
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respectively: see also Figure 15.
!J.(lx ;ly@lz ).c.p' e 0(/y ;lz ).c
!J.(ly;lz).c. (tl(lx;ly@lz).c.p')e dom iv1,.c

Deline c' := 'Vtz·c.(!J.(ly;lz).c. (!J.(/x;lyffilz).c.p'))
r(/y ;/z).c. (!J.(/x ;/y@lz ).c.p') edom 'Vty·c'
Deline c" := iv1,.c '.(r(ly;lz).c. (ll(/x;lyffilz).c.p'))
r(lx;/y@/z).c.p'edom 'Vtx·c"
!J.(lxffily ;/z ).c.p' = !J.(ly ;lz).c. (!J.(/x ;lyffilz ).c. p')
and hence c' = 'Vfz.C. (!J.(lx@ly;lz).c.p')

r(lx@ly ;/z ).c. p'e 0(/x ;ly ).c'
!J.(lx;Jy).c'.(r(lx@ly ;Jz).c.p') = r(ly ;lz).c. (!J.(lx;lyffilz).c.p')
and hence c" =iv1,.c'.(!J.(lx;ly).c'.(r(Ixffily;/z).c.p'))

r(Jx;ly).c'.(I'(Jx(f)ly ;/z).c.p') = r(Tx;lyffilz).c.p'

Besides, c" = 'Vly$1z·C· (!J.(/x;/y(f)/z).c.p')
For the proofs of (ii)-(vii), we distinguish between two cases conform to 6.2.2.
Case I.
First suppose (I'(lx;lyffilz ).c. p')&re dom t 1".c" .
Then r(/x;/yffi/z).c.p = (r(lx;ly@lz).c.p')&r
and !J.(lx;Jyffilz).c.p = !J.(lx;lyffilz).c.p'.
1be last equality implies A 2 : !J.(lx ;/y(f)/z).c.p e 9(/y ;lz).c.

We are now going to prove that (r(Ixffily;lz).c.p')&redom ttx!I!ty-c'. True enough,
r(lxffily ;/z).c.p'e0(/x;/y).c', and !J.(lx;ly).c'.(r(lxffi/y;/z).c.p')e dom 'Viy.c',
and r(/x ;Jy ).c '.(I'(lxffily ;Jz ).c.p')e dom 'V!x·c" , so that
(I'(fx(f)ly ;/z).c.p')&re 0(lx;ly).c' ,

but !J.(Ix;/y).c'.((I'(lx(f)ly ;lz).c.p')&r)edom t 1,:c', which is proved as follows.
We are supposing that
(r(lx ;ly@lz).c.p')&re dom t 1".c"

therefore, by previously proved equalities, the following holds (*) :
(I'(lx;ly).c '.(r(/xffi/y ;Jz).c.p'))&re dom 't/x·<'VIy·c '.(!J.(lx;Iy).c '.(r(lxffily ;/z).c.p'))) .

According to 6.2.2, a consequence is that
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A(lx;ly).c'.((I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p')&r) = A(lx ;ly).c'.(I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p');

the latter is in dom w1,.c', so the fonner is not in dom t 11 .c'.
So indeed, (I'(lxffily ;lz ).c. p')&re: dom t1xe1,.c' .

Consequently, I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p =(I'(/xffi/y;/z).c.p')&r and
A(lxffily ;/z).c.p = A(lxffily;lz).c.p'.
The last of these equalities implies B 2: A(/xffi/y;/z).c.p edom w1,.c.
We prove (ii)-(vii).
(ii).

A(/y ;/z).c. (A(/x ;/yffi/z).c.p)

= A(/y ;/z ).c. (A(/x ;lyffilz ).c. p')
= A(lxffily ;/z ).c. p'
= A(lxffily ;lz ).c. p
(iii). It was proved above that

(I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p')&re 0(/x ;ly).(w1,.c. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p'));

consequently,
r(MB/y ;/z).c.p E 0(/x;/y).(lV/z.C. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p) .

(iv).

r(/y;/z).c. (A(/x ;/yffi/z).c.p)

= r(ly ;/z).c. (A(lx;lyffilz).c.p')

= A(lx ;ly).c '.(I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p')
= { (*):fA(/x ;/y ).c '.((I'(lxffily ;/z ).c.p')&r)

= A(lx ;ly ).(w1,.c. (A(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p)).(I'(/xffi/y ;lz).c.p)
(v).

r(/x;lyffi/z).c.p

= (I'(lx;lyffilz).c.p')&r
= (I'(lx ;ly ).c '.(r(/xffi/y ;lz ).c .p'))&r

= { (*) :tr(/x ;ly ).c '.((I'(/xffily ;lz ).c. p')&r)

=r(/x ;ly).c'.(I'(lxffily;lz).c.p)
(vi) and (vii) are simple: we already provedA2.

This closes the case (I'(/x;/yffi/z).c.p')&re: domt1x.c".
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Suppose the opposite: (r(/x;/yG)/z).c.p')&re dom T.Jz.c".
Then r(lx;ly9lz).c.p =<>and
A(lx;ly9lz).c.p = V(/x ;ly(;f)/z ).c. ((ll(/x;/y9/z).c.p')&T.1x.c ".((r(lx ;lyaJlz ).c.p')&r ))

=Um X, whereX 1 =(A(lx;lyffilz).c.p')&T.1x·c".((r(lx;ly(;£)/z).c.p1 )&r)
and X,.+1 is defined in tenns of X,. exactly as in the case p <> .

=

Note that every X,. has ll(/x;/yffilz).c.p' as a prefix, and hence ll(/x$/y;/z).c.p' • which
equals ll(ly;lz).c.(A(lx;/yffi/z).c.p'), is a prefix of ll(ly;lz).c.X,. for every ne IP.

=

Just like in the case p <> , we can derive Vn e IP :X,,e ®(ly ;/z ).c . Only the proof part for
the case n = 1 differs from the corresponding proof part in the case p = <> : the proof of
X,.e8(/y;/z).c ::;l>o x.. +tE 8(/y;/z).c is identical to that in the case p = <>.

X 1 = (A(/x;/yED/z).c.p')&r' for some r'eF1y.
Now ll(/x;/y(;f)/z).c.p'e 8(/y;/z).c and
A(/y;/z).c.(A(/x;/y(;f)/z).c.p')e dom 1f11z.c and
r(/y;/z).c. (A(/x;/y(;f)/z).c.p')edom 11'1,.(11'1z·C· (ll(/y;/z).c. (ll(/x;/yEf)/z),c.p')),
so this implies that X 1e 9(/y;/z).c.
In this case too it is a consequence that Lim Xe 0(/y ;/z).c whenever Lim X is finite.

Within the case (r(lx;ly9lz).c.p')&redomT.1x.c", we make one additional distinction:
(r(/x(;f)/y;/z).c.p')&r is or is not an element of dom T.Jx$ly·c'.
Case 2.1.
---

First suppose it is not. Since, as we already proved under (i),
r(/xt.D/y;/z).c.p'e 0<.1x;ly).c

1
•

which brings along that
(r(/xt.D/y ;/z).c.p')&re 8(/x;/y).c'.
the conclusion is
A(/x;/y).c'.((r(/xED/y;/z).c.p')&r) rtdom T.1,.c' .
r(/xt.D/y;/z).c.p = (r(lxt.D/y;/z).c.p')&r and
ll(lxffily ;/z).c.p =ll(/xt.D/y;/z).c.p';

by the first of these two equalities,
A(lx;/y ).c '.(r(/xt.D/y;/z).c.p)e; dom T.1rc'.
We will prove inductively
Vne /P:A(/y;/z).c.X,. = ll(lxffily;lz).c.p
"V(/x;/y).c'.(r(/y ;/z).c.X,.) = A(/x;/y).c'.(r(lxffi/y ;/z).c.p)
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n =l:
We already concluded
A(lx;ly).c'.((f'(lx<Bly ;/z).c.p')&r)E dom 'tfy·c' .

Moreover, (f(lx;ly<Blz).c.p')&redom 'tfx·c", so
(f'(lx ;ly ).c '.(f'(lx<Bly ;/z).c. p'))&re dom 'tfx·C" .

Hence r(/x ;/y ).c '.((r(lx€9/y ;/z).c. p')& r) = <> and
A(lx ;ly ).c'.((f'(lx@ly ;/z ).c.p')&r)

= V(lx ;/y ).c'.((A(/x ;ly ).c' .(f'(lx<Bly ;lz ).c.p'))&
t1:r .c ".((f'(lx ;ly ).c '.(r(lx<Bly ;/z ).c. p'))&r))
= V(lx ;/y ).c'.((f'(ly ;lz).c. (A(lx ;/y<Blz ).c.p'))& r:1x..c ".((f'(lx ;ly<Blz ).c.p')&r))

We may conclude that if
(f'(ly ;lz ).c. (A(/x ;/yffJ/z ).c.p'))& 'tfx·c".((f'(lx;lyffJ/z ).c. p')&r)

were an element of dom 'tfy·c' , then it would be its own function value under V(/x ;ly ).c' ;
and hence
A(lx;ly).c'.((f'(lx<Bly;lz).c.p')&redom 'tfy·c', .

quodnon. So
((f'(ly ;lz).c. (A(/x ;/yEBlz).c.p'))&r:1:c.c".((f'(lx;lyffJlz).c.p')&r)) Edom 'tfy·C' .

This in turn implies
A(ly ;lz).cX 1

=A(ly ;lz).c. ((A(lx;lyffJlz).c.p')&r:1x·C".((f'(lx ;ly<Blz ).c. p')&r))
=A(ly ;lz).c. (A(/x;/yffJ/z).c.p')

= A(lxffJ/y ;lz).c.p'
=A(lxfBly;/z).c.p

Besides,
V(lx;ly).c '.(f'(ly;lz).cX 1)

=V(lx ;ly ).c '.(f'(ly ;Iz).c. ((!J.(lx ;ly<Blz ).c. p')& 'tfx·c ".((f(/x ;lyffJ/z ).c. p')&r )))
= V(Jx ;ly ).c '.((f'(/y ;lz).c. (A(/x ;lyffJ/z ).c. p'))&t1x..c ".((f(/x ;lyffJlz).c.p')&r))

=A(lx ;/y).c'.(f'(lxffJ/y ;lz ).c.p)
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n > 1:
If X,. =X,._ 1 , then we are through.

Otherwise, X,,_1e 9(/y ;lz ).c
and 1l(ly;lz).c.X,,_1 edom 'lflz·C
and r(/y ;lz).cX,._1 edom iv1,.(1f1:.c.(8(ly ;/z).cX,,_i))
and<> edom t1x.(iv11.(iv11 .c. (8(/y;/z).c.X,,_1)).(r(/y ;/z).cX,,_1)).
(r(ly ;lz ).cX,,_1 )& t1x·('lf1y·c '.(r(ly ;lz).c.X,,_1 )).<>

is not an element of dom t 1,.c'; this is proved as follows.
Suppose it were in dom t 11 .c' .
V(lx;ly).c'.(r(ly;lz).cX,,_ 1)=LimW, where
W 1 =r(ly;lz).c.X,._ 1
Wj&t1,..(1f1y·c'.Wj).<>
ifWjedom 'lfly·c'
Wj+t =

and <>edomt1,..(1f1y·c'.Wj)

We can calculate that
W2

= (r(ly;lz).cX,,_1)&t1x·<1¥1y.c

1

.(r(ly;lz).cX,._ 1)).<>.

so W2edomt1,.c', so Wz edom iv1,.c', so Wz =Lim W.
But then 8(lx;ly).c'.(r(lx@ly;/z).c.p)edom t 1,.c', quod non.
So indeed,
(r(ly ;lz).cX,.-1 )&t1,..(1f1y·c '.(r(Iy;lz).c.X,._1)).<> edom tfy·c,'.

8(/y ;Iz).cX,.

= 8(/y ;lz).c. (X11 -t &t1x.('1f1y.(1Vtz·C. (8(/y;lz).cX,,_1 )).(r(Iy;Iz).cX,,_1 )).<>)
::;8(/y ;lz).c. (X,,_1 &tfx.(1¥11 .(iv1,.c. (8(/xffily;lz).c.p)).(r(Iy ;/z).cX,,_1)).<>)
::; 8(/y ;lz ).c. (X,,_1 &t1x·('lf1r('lf1z·C· (8(/x@ly ;Iz ).c. p')).(r(/y ;Iz ).c.X,.-1 )). <>)

= 8(/y;lz).c. (X11 _1 &t1x.(1¥11.c'.(r(Iy;/z).cX,._1)).<>)
={

(r(Iy ;lz ).cX,.-1)&t1z.('1f1y.c '.(f'(ly ;Iz).cX,,_1 )). <::> !! dom t 11 .c' :I>
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= f).(fx(ifJ/y ;lz).c.p
\/(Ix ;ly).c'.(r(ly ;lz).c.X,.)
=\/(Ix ;ly).c '.(r(ly ;lz).c. (X,._ 1&t1x.('11Iy·c'.(r(ly ;/z).c.X,._1)).<> ))
=\/(Ix ;ly ).c '.((r(/y ;lz ).c.X,._, )& t1x·('111rc'.(r(ly ;/z).c.X,,_1)).<>)

= \l(/x;ly).c'.(r(ly;lz).c.X,._i)
= 6(/x ;/y ).c '.(r(lx<!3ly ;lz ).c. p
Here follow the proofs of (ii)-(vii) for the current case.
(ii). If 6(1x;/y<!3lz).c.pe 8(/y ;/z).c, then it is finite.

Say it isXN.
6(/y ;lz).c. (6(lx;/y<!3/z).c.p)
=6(/y;lz).c.XN

= 6(1x<!31y ;/z).c.p
(iii). B 3 was proved before.

(iv). SupposeA2; say 6(/x;ly<!31z).c.p=XN.
r(/y;/z).c. (f).(lx;/y(!)/z).c.p) = r(ly;lz).c.XN.
This has 6(/x;ly).c'.(r(lx<!31y;lz).c.p) as its function value under \l(lx;ly).c'.
Since XN =Lim X , it is not the case that both
r(ly ;lz).c.XNe dom '111rc' and

<> e dom t1x.('111rc'.(r(ly ;/z).c.XN)).

So r(Iy;lz).c.XN is its own function value under V(/x ;ly).c' and hence is equal to
6(/x;ly).c'.(r(lx;ly<!3/z).c.p.
(v). SupposeagainA2.
r(Ix;Iyffilz).c.p =<>and
r(lx;ly).c'.(r(lxffily ;/z).c.p) has previously been proved equal to<>.

(vi). Suppose B 4.
Then6(/x;/y).c'.(r(/.if!3/y;/z).c.p) edom 'lily.<:', and hence it is finite.
It equals V(/x;/y).c'.(r(/y;/z).c.X,.) for every ne IP,
so it has every r(/y ;lz).c.X,. as a prefix.
If Lim X would be infinite, then since 'Vne /P:f).(/y ;lz).c.X,.+ 1 =6(/y;lz).c.X,.,
the tuples r(Jy ;lz ).c.X,. would grow atbitrarily long: a contradiction.
So Um X is finite, and hence A 2 holds.
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(vii). We refute B 6 as follows:
A(lxffily ;/z).c.p

=A(lxffily ;/z).c.p'

,

which is in dom w1z.c and hence not in dom t 1,.c .
Case 2.2.
The last case to be examined is
(f'(Ixffily;Jz).c.p')&redomt1xe1rc',

which means (r(Ix@Iy ;Iz ).c.p')&re 0(_/x ;Iy ).c' and
A(Ix;Iy).c'.((f'(IxfDiy;Iz).c.p')&r)e dom 'tty-C' .

In this case, r(lxffily;lz).c.p =<>and A(lx©Iy ;/z).c.p.= Lim Y, where
Y1

=(A(lxffily ;/z).c.p')&'t1xe1,.c'.((r(lxfD/y ;/z).c.p')&r)
= (A(lxffily ;Jz ).c. p')&'t1,.c '.(A(Ix ;Iy ).c '.((r(Ixffily ;Iz ).c. p')&r ))

and Ym+I is defined in tenns of Ym exactly as in the case p <> .
Like in the case p = <> , there are two preparations to the proofs of (ii)-(vii).
The first is an inductive proof that for all n e IP ,
Tt(,,epref( A(Ix ;Iy ).c.X,.} \pref{ A(lxffily ;Iz ).c. p') :3m e IP :Ym

=(,,

and
A(Iy;Jz).c.X11 edom 't'Jz·C :::> A(lx;ly).('V1z·C· (A(/y ;/z).c.X,,)).a,.

=

'V(Ix ;Iy ).(w1,.c. (A(ly ;Iz ).c.X,.)).(r(/y ;Iz ).c.X,.)

where a,. =(f'(Ix@Iy ;Iz ).c. p')&r if A(/y ;Iz ).c.X,. = A(lxffily ;lz ).c.p' ,
and <> otheiwise.
Again, we call these fonnulas the first and second statement about n, respectively.
n= 1:
There are two cases to be examined:
(f'(Iy ;Iz ).c. (A(/x ;Jyffilz).c.p'))&t1x.c".((r(Ix ;/yffi/z).c.p')&r)

is or is not an element of dom t 1,.c' .
First suppose it is not
A(Jy;lz).c.X 1

=A(Iy ;Iz).c. (A(Ix;Iyffilz).c.p')
=A(Ixffily ;/z).c.p' .
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So the first statement about n is void, and the second says
A(Jx;Jy).c'.((r(Jx@/y ;/z).c.p')&r) = V(Jx;Jy).c '.(r(Jy ;lz).cX 1).

Now A(fx;ly).c'.((r(lx@ly ;/z).c.p')&r) equals
V(lx ;ly ).c '.((A(/x ;ly).c '.(r(/x@/y ;Iz).c .p'))&-r1x.c ".((r(/x ;ly ).c '.(r(lx@Iy ;lz ).c .p'))&r))

by 6.2.2: recall that
r(Jx;ly).c '.(r(Jx(f}Jy;Jz).c.p' = r(/x;/y@/z).c.p'
and that (f'(lx;Iy@Iz).c.p')&redom -rr,.c";

and
(A(/x ;Iy ).c '.(r(lx@Iy ;Jz).c .p'))& -r1x.c ".((r(Ix ;Iy ).c '.(r(lx@Jy ;Iz ).c. p'))&r)

= (r(/y ;/z).c. (A(/x ;Iyl:Dlz).c.p'))&-r1x·C ".((r(Ix;Iy@Jz).c.p')&r)

=r(/y ;/z).c. ((A(/x ;Jy@lz).c.p')&-r1x·C".((r(Jx;ly@lz).c.p')&r))
=r(Iy;Jz).cX1 ,

which proves the second statement.
In the other case, namely
(r(Jy ;/z).c. (A(/x ;/y@/z).c.p'))&-r1...c".((r(/x;/y@/z).c.p')&r)e dom -r1,.c',
r(/y ;lz).cX I=<> and A(/y;/z).cX I =Lim z. where

Z 1 = (A(ly;/z).c.(A(lx;Jy<IJ/z).c.p'))&
-r1,.c '.((r(/y ;Iz).c. (A(lx ;ly@lz ).c. p'))& 't/x .c ".((r(Jx ;ly@Iz ).c. p')&r ))
Z1&-r1y·('1'1z.cZ;).<>
ifZ;edomv1•. c

Z;+t =

and<> edom -r1,.('1'1:·c.Z1)
Z1 otherwise

Since A(/y;/z).c.(A(/x;/y<IJ/z).c.p')=A(/x@/y;/z).c.p' , we have
'Vie IP:3me /P:Z; = Y,,. in order to prove the first statement about n.

to

show that

By the definitions of Y 1 and Z 1 and (again) the
fact that
A(ly;/z).c.(A(lx;/y@/z).c.p')=A(/x@ly;lz).c.p', the following equality suffices to prove
thatY1=Z1:
(f'(Jy ;/z).c. (A(/x ;/y@lz ).c.p'))&-r1... c ".((f'(lx ;/y@/z).c.p')&r)

=A(lx ;ly ).c'.((f'(lx@ly ;Jz ).c.p')&r)
This equality is proved as follows.
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V(lx ;/y ).c '.((A(/x ;ly ).c '.(f'(lxffily ;lz).c. p'))& 't/x·c ".((I'(/x ;ly ).c '.(f'(/xffi/y ;lz ).c. p'))&r )) .

At the same time,
(A(/x ;ly ).c '.(I'(lxffily ;/z).c.p'))& 't/x·c ".((I'(lx ;ly ).c '.(f'(/x(J)/y ;/z).c. p'))&r) =
(f'(/y ;lz ).c. (A(/x ;lyffilz ).c.p'))& 'tJx.C ".((I'(lx;lyffJlz).c. p')&r) .
This is its own function value under V(/x;/y).c' because it is an element of dom't/y·c' and
hence not one of dom 'VIy·c' .
This proves the equality, and hence also that Y 1 = Z 1 .
Let i > 1; let m'e 8' be such thatZ;-1 = Ym·.
IfZ;=Z;-1 ,thenZ;=Ym·.
If Z; *-Z;-1 , then Z1-1 edom 'lf1z.c and<> edom 't/y·('ll1z-C.Zi-1).
So Ym•edom 'lffz.C and<> edom 'tfy.('111z.C.Ym•).
A consequence of the latter is that<> Edom 'lfly·('ll1,.c.Ym•),
and hence A(/x ;ly}.('111z·C.Ym').<> = <>.

So
Ym'+t

= Ym'& 'f/y.('111•. c.Ym' ). <>

= Zi-1 &'f1y-('111:·c.Z;-1).<>

This proves the first statement about n.

The second says
A(lx;/y).('lf1z·C. (A(/y ;lz).c.X 1)).<> = V(lx;ly).('lf1i.c.(A(ly;lz).cX 1)).<>

which holds by Definition 6.2.2.

n > 1:
If Xn = X.,_1 , then we are through.

Otherwise, A(/y ;lz).cX.,_1 edom ll'lz·C
and f'(/y ;lz).cXn-1 e dom 'lf1y-(lV1z·C. (A(/y ;/z).c.X.,_1))
and <> e dom 'f1x.(lV1y·('ll1z·C· (A(/y ;/z).c.Xn-1)).(f'(/y ;/z).cX,.-1)) ;
X11 = Xn-t &x , where
x := 'f1x-('1111 .('111..c. (A(/y ;/z ).c.X,._1 )).(I'(/y ;/z).c.X.,_ 1)). <>
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Since f'(Jy ;lz ).cX,._1 e dom '1'ly·('l'1z .c. (ll(ly ;Iz ).c.X,,_1 )) and
<> e dom 't/x·('1'1y·('l'1z.C. (ll(Jy ;/z).cX,,_1)).(f'(/y ;/z).c.X,,_1 )) ,
f'(ly;lz).cX,._ 1 and (r(Iy;lz).cX,,_i)&x have the same
V(lx;ly).('1'1z·C. (A(/y ;/z).cX,,_1 )) .

function

value

under

Suppose f'(ly ;lz).cX,._1 )&xEdom 'tfy.('Jl1z·C· (ll(ly ;/z).c.X,._i)).
r(/y ;lz).cX,, = (r(/y ;/z).cX,,_1)&x, and
ll(ly;lz).cX,. =ll(ly;lz).cX,._1 .

From this last equality we also conclude a,. = a,,_ 1 •
The first statement about n is equivalent to the corresponding induction hypothesis.
For the second, it suffices that r(Iy;lz).cX,,_ 1 and f'(/y ;lz).cX,, have the same function
value under V(/x;/y).('Jl1,.c. (A(/y ;/z).c.X,,_ 1)), which we just proved.
Suppose, on the other hand, that
(r(ly ;Jz).c.X,,_1 )&xedom 'tfy-('Jl1z·C· (ll(ly ;/z).cX,,_1)).

Note that (f'(/y;/z).cX,,_1)&xE dom 'l'ir('Jltz·C· (ll(ly ;/z).c.X,._1)). so (r(/y;/z).c.X,._1)&x is
its own function value under V(/x;/y).('Jl1z).c.(A(/y;/z).cX,,_1)).
This implies
V(lx;ly).('Jl1z.C. (ll(ly ;lz).cX,._1 )).(f'(/y ;/z).c.X,._1) = (f'(ly ;/z).c.X,,_1 )&x .

So also
ll(lx;/y ).('1'1z·C· (ll(ly ;lz ).cX,,_1 )).u..-1 = (r(ly ;/z ).c.X,,_1 )&x .
r(Iy ;lz ).cX,. = <> , and ll(/y ;/z ).c X,. equals
V(Jy 'Jz).c. ((ll(/y ;lz ).cX11 _ 1 )&t1r('1'1z·C· (ll(ly ;/z).c.X,,_1)).((f'(ly;Jz).cX,._1 )&x)) .

The last of these equalities imp1ies that a,. = <> , so
f'(ly ;Iz).cX,. =<>immediately yields the second statement about n.

The first statement is harder to prove. We first rewrite ll(Jy ;lz ).c.X,. as Lim Z, where
Z 1 = (ll(ly;lz).cX,,_1 )&t1,.('Jl1z.C. (ll(ly ;/z).c.X,,_1)).((f'(/y ;Iz).cX,,_1 &x)

and
Z;& 'tty·('l'1z·CZ;).<>

if Z;e dom 'l'lz .c
Z;+1 =

and <> e dom t1r('Jl1z.cZ;)
Z; otherwise

To prove that 3m e IP:Ym = Z 1 , we make the following distinction:
ll(ly;Iz).cX,._1 is or is not equal to ll(lx@ly ;Iz).c.p'.
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'l''lz·C· (A.(/y ;lz ).c.X,,_1)

=c' . So:

Z1

= (A.(/y ;lz ).ex,,_, )&t1y-('1f1,.c. (A.(ly ;lz ).cX,.-1)).((r(ly ;lz ).ex,._, )&x)
= (A.(/x(Jj/y ;/z).c.p')&t1y·c'.(A.(lx ;/y).('1'1z.C. (A.(/y ;/z).cX,,_1)).a,,_1)
=Y1

Next, suppose A.(ly ;lz).c.X,,_1 ':/:. A.(lxely ;lz).c.p'.
a,,_1

<>,and 3me IP:Ym

=A.(ly;lz).cX,,_1 , say m'.

Ym'E dom \jffz.C, and

A.(lx ;ly).('1'1•.c.Ym-).<>
A.(lx ;ly).('1'1•.c. (A.(ly ;lz ).cX,,_1)).a,._1

=(r(/y;/z).cX,,_1)&x
which is in dom t1y-('1'1z.C. (A.(/y ;/z).cX,._1)) = dom 'tfy·('Vfz.C.Ym•).
Consequently,

= Ym•&t1y·('lffz·C.Ym·).(A.(/x;/y).('l'/z·C.Ym' ).<>)

= (A.(/y ;lz ).c.X,,_1)&t1,.('lf1z.C. (A.(/y ;/z ).c X,,_1 )).((r(/y ;lz).cX,._1)&x)
=Z1 .

In both cases, 3me IP:Z1

=Ym.

The proof that \ii e JP:(3me JP:Z; = Ym)
corresponding proof in the case p = <> .

=> (3me JP:Zi+l = Ym)

is identical to the

Conclusion:
\:ft,epref{l!(lx;ly)c.X,.} \pref{l!(lx;ly).c.X,._1 ):3me JP:Ym =

C.

By combining this with the induction hypothesis, we see that the first statement about n is
true.

1be first preparation is done.
1be second preparation is the proof of the proposition that
if Um X is infinite and Lim Y is finite, then
3me JP:Ymedom 'lflz·C /\ A.(/x;/y).('lf/z.C.Ym).<> is infinite.
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The fact that (r(lx;lyffilz).c.p')&r, which equals
(r(/x ;ly).c '.(r(IxEBly ;/z).c.p'))&r ,
is in dom t1x.c" , has the consequence that
r(Ix ;ly).c'.((r(Ixffily ;/z).c.p')&r) =<>and
!J.(lx;ly).c'.((r(lxffily;lz).c.p')&r) =Um W, where

(!J.(lx ;ly ).c '.(I'(lxffily ;/z ).c. p'))& tix .c ".((I'(lx ;/y ).c '.(r(/xEB/y ;lz ).c. p'))&r)

= (r(ly ;lz).c. (!J.(lx ;lyffilz ).c.p'))& t 1x.c ".((I'(lx ;lyEBlz ).c.p')&r)
and
Wj& t1x.('1'1y·C '. Wj). <>
ifWiedom 'lf1y.c'
Wj+I =

and <>edomt1,,.('lffy·c'.Wi)

w1 otherwise
We will demonstrate inductively that

'r/je IP:!J.(ly;lz).c.Xi = !J.(lxEBly;lz).c.p'-::> Wj = r(Jy ;lz).cXi .
j

=1:

If !J.(/y ;lz ).ex 1 = !J.(lxEBly ;lz ).c.p' , and hence

!J.(/y ;lz).cX 1 = !J.(/y;/z).c. (!J.(/x ;lyEBlz).c.p'),
then W 1 , which was
(r(/y ;lz).c. (!J.(lx ;/yEB/z).c.p'))& t 1x.c".((I'(lx;ly@lz).c.p')&r) ,
equals
r(ly ;lz).c. ((!J.(lx;JyEBlz).c.p')&t1x·c".((r(lx ;/y@/z).c.p')&r)) ,

orr(/y;/z).cX1.
j > 1:

Suppose !J.(ly;/z).c.Xj =!J.(lxff!Jly ;/z).c.p', so also !J.(/y;lz).cXj-I = !J.(lx@ly ;/z).c.p';

suppose Wj-1 = r(Iy;lz).cXj-1 .

w

If Xi =Xj-t , then either r(/y;/z).cXJ-l edom 1,.c' or
<> edomt1x.('1'fy·c'.(r(ly;lz).cXj-t)).
Hence Wi WJ-t , so Wi = r(ly;lz).cXi.

=
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Otherwise, r(/y ;lz).CXj-1 Edom 'Vfy-C' and

<> e dom 't1z.('V1y·c'.(r(/y ;/z).cXj-1 )) .

wi
= Wj-1 &'t1z.('V1,.c'.Wj-1).<>
= (r(/y ;lz).cXj-I)&'t1x·<'V1rc'.(r(Iy ;lz).cXj-1 )).<>

={

A(/y ;lz).cXi =A(/y;/z).c.Xj-1 :}

r(/y ;lz).cXj .

The induction on j has been accomplished.
Suppose Vne /P:A(/y;/z).c.X,,

=A(lx$/y;/z).c.p'.

We just pointed out that in that case, '\;/je IP:Wj = r(/y ;lz).cXj.
W cannot have an infinite limit: that would contradict
A(lx;ly).c'.((r(lxffily;lz).c.p')&r)edom 'tfy·c'.

But even as W
A(ly;lz).cXi

has

a

finite

limit,

say Wi

, we

reach

a contradiction:

=A(/x(f)/y;lz).c.p' and hence is an element of dom 'V1z.C, so r(/y;/z).c.X/t

dom 'tfy·('Vft·C· (A(/y ;lz).CXj))

=dom 't1y-('V1z.C. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p'))
whereas we just saw that Lim We dom 'tfy .c' .
The opposite of the supposition must be the case:
3ne IP:A(ly;lz).cX,. '#A(lx$/y;lz).c.p'.
Suppose that Lim X is infinite, so for all n e IP:
A(ly;lz).cX,.edom \V1z.C

and r(/y;lz).c.X,.edom 'Vty·('VJz·C· (A(/y ;/z).c.X,.))

and<> e dom 't1.t-<V1r<'V1z-C. (A(/y ;lz).c.X,,)).(r(/y ;lz).cX,.)).
Suppose that Lim Y is finite; let Me IP be such that YM =Lim Y and (M

= l v YM-i '# YM) .

There exist n and min IP such that Ym = A(/y ;lz).cX,. , by the following proof.
3ne IP:A(Iy;/z).cX11 '#A(lxffily;lz).c.p'.
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proper extension of ll(lxffily ;lz).c.p' is Ym for some me IP . There are only finitely many
values in {Ymlme IP} , so ll(ly ;lz).cX,. must itself be finite and hence Ym for some me IP.
To complete the second preparation, let Ym be the longest prefix of YM that is ll(ly ;lz ).c .X,.
for some ne IP.
Letne IP be such thatll(/y;/z).cX,. =Ym and(n 1 v ll(ly;lz).cX,,_1 ¢fm).
If n = 1 , then r(ly ;Jz).cX,. =<>as a consequence of
ll(ly ;lz ).c.X 1 ¢ ll(/y;/z).c. (ll(lx ;/y(!)fz).c. p') ;
if n > 1, then r(Jy;Jz).cX,. =<>because ll(ly;/z).cX,. ¢ ll(/y;/z).c.X,,_1.

=

Besides, ll(/y;/z).c.X,.edom 'l'lz·C, so Ymedom 'l'Iz·C.
ll(lx ;ly).('1'1z·C.Y,..).<>

=V(Jx;Jy).('1'1z·C· (ll(ly;Jz).cX,.)).<>
=UmW, whereW 1 =<>and
Wi& 't1x·('l'1,,.(w1z.c. (ll(ly ;lz ).cX,,)).Wj). <>

if Wje dom '1'fy·('1'1z.C. (ll(ly ;Jz ).c.X,.))
and <> e dom 't1x·('l'fy.('l'rz·C· (ll(ly ;Jz).cX,.)).Wj)
Wi otherwise

The proof (by induction on j) of Vje IP:Wi =r(Jy;lz).cX11 +i-l is the same as in the case
p=<>.
So Lim Wis infinite.
The second preparation is completed. It yields a useful by-product:
3ne IP:Jl(Jy ;lz).cX,,

¢

ll(lx6Jy;lz).c.p'

so if Um x is finite, then
ll(ly;lz).c.(UmX) ¢/l(lx(!)Jy;lz).c.p' .

Again, a consequence of
3me IP:Ymedom'¥1i·C All(lx;ly).('l'ri·c.Y,..).<> is infinite
is that

Lim Ye dom Wfz.C

A

ll(/x ;ly).('1'1z.c. (Um Y)). <> is infinite .

The proofs of (ii)-(vii) of this case are very similar to those in the case p = <> . We will
present them in a fast fashion, meanwhile accentuating any differences with the case
p=<>.
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t::..(lx;lyffilz).c.p.

All finite prefixes of t::..(ly ;lz).c.XN are prefixes of Lim Y , hence so is t::..(ly ;/z).c.XN
itself. Suppose it were a proper (and hence a finite) prefix. Since
t::..(ly;lz).c.XN ;et::..(lxf!!!ly;lz).c.p' , t::..(/y;lz).c.XN is a component of Y by the first
preparation, say y m •
YmE dom \jf/z·C, and t::..(/x ;/y ).(1jf1z.C.Ym). <>Edom 'tfy.(\jffz·C.Ym) •

<> edomt1,.(1jf1z.C.Ym), SO t::..(lx ;ly).(1jf1z·C.Ym).<>

¢

<>.

<> edom W1,.(ljf1,.c.Ym) and<> edom t1.r.(W1,.(W1z.C.Ym).<>).
¢ <> , so XN ¢ <> . Yet this time, this in itself doesn't imply N > 1 .
We will nevertheless see that N > 1 .

r(ly ;lz).c.XN

Let x be the last component of XN .
If N = l , then XN

t::..(lx;/yf!!!lz).c.p' &x, and the fact that f(ly ;lz).c.XN ;e <>yields

t::..(ly;lz).c.XN

= ll(/y;Jz).c. (ll(lx;lyf!!!lz).c.p')

= ll(lxffJ/y ;Jz).c.p'
but we already concluded t::..(ly ;lz).c.XN ;e t::..(lxffJ/y ;/z).c.p'.
SoN> l ,andXN=XN-i&x,and
x

=T1x·<W1,.(w1,.c. (ll(ly ;/z).c.XN-1)).(f(/y ;lz).c.XN-i).<> .

Since r(ly;/z).c.XN

¢

<>,

(f(ly ;Iz).c.XN-1 )&xe dom 'tfy·(W1z.c.ll(ly ;/z).c.XN-1))

r(/y ;lz).c.XN = (r(/y;/z).c.XN-1)&x
A(/y;/z).c.XN-1 =ll(ly;lz).c.XN = Ym
X

='tfx.(W1,.(\jffz·C.Ym).(r(/y ;lz).c.XN-1 )).<>

r(/y ;/z).c.XNE dom 'tfy.(1jl'[,.C.Ym)
ll(lx;ly).('111z·C.Ym).<>
r(ly ;/z).c.XN

¢

=V(lx;ly).('111z·C.Ym).(r(ly;lz).c.XN)

V(lx ;ly).(1111,.c.Ym).(r(ly ;lz).c.XN)

r(/y ;/z).C.XNE dom 'l'Jy-('11/z·C.Ym)

<> e dom 'tfx·('111,.('111z-C.Ym).(r(/y ;lz ).c.XN ))
XN

;1: Lim

X : a contradiction.

Therefore, t::..(ly ;lz ).c .XN cannot be a proper prefix of Lim Y :
A(/y;/z).c. (ll(lx;lyffJ/z).c.p) =ll(lxffJ/y ;lz).c.p .
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(iv). SupposeA2 AB2; say XN =UmXand YM =Lim Y.
XNe8(/y;/z).c and YMedom 'l'lz·C.
YM = A(ly;lz).c.XN, SO A(/y;lz).cXNedom 'lflz·C.

Nevertheless XN =Lim X , so
r(/y ;lz).c.XNE dom 'lfrr('lfrz·C. (A(/y ;/z).cXN)) =>
<> fie dom t1x.('1'1,.('1f1z.c. (b.(/y ;/z).cXN)).(r(/y ;lz ).cXN)) .
So r(/y ;lz).cXN is its own function value under V(/x;/y).(11'1z.C.YM).
In this proof part, the value of °'N plays a role; trivially, aN = <> .
b.(lx ;ly ).(1¥1,.c.(b.(lxffily ;lz ).c.p)).(r(Jxffi/y ;/z).c.p)

= b.(/x;ly).('lfrz·C.YM). <>

=V(Jx;ly).(1¥1z.c.YM).(r(/y ;Jz).c.XN)
= r(/y ;lz).cXN
r(ly ;Jz).c. (A(/x ;/y(J:J/z ).c. p)

(v). Trivial: r(lx;lyffilz).c.p and r(lxffily;lz).c.p are both<>.
(vi). Suppose B 2 AB 4 .
If Lim Xis infinite, then so is A(lx;ly).('1'1z.C. (Lim Y)).<> , quod non { B4 :j> . So
Lim Xis finite, and hence A(/x;/yffi/z).c.p e 0(/y ;lz).c.
(vii). Suppose B 2 AB 6 .
Lim Y is finite. Should Lim X be infinite, then
Um Yedom 'l'Iz·C, quod non { B6:} .
So again, b.(lx ;lyffilz).c.p e 0(,/y ;lz).c.

The lemma has been proved.

0
This lemma suffices to prove not only the equalities for which it was originally composed,
namely those of the "critical domains":
dom 'l'ixfJJ(ly$Jz)-C = dom '1'(/11:$/y)(Nz·C

and
dom 'tJxm<_Iy$/z)·C

= dom 't<J:x$1y'f$Iz·C ,

but even the total equality of the two tripartite interfaces.
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6.4.2. Theorem
Ix: interface.
ly: interface to Ix.
lz: interface to ly.
lxtfJ(lyEfHz) = (lxffily )@/z

Proof
Crx$(Jyelz) =Ci:

= C (/xWy)lfJ/z ;

=R1z = R (/xGJ/y)lfJ/z ;
A/x$(/y$/z) =Aix =A (/xl@/y)(f)lz ;
F1:tec1:1el:) =Fix =F (lxGJly)(f)I: •
R1xe(Jy@/z)

Let c e C11 • We have to show
(i).

'V!xe(lyelz)·C

(ii).

't/x$(/y$/z)-C

= 'V(lx@ly)(f)lz·C
= 't(fxe!y)lIJlz•C

We first prove the equality of the domains in (i) and (ii).
(i).

Let p e Fix*

•

We show that

P edom 'Vtxe(lyGJ!z)-C
or, equivalently, A

~

~

P edom 'V(lx$fy)$1z·C

B.

(=>) SupposeAl "A2"A3AA4AA5.
B 1 follows from A l , by 6.4. l.(i).

From A 2 and 6.4. l.(ii) we conclude
(>1c)

A(ly;Jz).c.(A(lx;lyffilz).c.p)

=A(lxffily;lz).c.p .

In combination with A 3 this yields B 2 , and hence B 3 via 6.4.1.(iii).
By 6.4.1.(iv), we may now conclude
r(Jy ;/z).c. (A(lx ;/y@/z).c.p) = A(lx;ly).('V1z.c. (A(Ix@Iy ;/z).c.p)).(r(/xE9/y ;/z).c.p) .

Substituting this and (•) in A 4 yields B 4 .
6.4.1.(v) gives
r(/x ;Jy).('Vi:.c. (A(lxffily ;Jz).c.p)).(r(/x@/y ;/z).c.p) = r(lx ;Jyffilz).c.p .

This equality, the previous one, and (>1c) together substituted in A 5 yields B 5 .
We conclude BI" B2" B3 A 84 "B5.
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(<:=) SupposeBlAB2AB3AB4AB5.

A 1 follows from B 1by6.4.1.(i).

Since 82 A B4 holds, A 2 is given by 6.4.1.(vi).
So by 6.4.1.(ii),
(*)

A(/y;/z).c. (A(lx;/y$/z).c.p) =A(/x(f)ly;/z).c.p,

with which A 3 follows from B 2 .
A2A B 2 holds, so by 6.4.1.(iv),
r(ly ;/z).c. (A(lx ;fy(IJ/z).c.p) = A(lx ;ly).('VIz·C· (A(lx$/y ;/z).c.p)).(r(/x6/y ;/z).c.p),

which togelher wilh (*) produces A 4 from B 4 ;
and by 6.4.1.(v),
r(Ix;ly).('V1z-C. (A(fx(f)/y;lz).c.p)).(r(Jx$/y ;/z).c.p) = r(Ix;ly$/z).c.p,

and given B 5 . this in combination with lhe previous equality and(*) yields A 5 .
The conclusion is A 1 A A 2 A A 3 A A 4 A A 5 .
(ii). Let again p e F1x*

. This time we strive for

p Edom 'r:/::$(fyEfilz)-C <:::> Pe dom 'r:(/%Efily')elz .c
which we may also put as A'~ B'.
(=>) Suppose A 1 A A2A A6.
As before, A 1 yields B 1 because of 6.4.1.(i).
Besides, by 6.4.1.(ii), A 2 implies
A(ly;Jz).c. (A(lx;/y(f)/z).c.p) =A(/x(f)fy ;lz).c.p,

which suffices to prove B 6 from A 6 .
So B 1 I\ B 6 holds.
(<=)Suppose Bl AB6.

A 1 follows from B 1 by 6.4.1.(i).
Using 6.4.1.(vii), we conclude A 2 from B 6 .
Hence by 6.4.1.(ii),
A(Jy;Jz).c. (A(lx;/y$/z).c.p) = A(lx$/y;lz).c.p,

and with this we derive A 6 from B 6 .
This adds up to A 1 A A 2 A A 6 .
So indeed, the domain equalities hold.

The last step is to prove equality of function values.

141 (i).

Let p edom 'l'txGl(ly$/z)·C and p edom '1'(lx$ly)E9/z.C.

={ 6.2.5}

'1'1x.<'1'1y$1z·C· (A(lx ;/y(J)lz ).c. p )).(r(lx ;lyffilz).c.p)

={ 6.2.5 :j>
'l'tx·<'l'ty·('1'1•. c. (A(/y ;lz).c. (!!..(Ix ;/yffi/z).c.p))).
(I'(ly ;/z).c. (!!..(Ix ;/yffilz ).c.p))).(r(/x ;lyffilz ).c. p)

= { 6.4.1.(ii),(iv),(v)}
'l'lx·('1'1y.('1'1•. c. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p)).
(A(lx;ly ).('1'1,.c. (A(lxffily ;/z).c.p)).(r(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p))).
(I'(lx;Jy).('1'1z·C· (A(/xffi/y ;/z).c.p)).(r(/xEB/y ;lz).c.p))

={ 6.2.5 :j>
'l'txely·('l'1z.C.(1!..(/x(J)Jy ;/z ).c.p )).(r(/x(J)/y ;lz ).c. p)
={ 6.2.5}

(ii). Let P edom 't/x(f)(lyelz)-C and p edom 't(/x$fy)$1z·C.

={ 6.2.5}

't/yefz.C. (A(/x;/yffi/z).c.p))

={ 6.2.5 :j>
't11 .c. (A(/y ;/z).c. (A(/x ;/y(J)/z).c.p))

= { 6.4.1.(ii) }
t11 .c. (A(/x@/y ;/z).c.p)

={ 6.2.5}

The proof is completed.
I]
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CHAPTER

7

INTERFACE TYPES
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The two quasi-orders on partial machines that were put upon the stage so far, viz. uc and kn , are
the extremes among the fonnal renderings of the various intuitive notions of functional inclusion.
By the definition of the fonner, DD uc D means that the exact input-output behavior of D is
covered by that of DD . This is functional inclusion of D in DD in the narrowest sense.
By the definition of the latter, DD kn D means that at least all applications that can be realized
using D , can in principle also be realized using DD , be it, perhaps, by means of lengthy and
painstaking operating procedures. Thus, kn fonnalizes the widest sense of functional inclusion of
DinDD.
With the contemplation of Section 5.1 in mind, we can. think of a notion of "final" functional
specification and one of "initial" functional specification corresponding to these two extremes,
respectively. After all, it was argued in Chapter 2 that a complete functional specification determines an equivalence class of uc, and at the end of Section 5.4, we came to the.conclusion that
any functional specification, no matter how incomplete, should at least reveal to which kit-class
the data machines with the intended external behavior belong.
There are, of course, intuitive notions of functional inclusion which have a position between these
two extremes. For instance, there is nothing against defining that D is functionally included in
DD if there exist "translation functions" ae C0 -tC00 and pe RDD-+Ro such that the machine
that arises from DD by appropriately using these functions is upward compatible with D .
command of D

response of D

a
command of DD

response of DD

DD
Figure 17
This "appropriate use" of a and p is as follows: a command c of D is translated to a.c before it is
fed into DD , and the response r returned by DD is translated to p.r before it is presented to the
user.
These intermediate forms of functional inclusion are treated in this chapter. One of the results
will be that the two extremes are special cases thereof, and indeed extreme ones (see Section 7.3).
The intennediate forms are defined by posing a special kind of demands, called interface types in
the same section, to interfaces. As one expects, the resulting "functional inclusion relations" will
all be quasi-orders.
We recall from Section 5.1 that such functional inclusion relations are used to formulate requirements that a description of machine behavior must meet before it deserves to be called a (complete or incomplete) functional specification. This works as follows. Given an interface type, say

143 T , we say that a predicate over panial machines is a functional specification according to type T
if the machines for which the predicate is true, form an equivalence class of the quasi-order on
partial machines associated with the interface type T. (In Section 7.3. this quasi-order is called
the type T kernel relation.)
The eventual benefit that will have to come from these kinds of functional specifications is that
they serve as stepping-stones for a specifier making his way from the incomplete and informal
user requirements to the complete functional specification.

A methodological obstacle, but one that we will simply pass over, is the fact that the theory
presented in this chapter does not fit within ordinary first-order set theory [DS75). Some of the
objects introduced here are proper classes, or even "hyperclasses" thereof, etcetera. We will not
let this stand in our way, to avoid a repetition of the Skolem-GBdel history mentioned on page 46
of [Da78]: up to a trivial step, Skolem proved completeness of the first-order predicate logic long
before G&lel did, but he was against the mere formulation of this result because it contained a
reference to "all models of a theory". which may form a ''hyperclass" of proper classes.
7.2. HATCHES

For a natural development of the theory in this chapter, we require the notion presented in the following definition. The reason why is not explained here; it will become apparent in subsequent
sections.
7.2.1. Definition

A hatch is an interface I such that C1c;;;A1 and for all c e C1 :
(i).

\jl'/.cc;:A.pe {<>):c

(ii). t 1.cc;: A.p e F1 1 : Pt

D
Elucidation:
Let I be a hatch, and let c e C1 •

dom 'l't·C is either 0 or {<>) . The first implies that I blocks upon command c , because
<> t: dom T.t .C (note also that dom '11'1 ·c = 0 ~ dom r.1.c =0 for a hatch I ). If the second holds,
then c is passed as an action (i.e. 'Vi·c· <> = c ), and I will not generate any more actions before it
has returned a response and received a new command.

Consequently, Eo('l't·C).s equals <> in the first case and <c> in the second, for every partial
machineD and every seSo.
Suppose 'l't·C = A.pe {<>) :c, and let reF1 . Either <r> e dom t1.c, and then 'T.f .C. <r> = r, or I
blocks after receiving r •
This behavior of a hatch (except the blocking) reminds us of the identity interfaces of Definition
5.6.3. As a matter of fact, every identity interface is a hatch just like every data machine is a partial machine. We might call a hatch a "panial identity interface"; however, we should keep in
mind that Ct =At and F1 = R1 need not hold for a hatch I . The requirement C1c;;;, At is there for
technical reasons, in particular the corollary to Lemma 7 .2.2. Note that i 1 .cc;: A.p e F11 :p 1 does
not entail that F1c;;; R1 •
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7.2.2. Lemma
D: partial machine.
I: hatch to D.

DtfJ/ =<SD, Cb Rb
l.ceC1:(MD.c)tLc,
l.ceC1:(QD.c)t:E.: >

where Le= (sedom QD.cl<QD.c.s> edom't1.c) .

Proof
SD@I =SD , CD@I

=C1 , and RD4J>l =R1 hold by definition.

Let ceC1 , and letseSD.

We will first prove that sedom QD4J>!.C

<=:;>SE Le.

sedom QD4J>l·C iff ED(w1.c).seCD* (which always holds) and
sedom ('t1.c<> QD.(ED('1'1.c).s)), i.e.
sedom QD.(ED('V1-C).s) /\ QD.(ED('V1-C).s).sedom 'tf.C .

The second conjunct implies #(ED(w1.c).s) =1, and hence ED(IJ'1.c).s =<c>.
If that holds, then dom wr.c = { <>) , and
sedom QD.(ED('1'1.c).s) A QD.(ED('V1.c).s).sedom't1.c

If dom 'VI .c

=0

, then dom 't1.c does not contain I-tuples, and hence Le

Now suppose s e I:., .

= MD.(ED('¥1-C).s).s
=Mo.<c>.s
=MD.C.S

and

=0

.
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= t 1.c. <(h).c.s>
=Qo.C.S

[]
A consequence of Lemma 7.2.2 is that D uc DffJI , because Id S0 is a homomorphism of DlfJ/ to
D. C0 @li;;;;,C0 is implied by Cf';;;.A1 andA1i;;;;,C0 .
7.2.3. Lemma
/:interface.
J: hatch to I.
/ffjJ = <C1oR1oA1. F1. "lj{,t'>

where for all ce C1 :

w'.c

={1d0
\jff.C

if dom \jlJ.C

=0

if dom\jlJ.C

= {<>}

and
ifdomw1 .c
ifdom\jlJ.C

0

= (<>}

Proof
First note that the use of\j/1.c and t 1.c in the fonnulas above is justified:
c eC1, soc eA1; and because J is to/, also c e C1.
LetceC1 .

=

If domw1.c 0, and hence dom t 1.c = 0,
then i: 6.2.3 :t> e(I ;J).c and S(/-,J).c are both 0 .

Suppose dom\j/1.c = { <>}.
The proof that e(/;J).c = {peF/' IJJro{p}i;;;;,dom 'Vi·c), and forpe0(/;J).c,

p

if p Edom 't[.C

{ <>

if p edom 'tf.C

r(/;J).c.p=

and
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!J.(l ;J).c. p

=
{ <'t1.c.p>

ifp edom 't1.c

is the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.2.6.
Consequently, !J.(/;J).c.p edom \ifJ.C <::::> p e dom 't1.c,
and if !J.(l;J).c.pedom \ifJ.C, then
r(/;J).c.p edom \if1.(\if1.c.(!J.(l;J).c.p)) <::::> r(/;J).c.p e dom '111 .c
pe S(/ ;J).c <::::> p edom \ill .c; in that case, \ill$.!·c.p

=\jl1.(\jl1.c. <>).p =\jl1.c.p.

p e 0<,l;J).c <::::> pe dom't1 .c" <'t1 .c.p> edom 'tJ.C; in that case,
't/a,r.c.p = 'tJ.C. <'tt .c.p>

='t,.c.p

.

D
From this lemma, it can immediately be derived that if I is also a hatch, then lffJJ is a hatch too.
7.2.4. Lemma

I: hatch.
J: interface to I.
ForallceC1 :
(i).

\iltef·C

=\jlJ.Ct {p eF/" ndom \ifJ.C Jdom \jlf.(\jlJ.C.p) ={<>} /\
\ip'epro{p }:<(p >-p')1 > edom't1.(\if1.c.p')}

(ii). 't1a,r.c = 'tJ.ct {p eF/*ndom 't1 .c I
\ip'epro {p }:<(p >-p') 1> edom 't1.(\if1.c.p')}

Proof
LetceC1 .
We will first prove by recurrence on p that for all p eF1* .
pe0<,/;J).c <=i> \ip'epro{p}:p'edom\jl1 .c"
dom '111·(\ifJ.C.p') = { <>} /\

\ip" epro {p'}:<(p >-p")1 > e dom 't1.(\if1.c.p 11 )
and if p e 0<.f ;J).c , then
p
!J.(l "J).c.p

if \ip'epro{p}:<(p >-p')1> edom 't1.(\if1.c.p')

=
{ p-< <p.#p> otherwise
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<>

if \ip'epro{p }:<(p >-p')1 > e dom t1.(1j11.c.p')

r(/ ;J).c.p =
{ <p.#p> otherwise
p=<>:
<> e 0(/ ;J).c and pro { <>} = 0 , which makes the first formula trivial.
fl(l;J).c. <> = V(/;J).c. <>,which is<> in this case { 6.2.1 :j> .
r(/;./).c.<> = <>.
The case p = <> is done. p =p'&r:
pe0(/;./).c

<=> { 6.2.2 :j>
p'e 0(1;.1).c A fl(l;J).c.p'edom w1.c A r(/;J).c.p'e dom 'Vt .('lf1.c. (fl(/ ;J).c.p'))

<=> 1: only possible iff(/;J).c.p' =<> :j>
(Vp"epro(p'}:p"edomv1.c Adomw1.('1f1.c.p")= {<>}A
V'p"'epro{p"}:<(p'>-p"') 1 > e dom tdv1.c.p"')) A
(V'p"epro{p'}:<(p'>-p")1> e dom t1.('1f1.c.p")) A

v

p'edom 1.c

A

dom 'lf1.(1f1.c.p') = {<>I

<=> V'p"epro(p}:p"edomw1.c Adomw1.(w1.c.p")= {<>}"
V'p"'epro(p") :<(p'>-p"')1 > edom t1.(1f1.c.p"')

=

(note that (p'>-p"') 1 (p >-p"') 1 in this last line).
The function values of r(/ ;J).c and fl(/ ;J).c are computed as follows.
(I'(/ ;J).c.p')&re dom t 1.(w1 .c .(fl(/ ;J).c. p'))

iff <r> edom t 1.(w1.c.p'), which is equivalent to
'v'p"epro (p }:<(p >-p")1> edom t1.(1f1.c.p') .

If that is the case, then fl(/ ;J).c. p = p' &r =p , and r(/ ;J).c. p =<> ;
otherwise, fl(/ ;./).c.p = p' and r(/ ;J).c.p = <r> .
This completes the recurrence proof.
dom 'fl$J·C
=0(1;.l).c

= {p e 0(/;./).c lfl(/;./).c.pedom 'fJ.C A r(/;./).c.p edom '¥1·(1f1.c. (fl(/;./).c.p)))

=1:

r(/;J).c.p has to be<>}
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{p eF1* i(''itp'epro {p} :p'e dom \fl;.c A dom 'f11.(\fl;.c.p1 ) = { <>} A
Vp"epro{p'):<(p >-p") 1 > e dom t1.('f1;.c.p11) ) A
Vp'epro{p }:<(p >- p') 1> edom t1.('fl;.c.p') A
pedom'fl;.c Adom'f11.('f1;.c.p)= {<>}}

= {peF,*ndom 'f1;.cldom'f11.('f1;.c.p) ={<>} A
Vp'epro{p }:<(p >-p')1> edom t1.('fl;.c.p')}
and
domtfeJ·C

=0(_/;J).c
= { p e 9{_/ ;J).c IA(/ ;J).c. p e dom t; .c}
= { A(/;J).c.p = p',otherwise p-< (p.#p)edomt;.c and hence pe0(/;J).c}
{peF,*' i(''itp'epro {p):p'edom 'fl;.c A dom'f11.('f1;.c.p')= {<>)A
Vp"epro{p'}:<(p >-p")1> e dom t1.('fl;.c.p")) A
Vp'epro{p ):<(p >-p') 1> edom tf .('fl;.c.p') A p edom t;.c}

= { domt1.('fl;.c.p');t:0:> dom'f11.('f1;.c.p')= {<>}

1'

{p E F1* ndom t;.c IVp'epro {p }:<(p >-p')1> edom td'fl;.c.p'))
That the function values of 'fllli1IJ·C and t 11i11J.C are those of 'fl;.c and 11 .c , respectively, is
proved the same way as in 6.2.7.
[]

Like from Lemma 7.2.3, it can be seen from this last lemma that a composed interface le.I is a
hatch if both constituents I and J are hatches.
Another consequence of Lemma 7.2.4 is that for any interface J and an arbitrary set B, if I is
defined as

A.ceA1 :A.pe {<>}:c,

A.ceA1 :A.peF1 1:p 1 >,
then /is a hatch, and /el= <C;.-R;.A;. F1 uB, 'VJ. 1'.J >.
In the next section, it will become clear that this is a useful result.
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7.3. INTERFACE TYPES

The properties that we want to demand from interfaces have to be such that the resulting relations
between partial machines are quasi-orders. It would look natural if we could realize this as follows:
to obtain reflexivity, we require that every identity interface meets the condition;
to obtain transitivity, a composed interface 191 has to meet the condition whenever the constituents I and J meet it.

Unfortunately, this latter requirement does not suffice to guarantee transitivity. This is because in
the transitivity proof, viz. 6.3.4, it is supposed that F1 (called Fryz there) contains R1 ( R1xy in that
case) as a subset, which was reasonable because otherwise, F1 could be replaced by F1 uR1
without loss of demonstrative force. But there is no reason to be sure that if I and J are interfaces
that meet a given condition, then the interface that arises from J when we replace its set of feedback items by F1 u R1 , meets the condition too.
Adding this as an extra requirement would solve the problem, but some interesting results of this
chapter would be lost. Therefore, we prefer to amplify the first condition, as in the following
definition.

7.3.1. Definition
An interface type is a property T of interfaces such that:
(i).

Every hatch has property T .

(ii). If I is an interface with property T and J is an interface to I with property T,

then I el has property T .

D
If Tis an interface type, then for an interface I we will write T(I) to mean that I has property T .
We will also express T(I) as' I is of type T '.

In the sequel. we will identify the notions of "property" and "class": so an interface type is a class
of interfaces that contains all hatches and that is closed under interface composition.

The functional inclusion relation that is defined on the basis of an interface type T is called the
type T kernel relation:
7.3.2. Definition
T : interface type.
D, DD : partial machines.
DD knT D :<=:>there exists an interface I of type Tto DD such that DDffil uc D.

D
If we want to talk about the type T kernel relation for some interface type T , but without mentioning T, thenwe simply call it a typed kernel relation.
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T : interface type.
On any set of partial machines, knT is a quasi-order.

Proof
Reflexivity follows from 5.6.4 and the fact that every identity interface is a hatch.
Transitivity is proved much like in 6.3.4; we require the last result of Section 7.2 to adapt
lyz as in the proof of that lemma. Details are left to the reader.

0
There are two extreme interface types; the related typed kernel relations are kn and uc •
1. The property of being an interface is an interface type, and every interface is of this type.
So the ordinary kernel relation from Chapter 5 is also a typed kernel relation, and indeed the
most liberal of them all.
2. The property of being a hatch is an interface type, and the hatches are of every interface type.
From Lemma 5.6.4 and the corollary to 7.2.2 we conclude (by the transitivity of uc ) that the
typed kernel relation belonging to this maximally restrictive interface type is upward compatibility.

7.4. EXAMPLES
Example l.
As a first example, we will fonnalize the functional inclusion relation informally described in
Section 7.1: for D and DD, there exist aeC0 -+Coo and 11eR00 -+Ro such that the partial
machine that arises from DD by appropriately using these functions a and 11 , is upward compatible with D.
Given such D and DD , and accordingly a and p, an interface that does the trick is the following:

<Co. Ro. Coo. Roo.
A.ceCo:Ape { <> }:a.c,

A.c e Co:/.peRoo 1 :11.(p,) >
All we have to demand of an interface I in order that it is of this fonn (i.e. it is the above interface
for some D , DD , a , and 11 ) is that
(*) 311eF1-+R1:\fce C1:i:1.c = /.peF1 1 :P.(p1)
because if this holds for I , then trivially \fceC1:domv1.c= (<>} and hence (define

a :=A.ceC1:v1.c. <>)
3ae C1-+A1:\fceC1:v1.c =Ape { <> }:a.c .
But the fonnula (*)does not describe an interface type: it is not satisfied by every hatch/. The
formula will be weakened to remove this difficulty:
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even though this means that for some c e C1 , dom v1.c may contain non-empty tuples of feedback
items.
We will first prove that the formula(**) (with I as a free variable) defines an interface type.
(i).

For a hatch/, choose a fixed response r 0 of I, and define Pe Fr-+R1 by

p.r={'

ro
forallreF1.
(ii). Let I and J be interfaces with the described property, J an interface to I .
Let Pie Fr-+Rt and p,e Fr-~R, be such that
VceC1:r.1c;;./,,peF/ :Pt-CP1)

and
VceC,:'t1<;;.ApeF1 1:p,.(p 1)

•

Letcec,.
Let pedom 't/eJ.C; then pe 0<.I;J).c and t:i.(l;J).c.p has length I.
A(/ ;J).c. <> = V(/ ;J).c. <> , which equals <> . Sop :F <> , say p =p'&r.
If A(/;J).c.p' *- <> , then A(/;J).c.p'edom r.1 .c and hence p E0<.I ;J).c, quod non.
HenceA(/;J).c.p' =<>,and<> edom 'lfJ.C, and (r(/;J).c.p')&redomr.1.('l'J·c.p), which
implies thatr(/;J).c.p' = <>. Sop'=<> and hence #p 1.

=

A(/;J).c.p
= V(/ ;J).c. <r.1.('!fJ.C. <>).<r>>
= V(/;J).c. <P1.r>

't/eJ·C.p

='t1.c.<P1.r>
= P1.(P1.r)
= (P1° P1).(P1)
Conclusion: Vee C1:T.1eJ .c~ Ape F1 1 :(p,o P1 ).(p1) ;

p,

0

Pie Fr-+R1 because R1t;;;. F, .

So the fonnula (**)defines an interface type.

The example of an interface that preceded the introduction of this formula proves that if the func ...
tional inclusion relation under study holds, then there exists an interface of the described type that
constitutes the simulation process. We will now prove the converse.
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Let D and DD be partial machines, I an interface to D with the property described by (**) , and
suppose DDffil uc D . We must demonstrate the existence of aeC0 ~C00 and peR00 ~R0
such that the following partial machine is upward compatible with D :
DDap := <Soo. Co. Ro,

A.ce Co:'MedomMoo·(a.c):Moo.(a.c).s.
A.ceCo:'Medom Qoo-(a.c):p.(Qoo.(a.c).s) >
Choose a fixed command c 0 of DD and a fixed response r 0 of D .
Define aeCo~Coo by
IJl1.c. <> if<> edom 'lf1.c
a.c=

{ co

otheiwise

3peF1 ~R1 :VceC1 :i:n;;;;)•.peF1 1 :p.(p 1) , say p,.

Define peRoo~Ro by
p1.r i{l>1.reRo
p.r=

.
{r

0

otherwise

DDG'J/ uc D implies C 0 r;;,C1 .

We will show that Id S00 is a homomoiphism of DDffil to DDap .
Let c e C1 and se dom Qooe1 , which means
Eoo(1J11.c).se Coo* /\ sedom Qoo-(Eoo('V1-c).s) /\ Qoo.(Eoo(1J11.c).s).s edom i:,.c

Since dom i:1.c contains only I-tuples, and
Eoo('lf1.c ).s is a I-tuple

<=> dom w1 = {<>} ,

in which case Eo(w1.c ).s

= <w1 ~c. <> > , an alternative fonnulation is:

dom 1J11.c = {<>} /\ sedom Qoo.('lf1.c. <>) /\ <Qoo.(w1.c. <>).s> edom t1.c

This obviously implies sedom Qoo.(a.c), i.e. sedom Qoo<4}·c .
Moo<4}.c.s
=Moo-(a.c).s
=Moo.(Eoo(1J11.c ).s).s
=Moo11J1.C.S ;
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= p.(Qoo.(a.c).s)
='tr.c. (Qoo.(Eoo(1J11.c).s).s)

So DDap UC DDffJ/ ' so DDap UC D .
Example 2.
Another interface type is the property that - provided there is no blocking or livelock a command c is translated to ajixed tuple of actions, i.e. Eo(1Jl1.e).s depends only on c and not on D or
on s . Fmmally (for an interface I):
\fee C1:(3ne IV:dom 't1.cc;;;;.F/) "(Vp, p'e dom 1J11.c:#p = #p' => 1J11.c.p:::: 1J11.e.p')

Again, we start with proving that this determines an interface type.
(i).

Let I be a hatch, and let e e C1 •
dom 't1.e-;;F11 , and<> is the only element (if any) of dom 1Jlr.c.

(ii). Let I have this property, and let J be an interface to I that also has this property.
LetceC1.
From 6.2.1, it can be derived by recurrence that

Vp, p1eF1* :#p =#p' "#(V(/;J).c.p) <#(V(/:,J).c.p') => V(/J).c.p ~dom 1JIJ.e .
In 6.2.2, this results in
Vp. p'e 0(/;J).c:#p = #p'" #(A(/;J).c.p) <#(A(/ ',./).e.p') =>A(/ J).e.p ~ dom 1JIJ.e .
Moreover, also by 6.2.2,
Vp, p'e0f./;J).c :#p = #p'" #(A(/;J).c.p) =#(A(/;J).c.p') => #(r(/;J).c.p)

#(r(/;J).e.p')

Let p, p'edom 'llla!·e with #p = #p'. This implies that A(/J).c.p and A(/;J).c.p' are both
in domv1.c , and hence #(A(/;J).c.p)=#(A(/;J).c.p') , and hence also
#(r(/ ;J).c.p) #(T'(I ;J).c.p').

=

'lflaJ·C.p

=v1 .(v, .c. (A(/ ;J).e.p)).(r(I ;J).c.p)
='¥1 .(v,.c. (A(/ ;J).c.p')).(r(/ ;J).c.p)
= 'lf1.('¥1·c. (A(/ ;J).e.p')).(r(/ ;J).c.p')
='¥1aJ.c.p' .

Let nee IV be such that dom 'tJ.ef;;F/'e.
In order to prove 3n e IV :dom 'tJaJ .Cc;;;;. F1n , we refonnulate this statement, as follows.
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3n e IN:dom 'tJffil.cr;;,F/
~

3n e IN :Vp e 0(1 ;J).c :#p =n

~

3ne IN:Vpe0(/-,J).c :A(/;J).c.pedomt1.c::;.. #p = n

This is a consequence of an instance (namely the case n' =nc ) of the following statement,
which will be proved by induction on n' ..

\fn'-5, nc:3ne IN:Vpe0(/-,J).c:
(A(/;J).c.pe {V'(/-,J).c.p'lp'eF1n'J

A

r(/;.l).c.p

<>)::;.. #p = n .

n' 0: We choose n = 0.
If p e 0(/;.1).c and A(l;.1).c.pe {V'(l;J).c.p'lp'eF1°} ,
then A(/ ;J).c.p = V'(/ -,J).c. <>=A(/ ;J).c. <> , and hence r(/ -,J).c. p
So if r(r ;J).c.p = <> , then #p 0.

=

=p .

n' > 0 : Let nn e IN be such that
Vp e 0(/;J).c:(A(l;.l).c.p e {V'(/ ;J).c.p'lp'eF/1'-t} "r(/;J).c.p = <>)::;.. #p = nn
First consider the case that F1n'- 1ndom \jfJ.C 0.
Then we can choose any n e IN we like, since there is no p e 0<_/ ;J).c with
#(A(/;J).c.p)>n'-1i:6.2.2,6.2.1:}.
On the other hand, if F1 n'- 1ndomljl1 .c ;t:0, then there exists a unique action a of J such
that \fp'eF1n'- 1ndom \jfJ.C:1j11.c.p' =a.
a is a command of/, so 3ne IN:dom t 1.ar;;,F/ , say na.
Define n := nn +na .
Let pe 0(1-,J).c and suppose A(/;J).c.p e {V'(/;J).c.p'lp'eF1n'j "r(/;J).c.p
We must prove #p n .

=

=<> .

A(/;J).c.p has a prefix p" oflength n'-1 , which is in dom \jfJ.C
with, of course, ljl1 .c.p" =a.
It also has a prefix of length n' , and whether V (/ ;.l).c. p" = p" or not, this prefix equals
p" &t1 .a.p+ for some p+e dom t 1.a.
So dom t 1.a ;t: 0 , and hence na is unique.
From the induction hypothesis we conclude that #p ;;:: nn .
p has a prefix of length nn ; we call it pnn .
Recurrence easily yields that for prefixes p"' with #p"'e [nn ..nn+na-l],
A(/ ;J).c.p"' = p' and r(l-,J).c.p"' = p"'>--pnn.
Therefore, #p ~ nn+na n.
If #p = n , then indeed

=

A(/;J).c.pe {V'(/-,J).c.p'lpeF/'J "r(/;J).c.p = <> .
But if #p > n , then either r(l ;J).c.p
{V'(/;J).c.p'lp'eF/''}.
So#p=n.

;t:

<> or A(/ ;.l).c.p is growing out of
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This proves that the formula
Vee C1:(3n e IN:dom t1.c<;;;,,F/') /\ (Vp, p'edom 'Vl·c :#p = #p' => 'Vl·c.p = '1'1-c.p')
defines an interface type. Without proof we mention that the typed kernel relation that goes with
this interface type is the following (we use the names D and DD as usual):
there exist functions a.eC0 -'tC00 * and ~eC0 -'fRoo*-"Ro such that the following panial
machine is upward compatible with D :

'AceC0 :'>..'JedomM00 .(a..c):M00 .(a..c).s,

'AceC0 :'>.!iedom Qoo.(<x.c):p.c.(Q00 .(a..c).s)>

7.5. THE LATTICE STRUCTURE ON THE INTERFACE TYPES
There is a natural notion of subtype associated with the interface types; it panially orders the
interface types, and this ordering has all the propenies of a complete lattice [Bi67] (except that it
is not a set).

7.5.1. Definition
T, TT: interface types.

TC:. TT : ~ every interface of type Tis also of type TT .

0
If interface types were sets, then this notion of subtype would be the ordinary set inclusion.
Obviously, if Tr;;;;;, TT, then for all partial machines D and DD ,

DD knr D :::> DD knrr D .
The converse is not true: there exist interface types T and TT such that for all D and DD ,
DD knr D :::>DD knrr D , and yet TC:. TT does not hold. This is shown in the following example.
Let T be the interface type with for all interfaces I,
T(/):~/isahatchv(C1<;;;,,A1A

VceC1:domt1=0).

Tis an interface type indeed: it contains all hatches, and as for composition:
- The composition of two hatches is a hatch;

- If I is any interface with property T • and J is an interface to I such that
C1r;;;.A1A VceC1:domt1.c =0, then C1<;;;,,A1 /\ VceC,:dom tflfj]-C = 0;
- If I is an interface with C1{;.A1
forallceC1 :

Vp e 0(_/ ;J).c :8(/ ;J).c. p = <>
and hence dom 'l:JeJ.C

=0 .

A

VceC1:dom t 1.c = 0, and J is a hatch to I, then C1{;.A1 , and
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Let D and DD be partial machines, and suppose DD knT D . In particular, let I be an interface of
type T to DD such that DD©! UC D .
If I is a hatch, then DD uc DD(f)I, and hence DD uc D .
- IfC1~A1 "'ifceC1:domt1.c =0, then 'ifceC1:domQoDl!fJf·C =0, so 'r/ceCo:domQo.c =0,

and because Coc;;,C1c;;,A1c;;,CDD, also DD uc D.
We see that the typed kernel relation that goes with type Tis upward compatibility: the same as
for the hatch type. Yet, not every interface of type Tis a hatch, for instance

I:=< {0, 1), {0], {O, I), {0),
J..ce {0, l}:A.pe {<>):1-c,
J..ce{O,l}:/d0>
is of type T because C1c;;.A1 "'rice C1:dom t1.c = 0 , but not a hatch because 'lf1.0.<> = 1 and
'1'1·1.<> =0.
For interface types T and 1T , the property of being an interface both of type T and of type 1T is
an interface type: the hatches are of both types, and if I and J (with J to I) are of both typeS, then
Im! is of type T because I and J are, and the same for type 'IT . This type is the greatest lower
bound of T and 1T: it is a subtype of either one, and every common subtype of T and 1T is a subtype of this type too.

7.5.2. Definition
T, 1T : interface types.

n

T
1T is the interface type U such that
for every interface I , U (/) ~ T (/) " 1T (/) .
(]

This operation would be set intersection if interface types were sets. It can be generalized to any
(finite or infinite) number of interface types Tl> ... ,Ta , by defining
{Ti. ... , T al as the
property of being of each of the types Ti. ... , Ta .

n

As opposed to generalized set intersection, where n0 is not a set,
namely the type of all interfaces.

n 0 is an interface type,

Note that T 1 , •.• , Ta are proper classes, and hence {T 1 , ••• , Ta) cannot be a set or even a class
if a> 0 ; we might call it a hyperclass, like we did in Section 7 .1.
It is tempting to believe that the dual operation, the analogon of set union, yields the least upper
bound. But this need not result in an interface type: l<J)J need not be of type Tor of type 1T if
only I is of type T and J is of type IT. The following example clarifies this.
Let the interface type T be defined by
T(/) :~ 'ifceC1:domv1.cc;;, { <>} .
T clearly is an interface type: if I is a hatch, then 'rice C1:dom 'Ill~ { <>) , and if I and] both have
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property T , J an interface to I • then for all c E C1

:

=e(1;1>.c

= {pe8(/;J).c jA(/;J).c.p edom w1 .c "r(/;J).c.p e dom w1 .(w1 .c. (A(/;J).c.p)))
~ {p E 8(/ ;J).ciA(/;J).c.p
~

=<> A r(/;J).c.p =<>)

{<>) .

Let TT be the interface type of Example 1 of the previous section:
TT(/) :~3~Fr--+R1:'<1ceC1:t1.c~l..peF1 1 :~.(P1).

We will now define interfaces I and J such that I is of type T and J is of type TT (whence both are
either of type Tor of type TT) and J is an interface to/, but lffil is not of one of these types.
C1

:= (0, 1) ;A1 := (0, 1); F1 := (1); R1 :=(I}

domw1.0 :=0
'VI·1 :=ApE {<>):l
'tJ.0

:= Ap E {<> ):1

't/J

:=ApE {<1>):1

Ci:= (0, 1) ;Ai:= (0, 1) ;F, := (1); R1 := (1)

'Vl·O :=ApE {<> ):0
'Vi.l :=ApE{l)*:l
ti.0 := ApE {<l> ):1
domti.l :=0
Clearly, I is of type T, J is of type TT, and J is an interface to I .
Using the definitions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we compute that for the I-command 0 :
V(/;J).0.<> =<1>
A(/;J).0.<> = <1>
r(/;J).0.<> = <>
<I> ~~m vi.0, so<> i! the only element of 0(_/;J).c.
Hence 8(.f;J).0= 0 and 0<,/;J).0 =<>,and t1e.1.0.<> = 1.
Apply the definitions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 once more, this time for the I-command 1 :
V(/;J).1.p = p for every pe {I}* • because <> ~dom t 1.l ; by recurrence, this yields
A(/;J).1.p = p and r(/;J).1.p =<>for every pe {1 )* .
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= I I)* and e(I;J).1

0' and Vp E {I}* :\jlrnv.1.p = 1 .

Conclusion: 1$1 is not of type T because dom'Vie.1.1 =(I}* , and not of type TT because
domt1e.1.0= (<>}.
We will now introduce a way to obtain the smallest interface type containing all members of a
given class of interfaces.

7.5.3. Definition
The type closure of a class S of interfaces, written TC/ S , is the propeny of being a finite
composition 1 1Ea · • • Eal,. (n ~ l) of interfaces such that every /; is either a hatch or a
memberofS.

0
The notation I 1 EB · · ·EB/,. has been justified in Section 6.4, where we proved associativity of
interface composition.
The type closure of a class S of interfaces is an interface type: every hatch has the propeny, and
IEBJ has the propeny whenever I =I 1EB ···EB/,. and J = J 1$ · · · @Jm have it, since associativity
of interface composition justifies that we write (/ 1$ · · · EB/,.)EB(J 1EB · · · @Jm) as
1 1$ · · · Eal,.©J1EB ···©Im.
It is also the smallest interface type to which all members of S belong.
We are now ready to define the least upper bound of two interface types.

7.5.4. Definition
T , TT : interface types.

T U TT is the type closure of the class {I IT(/) v TT(/) l .
I]

Since T(/) and TT(/) can be true for interfaces only, {/ jT(/) v TT(/)) is a class of interfaces, and
its type closure is an interface type. This interface type is the smallest one to which all interfaces
of type T and all interfaces of type TT belong.
Like the greatest lower bound, this least upper bound operation can be generalized to operate on
any hyperclass of interface types:
T 1, ••• , Ta} is the type closure of the class containing
precise! y all interfaces that are of at least one of the types T 1 , ••• , Ta .

LJ {

LJ 0 = TCl 0 , which is the type of all hatches.

Note that if the type closure operation is applied to a non-empty union of interface types, then the
phrase 'either a hatch or' in Definition 7.5.3 has no influence on which interfaces are included.
As an example, we will detennine T U TT where T and TT are the interface types of the discussion preceding Definition 7.5.3. We repeat:
T(J) <=> Vee C1:dom 'V1.ci;;, ( <> l
TT(/)<=> 3jieFr·+R,:'tlceC1 :t1.ci;;,l.p eF11 :J:t(p 1)
(it is deliberate that we write T(J) and TT(/) instead of T(J) and TT(J): we will shonly use !he

159 fonnulas in this fonn ).
The least upper bound of these two interface types is the interface type U such that for every
interface K:
U(K)<=:>'VceCK:domtKr;;;;.FK 1u(<>J.

The proof that U is an interface type is a part of the proof that U is T U 7T ; we start the latter
with the fonner.
It needs no argument that every hatch has property U .

Let I and J be interfaces with property U , where J is an interface to I . We must prove
'VceC1:8<1;.1).cr;;;;.F1 1u{<>},
or, equivalently,
'VceC1:'Vpe9(/;J).c:/:;.(/;.l).c.pedomt1.c :::::>- #p

~

1

Let c e C1 and p e 0<,/ ;J).c , and suppose /:;.(/ ;.l).c. p e dom t 1 .c .
This implies#(/:;.(/ ;J).c. p)::;; l , and, by 6.2.2, r(/ ;.l).c.p = <> .
If/:;.(/ ;J).c. p = V(/ ;J).c. <> , then r(/ ;J).c.p

p , sop = <> .

Suppose, on the other hand, that/:;.(/ ;J).c.p "'- V(/ ;J).c. <> ; then p ""<> , say p =p'&r.
We know that
/:;.(/;J).c.p'e dam 1VJ•C

A

r(/;J).c.p'edom 1Vt·(1VJ·C.(/:;.(/;J).c.p'))

and, because r(/ ;.l).c.p = <> ,
(r(/;.l).c.p')&re dam t1.(iv1.c. (/:;.(/ ;.l).c.p'))
and /:;.(/;.l).c.p equals
V(/ ;.l).c. (/:;.(/;J).c.p'&t1.(iv1.c.(!:;.(J ;J).c.p'))).((r(I ;J).c.p')&r)

But/:;.(/ ;.l).c.p has length l , and hence/:;.(/ ;.l).c.p' = <> , so r(/ ;.1).c.p' = p'.
At the same time, (r(I ;J).c.p')&r has length l . Sop'= <> .
Conclusion : #p l •

=

Indeed, U is an interface type.
It is easy to see that all interfaces of type T and all interfaces of type 7T are of type U as well; so
U is an upper bound of T and 7T .
The proof that U is the least of l:he upper bounds of T and 7T is given as follows: for an arbitrary
interface K of type U , we define an interface I of type 7T and an interface J to I of type T , such
that K =le.I . Let K be an interface of type U .

Define interface I by
1
C1 := {ce CK!dom tK.cr;;;;.FK }
R1 :=FK; A1 :=AK; F1 :=FK

- 160 'VI := 'VKt C1 ; and for all c e C1 ,
t 1.c :=A.pedomtK.c:pi .

Obviously, lis of type IT:

define~

:=Id FK

.

Define interface J by
CJ :=CK; RJ :=RK; FJ :=FK
1

AJ := {ceCKldomtK.c;;;;FK )
'CJ :='tK; and for all ce CK.
ifdom'tK= {<>)

/d0
'l/J.C

=
{ A.pe {<> ):c

So J is of type T, and J is an interface to I (observe, for instance, that C1 and AJ are the same set).
We will determine lffil.
Crn:ll =CJ= CK; Rusu= RJ =RK; A1e1 = A1 =AK; F1i:w = F1 =FK.

Let c e CK . Distinguish between dom tK .c = { <> J and dom 'tK .c;;;; F K 1 •
In the first case, dom 'VJ .c = 0 • so E>(/ ;J).c = { <>) , and
fl(/ ;J).c. <> and r(/ ;J).c. <>are both <> .
Sodom 'l/Ji:w.c = 0

= dom 'llK·c, and

= A.pe { <> ]:tJ.C. (fl(/ ;J).c.p)
=Ape {<>}:'tK.c.<>

In the other case, 'l/J.C =A.pe { <> }:c. ceAJ, ce C1 , 'VJ·C
Hence <j: 6.2.I :!>- V(/;J).c.p = p for all p eFJ* .
By recurrence, 6.2.2 yields

8(/-,J).c = {p eFK* lpro {p );;;;dom 'VK .c I
and for all p e 0(1 ;J).c :
<>
fl(/ ;J).c.p = p
{

if pEdom 'CK.c
if p e dom 'tK.c

='llK·c, and t 1.c =A.p e dom tK.c :p 1 •
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if pedom tK.c

r(/;J).c.p ={p

<>

if p e dom tK.c

Hence
8(.J;J).c = (p eFK* lpro{p)i;;;dom WK·c

I\

pedom tK.c

I\

p edom WK-C) = dom WK·c

and

e.c =

{peFK* lpro{p)!:;;;dom WK·C

I\

If p Ee(/ ;J).C , then:

= w1.(w1 .c. (ll(/;J).c.p)).(r(l ;J).c.p)
= 1j11.(1j1J.C. <>).p
=ljlK.c.p.

If p e S(/ ;J).c , then:
t/lifll•C.p

= tJ.C.(fl(/ ;J).c.p)
=tK.c.p •

Summarizing: I (J)J = K •

pedom tK.C}

=dom tK.C

.
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CHAPTER

8

RETROSPECTION
8.1. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN ENDS
We have come to grips with the problem of detennining which infonnation should be minimally
contained in a complete functional specification of an infonnation system. This was achieved by
modeling the functional properties of infonnation systems in the concept of data machine, and
finding out the common characteristics shared by all data machines with a given external
behavior. This led us to the concept of standard: a complete functional specification of an Information system, no matter in what specification language it is fonnulated, should define a standard.
In order to obtain a data machine with the functional properties described in such a specification,
we attached a unique standard machine to every standard.
A first attempt has been made to reduce structurally the amount of effort required to single out a
standard. The result is the concept of standard inducer: from every instance of this concept a
standard is derived using a fixed scheme of recurrence equations and a fixed quantification.
Unfortunately, this does not mean liberation of all undesirable labour. Using a standard inducer
to define a standard implies that the specifier has to elect a generator of the corresponding standard machine. To avoid redundancy, he must choose a minimal generator. It is possible that
there are none, but most likely, there are several of these. So, since the chosen generator can be
reconstructed from the standard inducer, its election makes the resulting specification overspecific.

It is not known whether there can be defined a concept such that its instances are in 1-1
correspondence with a class of standards sufficiently rich to cover all practical cases (or a vast
majority thereof), and which do not suffer from redundancy by their internal structure. If such a
concept would be conceivable, then defining an instance of it would be the ultimate way of functionally specifying an infonnation system.
The nature of incomplete functional specifications has been studied as well. Like complete ones,
incomplete functional specifications define equivalence classes of infonnation systems, but the
equivalence relation is coarser than "exact equality of external behavior": all that is asked from
the equivalence relation is that there exists a type of simulation mechanisms such that two information systems are in the same equivalence class if and only if either one of them can simulate
the other one by a mechanism of this type. This means that there are practically as many types of
incomplete functional specifications as there are types of simulation mechanisms.
The theory on this subject has not reached the height that we achieved with complete functional
specifications, which is easily accounted for because it is a much more complicated matter. On
the one hand, the general notion of simulation mechanism has been defined, namely in the concept of interface, and the types thereof as interface types; we proved that the relations that we
expect to be equivalence relations are so indeed; and we even brought a "hierarchy" among interface types to light. The fonnalization is a gripping subject in its own right, but irrespective of
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that, it is also a constructive demonstration of the formalizability of a variety of simulation relations.
But on the other hand, a very important problem has been left unmentioned, let alone solved. We
mean the following "characterization problem": given an interface type T, what characteristics arc
shared by the data machines in one equivalence class of the corresponding typed kernel relation?
In other words, we ask for an operator
on data machines such that for all data machines D and
DD:

nT

H

DD lin.T D

<:::;>

QTDD

=QTD

.

In the part on complete functional specifications, the role of

nT was played by Std: recall that

DD~ D <:::;>Std DD =Std D.

But neither for the ordinary kernel relation, nor for any of the typed kernel relations other than
upward compatibility. we discovered such an operation.

It would positively be a desirable result to know it (if it exists), and to know the exact structure of
its images, cf. Lemma 3.2.3. 'Ihis is because the notion of functional specification according to
type T could then be described as "definition of an image of QT", just like a complete functional
specification can be described as a definition of a standard. To put it differently: a functional
specification according to type T should describe an equivalence class of k7r (or at least all data
machines therein), but up till now we have no other means to realize this than by expressions of
the form {DD IDD
D} for a given data machine D. Apart from the fact that this is not a settheoretic expression - a k7r-class is a proper class - there are at least two other reasons why this
is not a nice method:

fiti.

- it presupposes that a particular member D of that class of data machines has been defined,
therefore it is over-specific;
- it gives us hardly anything to go by when judging whether or not a certain data machine DD is
a member of the class.

nT

Then again, two properties of
can easily be derived from the results of previous chapters: a
"stronger bound" and a "weaker bound", so to speak.
About the first: since mutual upward compatibility is equivalent to equality of standards, and knT
is a weaker relation than uc, the standard of a data machine D contains all information about

'2rD.

nT

The second property of
is derived from clause (ii) of Lemma 2.4.8. If D and DD are data
machines of which Dis distinguished, I is an interface to DD (regardless of any type). and+ is a
motphism of D to DD(!)/, then+ is injective; hence #So :s; #S00 . Titis brings along that
0.rDD

=QTD =:> #Std DD =#Std D ,

in words: the cardinality of the standard of a data machine is a derivative of the image under nr
of that data machine.
It is not the case, not even for the type of all interfaces, that this information, viz. the cardinality
of the standard, suffices. As a clarifying example, we mention the difference between a random
access memory (RAM) and a read-only memory (ROM). Both have the disposal of a non-empty
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set of addresses, say A, and a set of possible contents, say B, wilh #B ~. 2 . A state assigns an element of B to every element of A ; every combination is possible. Hence SRAM = SRoM =A ~B .
The difference is in the possibilities for state transitions.
Once initialized to a certain state s , ROM never takes up another state. Its commands are elements of A, and to every aeA the response is s.a. Fonnally:
CRoM =A ; /!RoM

B

MRoM = A.aeA :l.seA ~B :s
QRoM =A.a e A :ls eA ~B :s.a
RAM has the same possibilities as ROM, but also some additional ones: it can move from one

state to another. The commands to accomplish that are ordered pairs (a ;b) e A xB (for convenience, we assume that A and B are such that A (I (Ax B) = 0 ). The new state is equal to the old
state, except that the function value in a has changed to b. The response is irrelevant; let us say it
is e. So formally,
CRAM= A U(A xB); RRAM =Bu (e}

and for all c e CRAM , se SRAM :
ifceA
M...,.cs

=ti(A I

(n,<})V l<I ifceAxB

ifceA
ifceAxB
It is immediately clear that ROM is not a kernel for RAM ; any intetface I with
CRAMr;;,q 'A1r:CR0M' and RROMt;;;F1

such that ROM(J;J uc RAM would react on command aeA by consulting ROM (or not) and
returning a response be B ; and after the command (a ;b ')e A xB - with b' ;i1: b - has been processed, command a would again result in response b : a contradiction.
Therefore, that two distinguished data machines D and DD are kn-equivalent implies #SD = #SDD•
but not vice versa.
A stray note in this area is the following. Among the kn-strongest data machines with a given
state space cardinality a , i.e. the data machines DD such that #SDD a and for all data machines
D , #SD =a=:> DD kn D , are the ones that are examinable and strongly connected: these two
notions are defined as follows.
A partial machine Dis called examinable if there exists an intentionµ in D such that:
(i).

VseSD:EDµ.seC0 *

A

sedom Q0 .(Eoµ.s)

(ii). Vs, s'e So:QD.(EDµ.s).s = QD.(Eoµ.s').s' =:> s =s' .
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A data machine Dis called strongly connected if 'v's, s 'e S0 :s ~ 0 s' .
After these definitions, we can prove an even stronger statement than that DD kn D for every examinable and strongly connected data machine DD and every data machine D with #So =#Soo.
namely the following.
Let D and DD be data machines, and suppose that DD is examinable and strongly connected, and
that #So~ #S00 . Then for every injective cp e S0 ~S00 , there exists an interface I to DD such
that cp is a homomorphism of D to DD$/ .
We will not give a detailed proof, but only a hint; it will be clear that Example I of Section 5.6 is
generalized here. Given an injection cp e S0 ~S00 , we construct an interface/.
C1 :=Co; R1 :=Ro;

A1

:=Coo;

F1

:=Roo.

Command c e Co is processed by I as follows. First, I applies to D the intention µ as expressed in
the definition of examinable. From the result, which is Q00 .(E00 µ.s).s where sis the original
state of DD , this state s is derivable. If this state s is not in mg cp , then I blocks. Otherwise, say
s cp.s' , I starts feeding into DD the components of some ye C00 * that will cause DD to move
from its current state, i.e. M00 .(E00 µ.s).s, to the correct new state, i.e. cp.(M0 .c.s'). Such a tuple
y exists because DD is strongly connected. After that, I returns the response Q0 .c.s' .

=

For a reader who has worked his way through the chapters 5 and 7, it should not be all too hard
(although it is a great deal of work) to formalize this description of I and prove that cp is a
homomorphism of D to DD(JJ/ .
Quite a different thing we did not succeed in was to give such a definition of interface type that
equality of knr and knrr would imply equality of T and TT, for all interface types T and TT (see
Section 7 .5). It would have been a nice result if we could have proved the following implication
for an arbitrary interface I and an arbitrary interface type T : if for every partial machine D such
that I is an interface to D , D knr D(JJ/ , then I is of type T . This would have led to the lacking
result because it implies that TC. TT whenever for all partial machines D and DD , DD knr D
implies DD knrr D . Now the sentence D knr DfBI is equivalent with the existence of an interface J of type T to D such that DEBI uc D(JJ/. This means that provability of the "nice implication" almost enforces that for a suitably chosen partial machine D , if J is any interface of type T
to D such that D(JJJ uc D(JJ/, then I can be obtained from J by connecting well-chosen hatches Jx
and Jy to J, i.e. I =Jx(JJJ(JJJy. This suggests that a possible solution of our problem might be
found in enlarging the concept of hatch. By the counterexample constructed between the
definitions 7.5.1 and 7.5.2, we come to the idea that the two clauses in the definition of hatch
(7 .2.1) should at least be weakened to the following:
(i).

t/ .C!: l.p

(ii). dom tf.C

E F, 1 :p1
¢

0 ~ 'Vf·C· <>

=C.

The composition of two hatches according to this new definition is just such a hatch; so in the
new meaning that the phrase 'interface type' gets by this new concept of hatch, these hatches
again form an interface type. The corresponding typed kernel relation is upward compatibility.
So at least we did not lose any essential result
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type is the only interface type with upward compatibility as its typed kernel relation; let alone
that the original problem. namely whether every interface type T is the only interface type with
knT as its typed kernel relation, would be solved.
8.2. DATA MACIDNES AND PARTIAL MACHINES
Immediately after the definition of partial machine, viz. 5.2. l, it was remarked that a data
machine is also a partial machine. More precisely, a partial machine D is a data machine if and
only if 'Vee C0 :dom Q0 .c =So. Informally, this means that independently of the state of D, supplying any command will lead to a well-defined action of D, consisting of a state transition and
the uttering of a response.
The chapters 2, 3, and 4 were based entirely on these special cases of partial machines. This
reflects the author's opinion that in a well-designed information system, no user action will ever
lead to non-terminating internal computations ("hanging"): a property sometimes referred to by
the phrase 'fool-proor.
This view could have been carried through in the chapters 5 ff., by defining the concept of interface such that for every data machine D and every interface I to D , DIDI is again a data machine.
It is necessary (and also sufficient) to that aim that on every interface I the following restriction is
posed:
'Vee C1:'VpeF/":pref{p Jndom t 1.c ;e l2J •

Let us call an interface with this property a solid interface. This would not have given rise to
technical difficulties: the composition of two solid interfaces is solid again. Quite on the contrary, it would lead to significant simplification: for instance. E0 (v1.c).s and l:i.(/;J).c.p could in'
no case grow to infinite length, and much domain checking could have been left behind.
The discovery that. for instance, NID was a kernel for KCDM from an intuitive standpoint, made
trouble. It forced us to define an interl'ace like JNK in Example 2 of Section 5.6. and this interface is not solid: the all-l's series has no prefix In domtJNK·O or in dom'tJNK·I. (Aside: nonsolid interl'aces have occurred in other examples too, but there they usually might just as well
have been replaced by solid ones).
Yet, this in itself does not mean the end of data machines: after all, NID<!DJNK is a data machine,
namely KCDM. Just the fact that the combination of JNK with an other data machine, one that
JNK definitely was not designed for, is not a data machine. argues for introduction of partial
machines. So perhaps we still could do without them, by deliberately confining ourselves to
cases where D@/ is a data machine. This means that the meaning of '/ is an interface to D •
becomes more stringent: an extra requirement is that
'Vee C1:'Vse So:Eo(v1.c).se Co* "sedom (ti.co Qo.(Eo(v1.c).s)) .

But here, a new problem entered the stage: given this new definition of interface to D , it could
occur that for two interl'aces I and J, the composed interface !<!DJ was an interface to a given data
machine D, but /.alone was not. In other words, D<!Dl would have been a properly partial
machine, but J neatly gets round that partiality, so that D<!DI<!DJ is a data machine again. In this
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context, not knowing D<!!I in the theory appeared to be such an infringement of aesthetics that
allowing for partial machines seemed to be the wisest thing to do.
But now, of course, the opposite question is liable to be asked: given the situation that partial
machines are next to ineluctable, why not work with them from the beginning, i.e. in the chapters
2 through 4? After all, if a user wants his information system to be what we called fool-proof,
and the model, viz. the concept of partial machine, allows for systems that are not, then let him
specify this wish! This approach would have saved the reader the trouble of verifying that the
claims in the section on partial machines (viz. 5.2) are derivable, and by proofs that bear a sweeping resemblance with the corresponding ones in the part on data machines.
There are some counterarguments against this line of reasoning; these plead in favor of treating
(not properly partial) data machines as well.
- Users are not likely to demand that under certain (well-defined) circumstances. the information
system should for all time destroy its own usability. In other words, a functional specification
that defines a class of properly partial machines is probably erroneous in the sense that it does
not correctly reflect the user's desires. And therefore, one that defines a class of data machines
by the partial machine approach contains the fact that these machines are "total" as superfluous
information.
- From a didactical point of view, it is advantageous to let "the poor reader" get acquainted with
the (easier) data machine concept before he is confronted with partial machines, which are
harder to work with.
In spite of these counterarguments, the choice between data machines and partial machines for
the chapters 2 through 4 is not enforced by pure reasoning. It must be considered a matter of
taste, or of what is or isn't important in one's mind. Anyway, tracing all the consequences of the
alternative option for the chapters 2 through 4 will be an interesting exercise in its own right.
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NEDERLANDSTALIGE SAMENVATTING
Dit proefschrifi behandelt enkele algebraische structuren, met bet doel een theoretisch raamwerk
op te bouwen waarbinnen de semantiek van functionele specificaties van informatiesystemen formeel kan worden gedefinieerd.
De eerste van deze structuren heet data-machine: een data-machine is een denkbeeldig
gegevensverwerkend apparaat. In deze structuur worden de functionele eigenschappen van informatiesystemen gemodelleerd. Evenals die informatiesystemen hebben data-machines een
uitwendig gedrag; data-machines zijn equivalent als ze hetzelfde gedrag vertonen. Deze
onderwerpen komen aan de orde in hoofdstuk 2.
In hoofdstuk 3 worden de gemeenschappelijke kenmerken van equivalente data-machines onderzocht Het resultaat is de definitie van het begrip standaard: een standaard is een object dat uit
het precieze gedrag (en niet meer dan dat!) van een data-machine bestaat. Uitgaande van zo'n
standaard kan men op kanonieke wijze een data-machine met dat gedrag construeren; deze datamachine heet een standoard-machine.
Men kan nu stellen dat een volledige functionele specificatie van een informatiesysteem in essentie een definitie van een standaard is. Vervolgens dient dan te worden onderzocht hoe zo'n
definitie met een minimum aan redundantie en over-specificatie kan worden opgesteld.
Hoofdstuk 4 geeft daar een eerste aanzet toe met de definitie van een begrip dat in het Engels
wordt aangeduid met standard inducer; in het Nederlands wellicht te vertalen als standaardvoortbrenger.
Een andere algebraische structuur, genaamd interface, wordt ingevoerd in hoofdstuk 5. Evenals
een data-machine is een interface een denkbeeldig apparaat, alleen niet een dat zelf gegevens
verwerkt. Het dient er uitsluitend voor om de communicatie tussen een gebruiker en een datamachine voor die gebruiker te vereenvoudigen. Een data-machine heet een kern voor een andere
data-machine wanneer de eerste door uitbreiding met een interface het gedrag van die andere kan
nabootsen.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt nagegaan wat de gevolgen zijn warmeer een interface niet aan een datamachine, maar aan een andere interface wordt gekoppeld. Het resultaat is dan weer een interface.
Deze compositie-operatie heeft enkele prenige eigenschappen, waaronder associativiteit.

De eerder genoemde kem-relatie partitioneert de klasse van alle data-machines in grove
equivalentieklassen. Elk van die equiyalentieklassen bevat vele standaard-machines. Een
beschrijving van zo'n klasse kan worden gezien als een eerste begin van een functionele
specificatie, en wordt een onvolledige functionele specificatie genoemd.
Door te stellen dat niet alle interfaces ter beschikking staan, maar slechts die welke aan een zeker
soon eisen, geheten interface types, beantwoorden, krijgt men tussenvormen tussen de genoemde
grove partitionering en de equivalentierelatie uit hoofdstuk 2. Dit is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk
7. Een beschrijving van een equivalentieklasse van zo'n "tussenvorm" is eveneens een onvolledige functionele specificatie, zij het "minder onvolledig" dan in het geval van de algemene
kem-relatie.
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift

DATA MACHINES AND INTERFACES
door F.T.AM. Pieper
Eindhoven, 18 april 1989.

Een volledige functionele specificatie van een infollilatiesysteem is een definitie van de
verzameling toestanden van een corresponderende standaardmachine.
Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift.
II

De standaardmachines die worden afgeleid uit singleton standaard-inducers waarvan de
elementen kunnen worden gedefinieerd door enkelvoudige recurrentie, zijn precies de
definieerbare standaardmachines D met een singleton generator en de eigenschap dat C0 1 is u.i.
binnen S0 . Deze klasse van standaardmachines dekt het leeuwedeel van de denkbare praktische
toepassingen.
Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift.
III
Het al dan niet kunnen uitvoeren van de taken van een gewenst infonnatiesysteem met een
gegeven systeem, wordt getrouw bepaald door de relatie kn uit dit proefschrift. Derhalve is een
equivalentieklasse onder deze relatie, die een quasi-ordening is, een maat voor de theoretische
toepassingsmogelijkheden van een systeem.

Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift.

IV
Noem een partil!le machine D implementeerbaar als SD • CD en RD opsombare verzamelingen en
MD en QD berekenbare functies zijn. Evenzo heet een interface I implementeerbaar als Ct , Rt ,
At en F1 opsombaar en 'Vt en 'tf berekenbaar zijn. Dan geldt:
(i).

Voor een implementeerbare partil!le machine Deneen implementeerbare interface I voor D
is D<!fH implementeerbaar;

(ii). Voor een implementeerbare interface I en een implementeerbare interface J voor I is l©J

implementeerbaar;
(iii). Er is een universele implementeerbare partil!le machine, i.e. een implementeerbare partil!le
machine DD z6 dat voor iedere implementeerbare partil!le machine D geldt DD uc D .
Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 van dit proefschrift.

v
Het lijkt een veelbelovend idee dat in een onvolledige specificatie van een infonnatiesysteem een
object wordt gedefinieerd waardoor een equivalentieklasse onder een of andere getypeerde kemrelatie wordt vastgelegd. De theorie hieromtrent dient echter nog verder te worden ontwikkeld.
Hoofdstukken 7 en 8 van dit proefschrift.
VI

Bewijzen van equivalentie tussen de machinetypes van Mealy en Moore berusten op een onjuiste
wijze van vergelijken. Worden de machinetypes elektrotechnisch correct vergeleken, dan blijkt
wel het Mealy-type alle Moore-machines te bestrijken, maar niet omgekeerd. Zo is een
draadverbinding een voorbeeld van een Mealy-machine waarvoor geen equivalente Mooremachine bestaat
A. Gill, Comparison ofFinite-State Models

IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory CT-7, 1960, 178-179.
VII

Onder de functies die aan rijtjes natuurlijke getallen weer natuurlijke getallen toevoegen, zijn er
die wel intuTtief berekenbaar, maar niet recursief zijn; bijvoorbeeld:
A.re IV* :fir .
VIII

Een generalisatie van het verzamelingstheoretische begrip ordinaalgetal kan worden toegepast
voor een eenvoudige verzamelingstheoretische coderlng van het begrip rlj. Ieder ordinaalgetal
kan daarbij optreden als lengte van een rij.

IX
Hoewel in de modale predicatenlogica het fonnuleschema van Barcan meer omstreden is dan de
omkering eivan, zijn er instantiaties waarbij deze omkering aanvechtbaar is en de fonnule zelf
niet. Een voorbeeld is
(Vx:03y:y =x) =l> (0\fx:3y: y =x) .

G.E. Hughes en M.J. Creswell, An Introduction to Modal Logic
Methuen, London, 1968.

x
Het woord 'volledig' in de zinsnede 'relationeel volledig' is volledig misplaatst.
E.F. Codd, Relational Completeness of Data Base Sublanguages
In: Courant Computer Science Symposium No. 6: Data Base Systems, 67-101
Prentice-Hall, New York, 1972.
XI

Een van de sterke punten van de ziekenhuis-database van Remmen en De Brock is dat het geen
toonbeeld van elegantie is.
F. Remmen, Databases: grondslagen voor de 1.ogische structuur
Academic Seivice, Den Haag, 1982.
E.0. de Brock, Database Models and Retrieval Languages
Proefschrift, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven, 1984.
XII
Een rechtshandige gitarist zal zijn aanslagnagels het best kunnen ontzien wanneer deze aan zijn

linkerhand zitten. Voorbeelden van linkshandige gitaristen die hebben leren spelen als een
rechtshandige, maken duidelijk dat de speelhouding niet rechtstreeks door de handvoorkeur wordt
afgedwongen. Derhalve komt aan gespiegelde gitaannodellen zowel in de instrumentenbouw als
in het speelonderricht meer aandacht toe dan zij thans krijgen.
XIII
Gezien vanuit de positie van een alleenstaande met een voltijdbaan is de dinsdagavond het meest
geschikt ais koopavond.

